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Definitions.
i

e.

of the fame Number multiply’d into itself continually a certain Number of

II . A Reot is a Number , by whose continual Multiplication into itself another
Num --,
ber {which is called the Rower) is produced.
Example. Let any Number 2 be multiplied into itself, the Products are 4 s=
2X2)
84x2
(—
) 16 (— 8x 2) &c. Then is 2 called the Root of these Products, which
are
called the Powers of that Root .
^
Hence it is plain, that Power and Root are relative things. Every Power is the
of some Root , and every Root is the Root of some Power : So that by calling one Power
ber the Power or Root of another, we mean that it is the Number produced, or the Num¬
Num¬
ber producing that other by continual Multiplication.
But the several Powers, and the Root in relation to these, are also
distinguiflied by parti¬
cular Names, which shall next be explained.
HI. The* first Product (vim. that of the Root multiplied by itself) is called the
Square
of the Number multiplied; which in respect of the other is called the Square
Root . So
4 is the Square

of 2 , and

2 the Square

Root

of 4 , because

2X2

— 4.

The second Product (viz. of the Square by the Root ) is called the Cube, and the
Root
in respect of st is called the Cube Root : So 8 is the Cube
of 2, and 2 is the Cube Root
of 8 ; for 2X2X2 , or 4X2 = 8.
Others of the Powers had also particular Names among the Ancients; but they are very
complex and burthenfome to the Memory, and tend no way to the Improvement
or Ea¬
siness of the Science: Whereas it is obvious that we have no more to
do, but distinguish
them by their Order in the Series of Products, calling the first Product
the
the second Product the second Power, and so on; whereby these Names do offirst Power,
themselves
in a very simple and easy manner distinguish the several Powers, in consequence
of the
general Definition of a Power : for they express the. Number of Multiplications of
the
T

Root
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Root in the Production of each Power ; which the ancient Names do not. For the
Names Square and Cube, of which the rest were compounded, are Names of geometri¬
cal Quantities applied to Numbers , only from this Consideration, that the Measures of these
Quantities are found by such an Application of Numbers , as do produce the Numbers,
which are hence called Square and Cube.
But observe again, that tho’ in consequence of the preceding Definitions of Power and
Root , these Terms ought always to be contradistinguished, so that the Products only can
be called Powers ; yet for the fake of a particular Conveniency, which we shall presently
understand, the Root is called the first Power, and the Products in order are called the
second, third, &c. Power , as here:
2.
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In which Method the Root is the same with the first Power, and contradistinguished
only from the superior Powers, with respect to which we call it the second or third, &c.
Root ; tho' more commonly we use the Names Square and Cube, and Square Root,Cube
& c. Power and Root, for the degrees above the Cube
Root ; using the Names fourth, fifth, <
or third Degree.

Of the universal Notation of Powers and Roots.

I.
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Each of these Terms expressing the continual Product of A, taken so oft as it is placed in
each of them, which being once more at every Step gradually from the Root, *We have
also this more convenient Method of expressing them, viz. by writing only the Root with
a Number over it, to signify how oft the Root is to be taken, or placed as a Factor in
producing that Power. Thus the 4th Power of A is AAAA, to be written, according to
this other Method, thus, A+; and so of others, the whole Series of the Powers being re¬
presented thus:
A1, A*, A}, A*, A*, A6, &c.
When a Number A has no Figure or Mark of Power, it’s supposed to be the first, so that
A* or A are equivalent.
These Figures we call Indexes or 'Exponents of the Powers ; because by shewing the
Number of Factors, they sliew what Power is signified by that Expression, or what Term
the
in older of the Series; for the Numbers of Factors increase gradually in the Series,Root
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Root standing alone in the ist Term . twice in the id, and so on. And since the Deno¬
minations of the Powers are taken from their Places in the Series, they do also express the
Number of equal Factors, or the Number of times the Root is placed by Multiplication
in every Power , and consequently the Index is the Denomination ; so if A—2 then A3—
AAA—2X2X2— 8Again: By this Method any Power indefinitely may be expressed, by a general or inde¬
finite Index thus , A"; which is any Power of A, according to the Value we put upon the
Index n.
Hence any Series of Powers decreasing from a given one down to the Root may be ex¬
pressed thus:
A", A"—1, An—-, An—s, An—*, & c.
Still substracling one more from the Index till if become equal to 1, and then you have
the Root.

II .

For

Roots.

The Root of any Number considered as a Power may also be conveniently expressed
by that Number with an Index ; thus, over the Number which is the Denomination of
the Root , set in form of a Fraction ; this is the Index of the Root : For Example ; The
Square.Root of A is AT, the Cube Root AT, the 4th Root AT and so on ; so that if
A—4 - then AT=i\ Or if A—8, then AT—2 ; And an indefinite Root thus, A".
There is also another way of marking Roots by this Mark y/ , setting the Power before
it, and the Index above it : Thus the Square Root of A is \/A, the n Root is y A.
And now, to understand the Conveniency of distinguishing the Powers by their Order
in the Series, i. e, by the Number of Factors or Indexes, Consider that the various Powers of
the fame Root differ only by these Indexes, or Numbers of Factors ; and the Rules for their mu¬
tual Application to one another by Multiplication and Division, (by which chiefly their different
Properties are discovered,) depending upon the Consideration of these different Numbers
of Factors, it is a more simple and easy Method to make the same Number express both
the Number of Factors, and give a Denomination to the Power ; which would not be, if
we should begin the Numeration of the Powers at the first Product , calling AA, or A*
the First Power . It is true indeed, that by this Method the Denomination would always
be one less than the Index or Number of Factors, and so would be a certain regular Me¬
thod of shewing that Number ; but still the other is more simple and easy: Which the Ap¬
plications to be made afterwards will make appear more evidently.
There is one thing more you may observe upon this Method of denominating Powers,
w . That tho5the Root is not a Product of itself multiplied into itself, and so is not a Power
according to the general Definition; yet we may always contra-distinguifli Root and Power,
understanding them according to the general Definition, and at the fame time take the De¬
nominations of Powers from the Indexes or Numbers of Factors ; provided we understand
these Denominations or Indexes to express no other thing but the Number of Factors, i. e.
a Power composed of so many Factors as the Index expresses, and not as signifying the
Degree and Order of the several Powers from the first Product, which, according to the
general Definition, is the first Power, tho' the Index is 2 ; so for Example, A+ is called the
Fourth Power, not as being the fourth Term in the order of Products, for it is only the 3d
Product , but as being composed of four Factors ; viz. the Root stated as a Factor four
times ; so A+^=AxAxAxA.
But now after all, it’s to the fame Purpose in which of these Views you take the Deno¬
mination ; for the whole Conveniency lies in having the Number of Factors expressed,
which is done either way. Others again consider 1 as a Factor in every Power, and then
T 2
they
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they make the Index express the Number of Multiplications by which a Power is produced:
Thus A1—ixAxA ; in which are two Multiplications, ifl ixA , ad ixA by A.
D E f i N. IV. Towers or Roots are called Like or Similar to one another, whole Deno¬
minations or Indexes are the same; so A1, B*, or A", Bh are similar Powers, and these si¬
milar Roots, A~, B~. Such are also said to be Powers or Roots of the same Degree or
Order.
And when the Indexes are different or unequal, they are called unlike or of a different
Order : As A", Bm; also A",B"7.
V. The finding any Power of a Number is called Raising that Number to such a Power;
as finding the 4th Power of A is called Raising A to the 4th Power : And this is also call’d
in general, Involving, or the Involution of that Number , according to the Index of the

Power.

VI. The finding any proposed Root of a Number , is called the Ex trailing of such a
Root from that Number ; as finding the Cube Root of A is call’d the extracting the Cube
Root of A ; and this we call in general Evolving, or the Evolution of that Number , ac¬
cording to the Index of the Root.
VII. As any Number may be made a Root , and involved to any Power, so if a Number
C is a Power of another B, which is again a Power of another A, then may C be called a
Compound Power of A, i - e. a Power of a Power of A, ( as with respect to B it’s a sim¬

ple Power, ) and may be generally expressed thus: Am,n, that is, the n Power of Am. Ex¬
ample : 64 is the Square of the Cube of 2, for it is the Square of 8, which is the Cube of
2. The Composition may also consist of more than two Members, as the ^ Power of the

mPower of

VIII . If any Number A is a certain Root of another B, which is alsoa certain Root
of another C, then may A be called a compound Root of C ( as with respect to B it is
a
pm
a simple Root j and may be expressed thus, Cmn, that is, the n Root of C 1". Example : 2
is the Cube Root of the Square Root of 64.
That these Compound Powers and Roots must be equal to some im¬
Scholium.
mediate or simple Power or Root of the Number to which they are referred, will easily be
understood from the Nature of such Nunbers ; that is, the n Power of the mPower of A
is some immediate simple Power of A, as A0; and so of Roots : How such simple Expres¬
sions are found, shall be explained in its place.
IX . A Number which is first considered as a certain Root of another, as the ” Root,
may be itself involved according to some other Index m, and this Power being referred to
the same Number to which the preceeding Root was referred, may be called a mix’d
Power of that Number , so if B= An, then the mPower of B, that is, the m Power of
the n Root of A is a mix’d Power of A ( which referred to B is a simple Power ) and may
9 is the Square of the Cube Root of 27, for it is the
be expressed AExample:
Square of 3, whose Cube is 27.
In the same manner, a Number being considered as a certain Root of a certain Power
( whose Index is different from that of the Root ) of a Number , it may be called a mix’d
Root , as the m Root of the n Power of A, represented thus : A^“. Example: 9 is the
Cube Root of the Square of 27, for the Square of 27 is 729, which is also the Cube
Observe,
2
of 9.
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Observe, For either of these Kinds* viz. a mix’d Power , or mix’d Root , we may insti¬

tute this manner of Representation A™, which may signify either the mRoot os An, or
the n Power of Am. But then observe, that we can’t make it represent either of these in¬
differently, till we have first demonstrated that they are equal; which shall be afterwards
done ; and till then, I shall only use it for the mRoot of the 11 Power.
Scholium

. Every Number is a Root of any Order whatever, because it may be

involved to any Power ,- but every Number

is not a Power of any Order ; some being

Powers of no Order but the first, which is only being a Root ; i. e. there are some Num¬
bers which cannot be produced by the continual Multiplication of any Number whatever;
and such are 3, 5, 6, 7, and an infinite Number of others. Some again are Powers of
one particular Order only; as 4, which is only a Square; and 8, which is only a Cube.
Some in the last place, are Powers of more than one Order, but limited to a certain
Number of different Orders; as 64 is both a Square and a Cube ; its Square Root being
8, ana the Cube Root 4 ; for 8x8 —4X4X4 64
— : The Demonstration of these things
you’ll learn afterwards; to mention them in general is enough here, which was only neces¬
sary for the sake of the following Definition.
D e f 1N. X . When a Number A is proposed as a Power of any Order n, and yet is
not a Power of that Order, i. e. if it has no determinate Root of that Order, or there is no
Number which involved as the Index n directs , will produce that Number ; yet it has
what we may call an indeterminate Root , (as shall be afterwards explain’d) and this imagin’d Root , under the Notion of a true and com pleat Root , is called a Surd (i. e. inexpres¬
sible) Root, and is represented in the general Form A”; and such Roots as are real, are,
in Distinction from Surds, called 'Rational Roots. Exam. 8 is not a Square; for there is no
Number , which multiplied into itself, will produce 8. No Integer will, since 2X2 = 4,
and 3x3 = 9; and that no mix’d Number betwixt 2 and 3 can do it, will be afterwards
demonstrated.
But now as to Surds, don’t mistake, as if such Roots or Representations were nothing at
all, or so merely imaginary as to be of no Use in Arithmetick; for though there be no
such determinate or assignable Number , whose n Power is equal to A; yet we can find
Numbers mix’d of Integers and Fractions, that shall approach nearer and nearer to the Con¬
dition required, in infinitum; i. e. we can find a Series of Numbers decreasing continually,
whose Sum taken at every Step is a Number , the Power of which approaches nearer and
nearer to the given Number ; and this Series consider’d in its infinite Nature , as going on
by-.fhe fame Tenor and Law without end, and thereby approaching infinitely near to the
Condition of a true Root , is truly and properly what we call a Surd ; which, ’tis plain, is
something real in itself, though we can’t express the whole Value of it by any definite Num¬
ber ; for that is contrary to its Nature : So we find that the Surd Roots of different Num¬
bers have certain Connections and relative Properties the fame way as rational Numbers
have ; (all which things shall be demonstrated in their proper place.)
Therefore we conceive Surds as Quantities com pleat of their own kind, and so use the
fame general Notation for Surds and rational Roots : And hence the following Theory rela¬
ting to Roots are to be understood generally, whether they are Surds, or rational Roots;
concerning the Reason and Application of which co Surds, you’ll learn more Particulars
afterwards in Chap. 3.
XI . The Powers and Roots of PraEtkns are to be understood the fame way as of whole
Numbers ; that is, any Fraction being continually multiplied into itself, is a Root or first
Power, with respect to the Products which are the superior Powers.

Exam-

I4 2Theory
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and K is therefore the Square of f , and may be universally ex¬
pressed thus, ! ] ; or thus,
and the Root thus, y|n; or thus, —.
H
b*
by
bi
Observe, That only is the proper and immediate Power of a Fraction, whose Terms are
the Powers of the Terms of that Fraction ; yet as the fame Fraction may be expressed in
various Terms , so all equivalent Fractions may be taken for the Power or Root of the fame
Fraction, because they have the fame Effect in all Operations, if any one of them is so,
according to the Definition. Thus , because ■
?- x f-= J , and because £ ~ f, therefore A,
which is the Square of
may be also called the Square of S , alsoT% (— sj may be cal¬
led the Square of ^ or 4
Example,

Scholium

.

When a complex literal Expression is considers as a Root , to express

any Power of it we draw a Line over the whole Expression, and then annex the Index ;
thus, A—
j- B is the " Power of A -j- £5, and AB is the " Power of the Product AxB : But if
there is no Line over, then the Index is applied only to the Member over which it is im¬
mediately set, as A -j- B" is only the Sum of A and B", and ABn the Product of AxB ".

AXIOMS.
1st, Like Powers or Poets of equal Numbers("however differently exprefled
) are equal.
Thus : If A — B, then A"= B", and A" — B' . But unequal Numbers have their similar
Powers and Roots unequal; the greater having the greater Number for its Power or Root.
Hence,
Corol

. If the different Powers of unequal Numbers are equal, the Power of the

lesser Root has the greater Index. Thus : If A" — Bm, and A be less than B ; then is »
greater than m: For if n ~ m, then is A" less than Bm; and much more is it so, if n is less
than m. Exam. 8 ^--- 4^— 64.
I Id, If a Number is involved to any Power, and from this Power a Root of the fame
Denomination is extracted, this Root is the fame Number which was first involved. So if
A is involved to the n Power , and of this Power, viz,. A ", we extract the “ Root, ,it is
equal to A, i. e. A = A")~ And reverfly extract any Root of a Number , and then in¬
volve that Root to a Power of the fame Denomination ; this Power is the fame Numher from which the Root was first extracted; so the 11Power of A“, or A"l = ;A.Hence,
n

Corol.
1 . An Expression of this Sort A“, where the Numerator and Denominator
of the Index are equal, whether it is understood as the " Root of the 11Power ; or the n
Power of the 11Root of A, is no other thing in Effect and Value but A. Hence again;
2. Involution and Evolution are directly opposite, the one undoing the Effect of the
other ; whereby they are mutual Proofs one of the other.
Theorem

I.

If two similar Powers of different Numbers or Roots are multiplied together, the Pro¬
is the like Power of the Product of these Numbers or Roots . Thus , the Product of

duct

two Squares is the Square of the Product of their Roots. UniversallyAnxB n=
AB

.

Eemonstr.
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A — 2 , A*= 4
B = -t. lP — 25
AB — 10. A1 xB i =

Demovstr. la the Product A"xB “j A and B are applied as Fa¬
ctors equal times ; so that in the whole Product there is a Num¬
ber of Factors equal to 2 « ; and consequently the Product A B,
considers as one Number or Factor, is applied in that Product
100 — AB .
« times [ for in whatever Order the Factors are taken, the Pro¬
duct is still the fame] ; ib that the Product given is AB raised to the n Power , or

AB °.

Thus particularly, A - xBs — AAAxBBB
— ABxABxAB
AB
—
’.
. Henfce we learn, how the Product of a Number expressed as a Power, and
another not expressed as such ( but supposed to be one ) may be reduced to such an Ex¬

Corol

pression.

Thus , A" x B = A x b~f ; for the n Power of A is An, and the » Power of B'1

is B, thereforeA"x B = Ax bT.
Schol . This Theorem is true also, when the Roots are the fame; as A"xA ”=
AA .

But I have not taken this Cafe into the Theorem, because it falls within another (fee
is expressed in a more simple and convenient way. You are
to understand the fame of the Theorems2, 3, and 4.

Theor. 6.) where the Product

Theorem

II.

If two similar Powers of different Numbers or Roots are divided one by the other,
the Quote is the like Power of the Quote of the given Roots . Thus the Quote of two
Squares is the Square of the Quote of their Roots universally Bn A n—
B
- - A)’A
. — 3. A*—
a, 27
.
Demonstr.1. SupposeA, B are Integers, then B -r- A expres¬
B — 6 Bs = 2i 6
sed fractionally is ~ , whose n Power , according to Defin. n . is
B-t" A==2. B-^ - A -— 8
B"
B^ A)3—
8.
_

—- Rn

An

An

B . A.
cn

2 . Suppose B and A fractional; thus,B = - and A —
Also B"

A"— on
^

d' _ cnani__ ctf
an o

ndn

(Theor.

r. ac
1 .) But od

then is B":

e
0

and An =

- — B -> A, and its n
a

—n

Power is

od
Scholium

which is B - j- A .

. I have not here considered, whether Bn-h- A" is a whole Number or a

Fraction ; for which so ever of them it be, you see plainly that it is equal to B -f- A .
In
another place you’ll find it demonstrated, that according as Bnr - A" is integral or fractional,
so is B —
7—A ; and reverfly.
“The

following Corollaries 2, 3,4 , and y , are deduced from this and
Theorem jointly considered.

the

first

Co roll,
1 . The Quote of two Numbers , whereof one is exprested as a Power
and the other not, ( tho’ supposed to be one, ) may be reduced to such an Expression
thus ; Anr - B = A -^- EfT for
;
A" is the n Power of A, and B is the n Power of B7*.
2 - If any Product and one of the Factors are similar Powers , the other is also a simi¬
lar Power , and its Root is the Quote of the Roots of the other two Terms , Thus , if

144
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A" xB = ; D ", then isB = D " -h An=D -r-Al" whose n Root is D -> A. In another Place
it shall be demonstrated that D —A must be integral if D" -rA n or B is so.
III . Is the Dividend and either of the other two Terms , viz. Divisor and Quote, are
similar Powers, the other of those Terms is also a similar Power, whose Root is the Pro¬
duct of the Roots of the Dividend and the former of the other two Terms . Thus if
Bn—
A = Dn, then A = B" x Dn—
B I)".
4. The Product of two Numbers being a Power, the Factors are either both like
Powers with the Product, or neither of them is so. Also, if one Factor is a Power, and
the other not a like Power, the Product is not a like Power. Let AB = p", if A is a
Power of the Order ", so is B, for if A— an then is an x B —p n, and consequentlyB is of
the Order " ( by the ad ) whence also if the one A or B is not a Power of the Order ",
neither is the other ; for one being so, the other would be so too. Again, if A" XB — D,
and B not a Power of the Order ", neither is D ; for if D were so, B would be so too.
5. If the Quote of two Numbers is a Power, these Numbers are either both Powers
like the Quote, or neither of them is so: This is the Reverse of the last.
Scholium.
In these Corollaries you are to understand Rational Powers ; for other¬
wise any Number may be represented as a Power of any Order.
Theorem

III.

If two similar Roots of different Numbers are multiplied, the Product is the like Root
of the Product of these Numbers . Thus two Cube Roots produce a Number which is
the Cube Root of the Product of their Cubes. Universally, A“ x IT—A IT.
Example:
Demonstration This is but the Reverse of the iH Theorem, and
;
follows easily from it. Thus, Let A B be any similar Powers,
B=
8. IT — 2
then is A XB = A" X b"| by Theor.I . and by Ax. i . AxB" =
AB—216. A-xB -— 6
A“ X Bn, which is the " Root of A" x b"| .
AIT — 6
Co ROLL . The Product of two Numbers , whereof one is expressed as a Root and
A— 27 . A - =

the other not, may be reduced to such an Expression thus; A” xB= A x B"]" ; for A is
1
A
*£
the " Power of A", and B" of B; therefore, by this Theorem A" X B = A XBrf . This is
also the Reverse of Caroll. Theor. 1.
Theorem
IV.
If two similar Roots of different Numbers are divided, one by the other, the Quote is
the like Root of the Quote of the one Number divided by the other. Thus, two Cube
Roots give for a Quote the Cube Root of the Quote of the Cubes. Universally, D~-hA"
— DH

".
Example:

D —216. Df — 6
A — 27. AT~ 3
D -h A— 8. D^

Demonfir.i . Suppose D ", A " are both Integers, then are

D, A also Integers, (viz. the Powers,
A

D — Af - 2
whose " Power

is

or

Products of integral

Factors,) thereforeD " -h- A" or — is a Fraction in Terms
A"

D
D .
~r ; t. e. the " Root of -7- is -—A
AA
"

or

D " -A A"
'
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2. If DTl, & are fractional, then are D, A also fractional
, (according to a former Ob¬
servation.) SupposeD“ = - , andA "== then is D — —, and A
= ~ (Ax. i .) Also
r
a
c
an c
n
A^= a

d _ hc_, anci D " A = —— ~ —
c
ad?
aa c n a

L

be

'd11 ad therefore0 — 7 ] —

ad
Coroll
. The Quote of two Numbers whereof one is expressed as a
Root, and the
A
i
A
other not, may be reduced to such, thusj D“ ~ A = D -r
A*
')".
For D1' is the n Root ot
D , as A is of An.
Scholium
. From the two last Theorems jointly considers, we have
four Corol¬
laries after the fame manner as the 2d, 3d, \ tb, 5th Corollaries,
deduced
from
Theorem
1Id and Ijl.

Theorem

V.

The Product or Quote of any like Mixt Power (or
of two different Numbers,
is the like Mixt Power of the Product or Quote Root)
of these two Numbers: Thus
AS X Bm=
AB

'“ andA" -h B™= A^ B5”-

Demonfir. 1.

An x Bn=
ATs " ( Theor.I . ) and
X HT>= A"x B'i™ ( Theor. III. )
But ATn= Amand B^F>= B in by the Notation ; and since AnxB
n=a 1 “, hence A -N
X B>T'= AB ”t
2. A"—
B a=A -i- Br‘ (TheorJl. ) And=
» IL
n‘
_
n'
A —■B m, ( Ax. I. ) That is, A ln -h B ">= A -f- B m
.
_

A 11
B~

nfn, (Theor. IV. ) —
'

Example. The Square Root of id is 4, and the Cube of 4 is 64,
therefore the Cube of
the Square Root of 16, or i6* is = : 64. In like
manner, the Cube of the Square Root
of 81, or 8i * is = 729. Then 81 x 16 = 1296, whole
Square Root is 36, and the
Cube of this is 46676 --- 64 X 729 ; that is, i6 TX 8i T 16
---x 8ilss

Theorem
0

VI.

I f two Powers of the fame Root are multiplied, the Product
is such a Power of the
fame Root, whole Index is the Sum of the Indexes of the
Factors
of the 2d and 3-/ Powers of any Number, is the 5th Power of . Thus, The Product
the fame
niverfally
, Anx Ara=A n+ m.
Example.
A — 3. A1 9=
A- ---: 27. A^XA- --- 243
A^ — 243.

Number.

4

U-

Demonstr. An and Ambeing each a Product of A

continually multiplied by itself, their Product must be a
Product of A continually by it selfj i. e. a Power of A.

U

Also
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III.

Also it’s plain, that in A" X Am, the Root A is applied as a Factor as oft as the Sum » - f- m,
so that A n x Am = A n+ m. Particularly, suppose A 1 X As , the Product is A A x A A A
= A A A A A = A 5.
. What ’s here proved for two Factors , holds equally for three or more:
Scholium
n+ m-+r.
=
Thus A " x A mx A r A
C o r o l l . Hence we learn how to find any Power of a given Root , without finding
all the intermediate Powers ; m , by multiplying together two or more Powers of that Root.
the Sum of whose Indexes is the Index of the Power sought : Thus , having the 3^ and ^th
Voters, their Product is the jth Power.

Theorem

VII.

I f one Power is divided by another Power of the seme Root ; the Quote is equal ei¬
ther to another Power of the fame Root , or to a fractional Power whose Numerator is
1, and the Denominator some Power of the seme Root . Thus , particularly, If the
Dividend is greater than the Divisor, the Quote is a Power of the seme Root whose In¬
dex is the Difference of the Indexes of the proposed Powers ; and if the Dividend is
less, the Quote is a fractional Power whose Numerator is 1, and the Denominator is
such a Power of the given Root whose Index is the Difference of the given Indexes.
—
Thus A n A

mis eitherA " — m, or A ,n~

Dsmonftr. This is the Re¬

Example 2.

Examph 1.

verse of the last Theorem, and
the Reason of it contain’d in
9
A4-hA =-—
A 19=
that, from the reciprocal Na¬
A 4—i =A 1=p
ture of Multiplication and Division, with that of Addition and Substraction Or, this substracting of the one Index
and Dividend , t. e.
from the other, is only the taking out equal Factors from the Divisor
dividing them equally ; which makes the Quotes still the seme : Thus , As -^-A ^— A - -^- i
= A 3, and A *- h A 5= 1 -h-A 3.

A= 3

243
9 ' A 5=
A 1=
A 1r- - A * = 9 -h 243 t=5

A * = 81

Theorem

VIII.

Compound Power ( or Power of a Power ) of any Root is equal to such a
Every
Simple Power of the same Root whose Index is the Product of the given Indexes : Thus
the 3d Power of the 2d Power is the 6th Power . Universally, the n Power of the ra
Power of A , or A "-'n is — A nm.

Example.

1

A = 2. A?— 4. 1
Ag—(fit—•‘An 3 I
>
^
ployed as a Factor

Demonjlr. Amx'Atn— Alm ( Theor. 6.) and involving or multiplying
Amby itself once more, the Index of the Product contains m once
mote ; so that however oft Amis employed as a Factor, as n times, the
Index of the Product will be so many times m, or m%» : But Amem¬
n times makes the n Power of Am; which is therefore equal to the

m n Power of A, or Amn.

SCHOLIUMS.

1. The seme Reasoning is good ,when the Composition consists of more than two Steps:
Thus the « Power of the m Power of the r Po \jer,is the 7nnr Power of A, or Al!|nr.
2 . If the Index of any Power is the Product of two Numbers , it may be considered as
a Compound Power ; or if it is the Product of more than two Factors, it may be redu¬
ced to a Compound of two , by taking any one of these Factors for one Member , and
the Product of all the rest for the other. Thus , Anmr is the r Power of Anm, or the «
Power of Amr, or the m Power of Anr. In short, if the Index of a Power is the Product
of
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is the
there
,
Product
that
of
of other Numbers , whatever Variety is in the Composition
fame Variety in the Composition of that Power.
COROLLARIES.
1. Here we learn to find a Number , which is a Power of as many diffe¬
rent Orders as can be proposed, viz. by multiplying the Indexes of all these proposed Or¬
ders continually into one another, and raising any Number to a Power, whose Index is
that Product . Thus : To find a Number which is both a Square and Cube, raise any
Number to the sixth Power. Universally, to find a Number which is a Power of the Or¬
ders w,» ,r , raise any Number A to the nmr Power, and A" mr is the Number sought:
for it is the r Power of Anm, the n Power of Arar, the m Power of Anr.
Chap. I.

Observe also, That if one of the Indexes is an aliquot Part of another , we need not

multiply that Index which is the aliquot Part. Thus : To find a Number which is both a
second and fourth Power, we need only to take some fourth Power, since every fourth
Power is also a second Power. For because 2X1 = 4, therefore A* is the second Power
of A*. By this you’ll understand any other Case.

2. If out of a certain Power of a given Number , a Root is to be extracted of a diffe¬

rent Index, and if the Name of the Root is an aliquot Part of the Name or Index of the
Power ; by dividing the Name of the Power by that of the Root , and applying the Quote
as an Index to the given Number , we have an Expreifion for the Root sought. Thus;
Then
the Square Root of A6 is A-, because 6 =2 = 3. And universally, let

is Am= Ar, i. e. where there is a mixt or fractional Index ("which expressesa certain Root
named by the Denominator , of a certain Power named by the Numerator ) if the Deno¬
minator is an aliquot Part of the Numerator ; then dividing the Numerator by the Deno¬
minator, the Quote is an Index, which applied to the same Number , expresses the Value
of that mixt Root.

IX.

Theorem

Compound Root (or Root of a Root ) of any Number , is equal to fitch a
Every
simple Root of the same Number , whose Index is the Product of the proposed Indexes.
Thus ; the Square Root of the Cube Root is_the sixth Root . Universally, the n Root of
the m Root is the n m Root , or A"11” =
'Example:
A -= 64.. AT— 4

A^- a —At, **
for A

is

A“

,

ra.

Demonstr. The Reason of this is contained in the preceding , be¬
cause extracting of Roots is opposite to raising Powers. Or it may

be demonstrated thus : Suppose An'"= B, then A “ Bnm

the nm Power of

its

{Ax.

1 , 2.

nm Root ) and Am=B m— Bn {Cor. 2. Them. 8.) Again,
X JL

~

nm; therefore A,i‘l“= Anm.
X.
Theorem
Any Power of any Root of a Number is equal to the fame Root of the same Power
of any Number is the Cube of
of that Number . Thus , the Square Root of the Cube
3 1n — -l
the Square Root of that Number . Universally, A,‘i = A j '.
A'T = B {Ax. 1.) ButB =A

Example:

Demoxflr.

Suppose A IU=B , then is A = B,n (Ax.

i .)

A= 9-At =2 - A5= 729.

and An=B mn {Ax. 1. with Theor.7.) Again, Ans = B"1

A3,T=27 = ATl\

(Ax. x.) = Bn {Cor. 2 . Theor. 8.)

—4n
_ U.
—7*n
fore A*“i = Bn; consequently AhF = A SI •

U 2

But since A ™= B, there-

Schol.
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SCHOLIUMS.
i

,

_

X

— nn

i . When Am 15 rational so also is Antra, because this is equal to A^I j which
_ _ *1
X
is the Power of a rational Root : But tho’ A'f 1is rational, it does not follow that A " is
>»
j
so, as one Example shews. Thus : Let A — z, then A 3=
A
4=8i . But A 3is Surd,
for 3 has not a Cube Root.
2. Here we learn, that A” may indifferently be taken for the n Power of the m Root,
or the m Root of the n Power of A , since these are equal. So that henceforth we shall
take it either way, as shall be most useful. Hence also we have a Rule for expressing the
Involution of a simple Root, or the Evolution of a simple Power.

Theorem

XI.

I f the Index of a mixt Powev (i . e. which has a fractional Index) has both its Mem¬
bers, Numerator and Denominator, equally multiplied or divided, the Products or Quotes
put in place of the others make an equivalent Expression, or expressa mixt for simple)
Power or Root of the fame Number equal in Value to the former. Thus i — ~, and
4

X n

,

ibct

3b

therefore AT=A S. Universally, let n = ab, m — ad. Then is A” (or A " ) — A<
Example:
Demoxstr.A " is the
Root of the ab Power of A (by
A — 16777216. A *= i6
the Notation ) which is the d Root of the a Root (Theor.9.)
of the a Power of the b Power (Theor. 8.) Now the b
A^ = 65536= 164
Power of A is Ab, and the a Power of this isAlb, (Theor.8.)
X
1
At =25 6. A 365536.
=
whose a Root is Ab, (Theor.8. Cor.2 ) and the d Root of
^
afe b
thisis Aaf/ifr Notation) i. e. A" = A j. Or the Demonstra¬
tion will go on the fame way by taking A*1for the

Theorem

ab

Power of the

ad

Root.

XII.

The Simple Power of a Mixt Power , or Mixt Power of a Simple, of any Number,
is equal to a Mixt Power of the fame Number , whose Numerator is the Product of the
Simple Index by the Numerator of the Mixt one, and its Denominator that of the Mixt

one 5 or, in short, whole Index is the Product of the two given Indexes. Thus, the r
Power of A ,n is Am; which is also the - Power of the r Power ; i.e. A^ “l .
Example.
1X

A = 4096. A4=
8 . A4=
512
3

Squ. of
» Power

Act

is

i.
or A4=32768

the

rn

Demonftr.A 1,1is the n Power of the m Root of
Ay therefore the r Power of A mis the r Power of
the n Power of the m Root : But the r Power of the

Power , ( 7W . VIII . ) therefore the r Power of A mis the
rn

ft

the m Root , i. e. A m, (per Notation . )

Again, This

is

nr

Power, or

nr

Power of

also the - Power of Ar : For the

Tndex*
is the m Root of the n Power ; wherefore Al mis the
m
ef the r Power ; i. e. the m Root of the

rn

in

Root of the n Power
12
_

Power of the m Root ; viz,. Am.
T H E« -
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Theorem

XIII.

The Simple Root of a Mixt Power, or Mixt Power of a Simple Root of any
Number , is such a Mixt Root of the same Number , whose Denominator is the Product
of the Simple Index into the Denominator of the Mixt one, and the Numerator that of
the Mixt one. In (hort, whose Index is the Quote of the Mixt one, by the Name of the
Simple one, or the Product of the two Indexes, taking the Simple Root fractionally: Thus
t. w
_
n
of A 1, is Amr: For
- -f- r = n- x -1 = —.
the r Root of A®, or the m Root
m
m r
mr
Example:

A ™is the m Root of the n Power of A ; there¬
fore the r Root of A™is the r Root of the m Root of A ",
Demonstr.

A= '■65536. AT— 256.
A 2=
16777216 . Sq. Root
x
x
of A *, or A * 4096.

i. e. the rm Root , (Theor. 9 .) or A1™. Again, this is also
the —Root or Power of A r. For - expresses the n
m
,
m
Power of thew Root , and so the— Root of A * is the n Power of the m Root of the r
m„
Root , i. e. the » Power of the mr Root , or A™.

Theorem

XIV.

The mixt Power of a mixt Power is equal to a mixt Power whose Index is the Pro¬
duct of the given Indexes. Thus, the -s Power of the m
- Power is the sm
— Power , i. e.
A^ r = A^ .
Demonstr. The r Power of A “ is A ", (Theor. 12.) and the s Root of this is A ‘“"
(Theor. 13.) which is therefore the s Root of the r Power , or the r Power of the s Root

of A".

Theorem
The

XV.

Product of any two Roots Simple or Mixt, or of any Power and Root of the

fame Number , is equal to such a Power or Root of the same Number whose Index is the

Sum of the given Indexes.
ns

m + mr

Am r ^= A

Thus

A" x Ar =
A

r

mSAlso
;

s

~ ~= A nr and
;

A mX A » —

ns- f-r

, An x A~ = An“>" n=
n

t

Demonstr. The most universal Case or Expression is A m X A s ;

for by supposing n

or r, or each of them, equal to 1, you make them Simple Roots ; and by making m ors
equal to 1, you make that Term a Simple Power : And so all the Variety supposed in the
Theorem will be demonstrated in this one Form j thus : The Thing to be demonstrated
rn

is, that AmxA s A
=
JL

— D ; then is BmS=A

^

m '" s=
A

n s -4 - m r

m! In:

order to which, suppose A"5=
B

n$

n1

inS

(Ax. 1.) — A m

(Theor.

XI .) Also Drns—
A
n s -^ rn r

r

'"5—
A
1

BD = A ns x A mt; = A ns +mr (Theor.6 .) Hence A " m‘ " —. BD» r5~
A mx A s .

, and Amr

mr

~;
t

and
,

X D~ =
T H LO-

7

*5°

*he
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XVI.

The Quote of any two Roots, Simple or Mist , or of any Power and Root of the
fame Number , is equal to such a Power or Root of the fame Number , whose Index is
the Difference of the given Indexes, when the Index of the Dividend is greater than that
of the Divisor. But if the Index of the Divisor is the greater, set i over that Number so
found, or divide i by it, and this Fraction or Quote, is the Quote sought. Thus A“"-h
* JL

_

As = A m
less than

J

nsj - mj

^

^

s —A mf when — is greater than
but it is i ~
tn
s
All other Cafes are contain’d in this Form.

SI

—I
Ams=
A

m

Suppose Ans=B

Demonftr.

3j also B i

*

, and Amr—
D

, then is

D = A 1” -— AmrA=

BS— mr,

I

n

m r—n s
ms

if

n

Ams=
A
{Tbeor.

A

VII . )

- ,°
m
j

m, and D™* —
Hence A m*

r

=H ~ D " ‘ = Bn*-=- D 11‘—
A
m7 - A~ .
n
r
But if - is less than - , then also is ns less than m r ; and therefore An‘ -f- A mr is a pro¬
per Fraction. Let us suppose mr = ns ~j~ a, or mr — ns =then
/»,
is Ar* h- A mr =
A »i ^ - A^ + ’j but Ans t 1 A
= nsXAa, ( Theor. VI . ) wherefore reduce the Fraction
An*-7- Arar, or Ans“A ■ ns+
' a to tower Terms by dividing both by A n«, the new and equi¬
valent Fraction is i — Aa=
i
— Amr—"b- but A nt -H Amr=
B
-rD , which is therefore
mi — as I

II

= i -~ Amr— n‘: Hence i ~ A ms = B-h D mi=
General Scholium

relating

n

— AnfA

t

"*.

to the preceding Theorems.

From the preceding Theorems we have Rules for the Multiplication, Division, Invo¬
lution and Evolution of Numbers expressed in Form of Powers or Roots of other Num¬
bers, i. e. for a more simple and convenient Expression of the Products and Quotes, Powers
and Roots ; and the Substance of the whole may be represented in four General Rules,
which being particularly exemplified, will shew in one short View all the preceding Theo¬
ry. And observe, That in order to reduce it to so few Rules, any Expression made of any
Letter A, with any Index, Integral or Fractional, may be called a Power of A ; for it’s
such a Power as the Numerator expresses, of a certain Root expressed by the Deno¬
minator.
Rule
I . Add the Indexes of any two Powers of the. seme Number A, and the Sum
is the Index of a Power equal to the Product of the other two.
Rule II . The Difference of the Indexes of two Powers of A, is the Index of a
Power equal to the Quote of the other two ; minding, that if the Index of the Divisor is

greatest, i is to be set over the Power found, and that fractional Expression is the true
Quote.
Rule III . If the Index of a given Power of A is multiplied by another Index, the
Product is the Index of a Power which is equal to soch a Power or the given Power as
i
that

Chap . I.
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that other Index denominates. And because the Word Power does here signify both what
is in a more particular Definition call’d Power and Root, therefore this Rule comprehends
both Involution and Evolution.
Rule

IV .

If to the Product

or Quote

of two Numbers

any Index

is applied , the

Expression is equal to the .Product or Quote of the fame Powers of these two Numbers.

Examples
Rule
A1' k k T~ An —**

of these Rules.

1.

Theor.

Rule
3.
A™]r' = Amn
“± >
x
Ami“ — A"" - - - -

An xA~= A- *A~* Ar =A‘ ,T

8th.
9th.
10th.

An x A~— A *'
n

r

ns-fnff

Ar"x A' — A

12th.'

A“ xA?=A~ 5r
Rule

2.

13

An“A m= An—m, or A”^ 5
An-HA“ = A“T^
i

J.

r-— n

14th.’

n— t

Au-r- Ar =A ” , or i ~ A “
An-4*Ar= A~ ', or x

Rule

A^

n_

r

ns— mr

mr— ns

J,

r

s— nr

nr— 3

Am-4- A?=A
A“ ~ A?=A

th.'

4.

A"xB"- Ib '
An-=- Bn=A ^ B" - - -

“ , or 1-4- A

” - ot X-7- A °>

-

ist.
2d.

A“ xB “= SB ^ .

3d.

A“-4- B"= A ^ B‘r -

-

-

> 4th.

A»‘xB“= AB"

5th.

A=-7- B“ = A^ PB = - - -

-

5th.

Th e or e m XVII.
If the » Power of one Number is equal to the m Power of another, then is the m
1
t
Root of the first equal to the » Root of the second: Thus if An—
B ra, then is A™= B".
Demonfir. Since
(Theor XI . )

A ” = B” , then is A "” =

The Reverseh also true,
therefore An^=Bn‘.

B, (Ax . 1.) and B" — A ^ , (Ax.
xi

viz.

That if A™=
"
"

n

thereforeAn=
B

I . ) = A ^J
n

m; for A'°— B"- aB,and
Scholium.

rZ2

The

Scholium.
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This Theorem may be made
yet more universal by taking any Mixt
n
r

Index, and making the Theorem thus : IfA m=B s, then
*

isA

ns

=B rm; and hence again,
n

i

Arm— B ns: For the first, suppose A " =

a,

wherefore a mb=

already shewn) a*= bm. But

sj and hence, ( as

Br, therefore a%—
A"
Coroll,

It

is

a — An, and b—

s, and bm—
B rm; that is, A ns =B rra; whence again, A”” = B"*.
I

I

A" = Bm, and if A,n is Rational,
Theorem

If An=
B

Ti

and Br —b, then is A™= 4“ and B~ — b' y-

so also

is B" , since they .are equal.

XVIII.

m, call m— n~ ^- Then is A* a Power of the Order

m,

andBda Power of the

Order » ; i. e. Am, and B'1are both Rational, tho’they are not always equal.
Demonfir.

Since An =
B

mB=

n + d, f for m = n -\~ d) multiply both by A d; and then

An+ d==Bn+ dxAd; therefore Ad is a Power of the Order n -sd or m, (by Cor all 2. Theor. ll .)
Divide both by Bd and it is A" ->-Bd—
B "; thereforeBd is a Power of the Order «, (Coroll.
3. Tbeor.W) i. e.A” andB~ are both Rational.
Coroll.
If d= i, that is,
1, then Ahas an n ~s 1 Root , and B an n Root:
r.e. A^ andB>^ are both rational; as they are also equal by the Theorem.
LEMMA.

If any

Fraction ~ is in its least Terms, or is not so, then, accordingly, any

Power of this Fraction ,
Converse, if V *s

or

an

as —,
Terms , or is not so.
* is also in its lowest
!

And the

*s not *n its lowest Terms , accordingly ~ is or is not so.

The Demonstration of this Truth must be referred to another Place, because it depends
upon Principles not yet explained: You’ll find it demonstrated in BookV. Ch. I. Theor. 13.
Coroll. In the mean time we must suppose it to be true , for the sake of some things be¬
longing to this Book, whose Demonstration depends upon this Lemma, and which could
not be so regularly referred.

Theorem

XIX.

I f any Integer A has not a proposed Root in Integers, it can have no determinate
Root of that Order ; i. e. it is a Surd Power of that Order. Or thus : If an Integer A
is not the Power of a certain Order of an integral Root , it cannot be so of a fractional.
Example.

7 has no Square or Cube Root in Integers , and therefore has no such deter¬

minate Root in a Fraction.
Demonstr.

Let - be any Fraction in its lowest Terms , and such as is not equal to any
an

Inreger, i. e. let r be greater than 1; then, by

the

Lemma, j—

is

also a Fraction in its lowest
an

Terms : and consequently, rn is not an aliquot Part of A” ; nor, consequently, is — an
Integer; for in
b

this

Cafe— would not be in
r no

its lowest

Terms : Hence again it’s clear, that
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not equal to an Integer ) can be any Root to a Whole Number:

Chap. i .
no Fraction ( such

as is

For supposes to be the « Root of A , then is ^

is iL
—is

m

therefore ~ a not an Integer

is equal

; but if —is in

=
A

to A an Integer, which

is

its

least;Terms , so

absurd.

Again, if

because —= r- therefore mn
not in its least Terms , let -r be its leastTerms ;7then,
m

^ - = A . But * being in its least Terms , so is ^ 7; whence

§. I. Probl.

fame Absurdity as before.

II.

CHAP.
Containing ^Practice

the

of

Of Involution

Involution and Evolution.
,

or

Raising of Powers.

T HE

self,
the Root in into
Multiplication
but a continued
else Practice
nothing
and is Rule
nition,General
the itDefi¬
is plainly of contained
of Involution
for the
whereby, to come at any higher Power, we must make up the Series of all the
interior Powers : Thus ; the Series of the Powers of 3 is 3 : 9 : 27 : 81 : 24.3, &c. By
&e.
this Operation 3X3X3X3X3,
But there is a particular Method whereby all Powers above the Cube or 3d Power may
be found, without actually finding all the inferior Powers : Which Rule is this:
Rule. Find , by the general Rule, two or more such Powers of the given Root as
that the Sum of their Indexes be equal to the Index of the Power required; then multiply
these Powers continually into one another; the Product is the Power fought. Or find any
one Power whose Index is an aliquot Part of the Index of the Power sought, and involve
that Power to an Index equal to the Denominator of that aliquot Part.
Example r .

To find the 7th Power of 4 , I find the 2d , 3d, and 4th Powers ; viz. 16,

64, 256; then the 3dX4th, or 64X 256— 16384 the 7thPower; because3+ 4 = 7. Or

instead of finding the 4th Power I find the 5th, by multiplying the zd and 3d ; viz.
16x64 = 1024; then the 2dx 5th, or 16x 1024= 16384 the 7th Power.
Example 2 .

To find the 12th Power of 3, I find the Square , viz. 3x3 = 9; the

Square of the Square, or 9 X9 = 81 is the 4th Power ; again, the 2d x 4th, or 9 x 81 —
729 the 6th Power ; then 6thx 6th, or 729 X 729 = 531441 the 12th Power.
I need insist no more on this Practice ; the Reason of which is plainly contained in the
preceding Theor. VI. But I must observe, That it does not in every Cafe give any Advan¬
tage either of Ease or Expeditiousness to the Work ; yet as it will do so in many Cases, and
in none can it make the Operation more tedious, it will always be a very convenient
Method.

Of the Practice in Universal CharaSlers.
A s to the literal Practice, or Involution of Numbers represented by Letters
this is also sufficiently explained in the preceding Definitions and Theorems.
X

and

Indexes,
But

,154-

Involution

,
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But observe, That when a Root is represented as a complex Quantity ; for Example, If
instead of 8 we put A + B, its Powers may be represented two different Ways ; Thus,

A+ 0’ or A + b" ;which Method is in some Cases sufficient; but in others it’s
necessary to have the Operation performed, and the Power expressed according to the Re¬
sult of the Multiplication; so that the Index be applied only to the single Letters : Thus,
A -f B1= ; A1-f-2 AB + B1. The most considerable and important of all these Cases of
complex Roots, with their Powers, is that wherein there are only two Members in the
Root , as A -f 1B, called hence a Binomial Root ; or A — B, called a Resdual Root ; the
Consideration of whose Powers, i. e. of their Composition by the various Powers and
Multiples of the different Members of the Root , has been found of very great Use in
Mathematics , and in Arithmetics , especially for the Business of .the Extraction of Roots;
in order to which I shall here explain it.

Of

the

Composition of the Powers of a Binomial

and

Residual

Root.

In the annex’d Operation you see the several Powers of A -j- B raised by Multiplying,
according to the common Rules, each Member of the Root into each Member
of the
several Isowers, which produces the next Powers; in which these Things are remarkable.
Observations on the Table of Powers.
I. In the Expression of each Power there are as many and no more different Members,
(•which contain different Powers of the Parts of the Root A and B) as the Index -j- i
expresses: For_ tho’ each Member
Table
of Powers raised from the RootA -j- B.
of any of the Powers being multi¬
plied by A and B separately, do
Root .
A -f- B
make in all twice as many Products
A -j- B
as the Terms in the Power multi¬
A*-f AB
plied; yet each of the Series of Pro¬
+ AB4 - B*
ducts by A and B have all their
Square,
A^ -j- aAB -f B1
Terms similar, except the first Pro¬
A+ B
duct by A, and the last by B ; for
these two are An and Bn; i. e. the
As-f 3 A*B-f AB1
-j- A1 B4-2 AB14~B3
two Series of Products by A and
B contain in their several Members
Cube.
A»4- 3 A1 B-1- 3 A B2 4- Bthe fame Powers of A and B, ex¬
A 4~b
cept the first Term of the Line of
A4f- -BA3B4- 3 A1 B14~A Bs
Products by A, which is A", and
4- A3B4- 3A1 B24~ 3A Bi4- B-»
the last Term of the Line by B,
4th Power
. A4—
J ~4A?B4"6A2Ba4 "4 AB34~'E4 which is B" ; consequently, these si¬
eJ-r.
milar Products are reducible to a
more simple Expression by adding
them together, (I e. addding the Numbers by which they are multiplied, and joining the
common or similar Letters with their Indexes) thus, A 38 + 3 A 3B == 4 A3B; also %k:B14~ 3 A4 B4— 6 A4 B2; which explains the Reason of placing the Lines of Products by
A and B, as is here done, viz. in order to the Addition of similar Products. That this
Observation will hold true however far the Powers are carried, is easily seen from the Na¬
ture of the Thing ; which will yet farther appear from the next Observation, in which
we
have a joint Demonstration of this.
• II . Each Power of A -f -B contains a Se ries of gradually different Powers of A and of B:
Thus,,The,Index of any Powerof A.4 -B being n, the first Term is simply An, and the
.
'
"
last.
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last is Bn; the intermediate Terms containing each a different Power of both A and B,
multiplied together ; the Index of A decreasing gradually by 1 in each Term from A" to
the Term preceding the last, or Bn, in which it is simplyA ; and the Indexes of B increasing
the fame way from the Term next after An, in which it is only B, to the last, or Bn; so
that in all the intermediate Terms there is some Power of A and of B; and the Sum of their
Indexes is equal to «, the Index of the Power proposed of A -j- B. Therefore, omitting the
other Numbers , which are Multipliers in the several Terms of any Power of a Binomial, whose
Index is n, these Terms , in as far as they are composed of the Powers of A and B, may be
represented thus;

An+
A

n—' xB -f- A"—1xB1-4- An—sxBs-f - &c. A^xB"—*-{- A xBn- *-f- Bn.

wherein there are as many Members as nf- - i , according to the first Observation, and the
Index of B, or the Number taken from n in the Index of A, is the Number of Terms
after An to any Term.
This Observation we see to be true so far as the Table of Powers is carried ; and that it
must be true for ever, is eaiy to perceive. Or it may be demonstrated, thus : Suppose it’s
true in any one Case or Power of A -j- B, as the n Power , it must be true in the next
Case, or the
Power : because when each Term of the given Power is multiplied by
A, the Products
n- r
n- z
n--}
n- r
must have A once
A " -j- AxB -f- AxB ’- j- Ax Bs-f -, &c.
AxBxB"
more involved in
A -f B
them than in the
jit- 1
n- i
n-z
n- I
Term multiplied:
A -f -Anx B A x B1f - A x Bs-}-,
-f . A1x B -f- A x Bn
And since the In¬
n- r
n- r
n- r
dexes of A decrease
+ AnxB -f -AxB i + AxB 3
Al x B -f- AxB n- |- B'"H
gradually from An
in theTerms multiplied, consequently they will decrease gradually from Ant 1 in the Series of
Products ; the Powers of B continuing as they were. Again; The Series of Products made by B
must have B once more involved in each; and consequently increasing gradually fromBto Bn 1■
leaving the Powers of A as they were : But again, These Products made by B are all of them, (ex¬
cept the lastBn+ Ij similar to the several Products, (after the first A"+ ') made by A; because
the Indexes of A in the given Power decreasing from the first Term A ", which has no
Power of B multiplied into it, and those of B increasing from the second Term An— 1X B
to the last Term Bn, it’s plain that A multiplied into any Term except the first A", and B
multiplied into the preceding, must make similar Products ; for A multiplied into any
Term raises the Index of the Power of A by 1, which makes it equal to the Index of A
in the preceding Term , without changing that of B ; and B multiplied in the preceding
Term , raises the Power of B in it to the Index of B in the following Term , without
changing that of A j consequently these Products; are similar, which makes the thing ob¬
served manifestly true in any Case, in consequence of its being true in the preceding: But
it’s true in the Root lor ist Power, and as far as we have carried the Powers, there¬
fore it’s universally true. And this also is manifest, that the Sum of the Indexes of A and
B that are in any Term , is always equal to the Index of the Binomial Power, viz . n. Add
also this Observation, that the Index of A or Bis always i less than the Number of Terms
from An or Bn, to that Term.
Scholium.
If any one Member of a Binomial is 1, as A -f- 1, then the Powers of
1 being all 1, the Powers of such a Root will consist only of the Series of the Powers of
A , and 1 added; thus, A 1' -J- An~ *-f- An—*-f- &c. j - - 1. Or thus, i -j- A -f- As -f- & c.
-j- A n.
III . The Numbers which in every Power are multiplied into the several Terms are called
Coefficients
( i e. joint Multipliers or Factors ) of theseTerms ; and from the Manner of raising
X 2
the
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the Powers this is to be observed, That the Coefficients of the first and last Terms are i,
and those of the intermediate Terms are each the Sum of the Coefficients of the corre¬

sponding and preceding Terms of the preceding Power ; thus, The Coefficient of the
third Term of the 4th Power is 6, equal to 3 -f- 3, the Coefficients of the 3d and ad
Terms of the 3d Power, (Tee the preceding Table of Towers. )
that you may per¬
ceive the Reason of this, and that it must continue so for everNow
in all Powers, consider
these two Articles:
(1.) The Products of the several Terms of any Power, made by A or by B, do not
change the Coefficients of the Terms multiplied, because A and B have no Coefficient
but x. Then
(2.J The similar Products made by A and by B are these, viz. The Product of the
2d Term , ( of the Power multiplied) by A, and the Product of the ist Term by B ; the
3d Term by A, and the ad Term by B ; and so on. Which similar Products are added
by the adding of their Coefficients, and annexing the similar Parts or Powers of A and B.
Now from these two Things the universal Truth of the Observation is manifest; and
the annex’a Table, so far as it is carried on by this Rule, shews the Series of Coefficients
of any Power of a Binomial.
Table

#/

Coefficients of the Powers
’Binomial Root.

of a

Coefficients.
ist
ad
3
:
4
4:
4th
I
p* 5th : 5 10 10: 5 '- 1
6th :6 : iy 20: 15- 6 : 1
7 : 21 35: 35 = 21 : 7:
7th
8th 1 : 8 : 28 : 56: 70: 56 : 28:
9th 1 : 9 : 36 : 84 : 126 : 126 .' 84 : 36 : 9 : 1.
o

<& c.

A*

4

& c.

B-}■*6 A1 E*-j- 4 ABs-J- BT

Co roll
. From the two last Obser¬
vations we learn a new and easier Way
than the common, for raising any Power
of a Binomial Root . Thus : take the Se¬
ries of Products of the Powers of A and
B, according to the second Observati¬
on ; and to these apply the proper Coef¬
ficients, as they stand in this Table ; and if
you have no such Table, you must raise
one, as far as the proposed Power ; which
being done by simple Addition, is much
easier than the common Rule. Thus, for
Example; The 4th Power of A -f- B is

But, again, to make this yet easier, see the following Observation, and its Corollary.
IV . Any two Coefficients in the Series belonging to each Power are the fame Numbers,
if they are taken at equal Distances from the Extremes, ( which have both 1 ) for the
Coefficients increase from the one Extreme to the Middle Term , where there is one Mid¬
dle Term , and decrease from that to the other Extreme by the same Series by which they
increased; and if there are two Middle Terms, these are equal, and they decrease upon
each hand by the same Numbers to the Extremes. The universal Truth of this is manifest
from the way of constructing the Table : For being true in any Case, (as we see it is as far
as the Table is carried) it must be true in the next Case or Power, and soon for ever. And
hence again, if we call the Place of any Term from the one Extreme a, the other Term
whose Coefficient is equal, is from the fame Extreme in the Place expressed by » — a -J- 2
(n being the Index of the Power ) For the whole Number of Terms is w- f- i , by Ob-

firv. 1 . And that Term which is in the a Place, from the one Extreme, must necessarily
be in the n -jTi —a f- - 1~ » — a- J- 2 Place from the other Extreme. And since Co¬
efficients at equal Distances from the two Extremes are equal; hence it is, that reckoning
them both from the fame Extreme, their Places are a and n— a~ f- 2. Again, If we call
the Index n — a -f -b2—> . (i . e. add 2 to the Index, and suppose the Sumw -{- 2 — a ~\~by
whereby n=za -\ - b — 2 ) then are the Coefficients equal which are in the a and b Places
from
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from the fame Extreme ; for b= n — -r-j- 2 ; and we have seen already that
cients, in the a and n — a -j- 2 Places are equal.
In the last Place, take Notice , That the ad Term from either Extreme has
efficient the Index of the Power.
Hence , in making up the Table of Coefficients for any Power,
Coroll.
i. e. the
when we are come to that Series which has as many Terms as

the Coeffi¬
for its Co¬
n,
_
as A -{- B
half Num¬

ber of Terms belonging to the proposed Power n, when that Number « -j- r is an even
w-J- 1 is an odd Number ; we need
Number ; or that has as many Terms as —when
raise the following Series of the Table to no more Terms , till we come to the proposed
Power » ; and the remaining Terms of it are the same with these already found, taken in
a reverse Order, as above explained. Thus : To find the Coefficients of the 9th Power,
which has ten Terms ; when you have arrived, in making the Table, at the 4th Power,
which has five Terms , you need raise no more Terms in the following Series till you come
to the 10th, and then make the remaining five Terms of it the same with the preceding,
in a reverse Order. And for the 8th Power, which has nine Terms, you must also have
the Coefficients compleat to the 4th Power, which has five Terms ; and when you come
to the 8th, the remaining four are the same with the first four reversely.
V. The preceding Observations were all obvious: But the following most valuable
Property of the Coefficients, in which we have a curious Rule for finding the Coefficients
of any Power without regard to the preceding Powers, we owe to the happy Genius of
the incomparable Sir Isaac Newton ; which is this, viz.
Rule . The Coefficient of any Term is equal to the ProduB of the Coefficient of the preceding
Term multiplied into the Index of A in that preceding Term, and divided by the Number of
Terms from A n to that Term : And because the Coefficients of the first and second Terms
are always known, which are 1 and n, by Observ. 4. therefore it is plain, that by this Rule
the Series of Coefficients of any Power may be found independently of preceding Powers.
Exam. The Coefficient of the fourth Term of the eighth Power is 56, the Index of
A in that Term is 5 ; then 56x 5= 280, and 282-^- 4 — 70, which is the ; th Term.
In order to the Demonstration of this Rule, we shall first explain the universal Expreffion
of it in Letters, which is this: Take the Index of the Power w, and make this Series of

Factors, ix - X —
x, &c. carrying it to a Number of Terms equal
x
—x
2
1
5
4
3
and the first Term or 1 is the Coefficient of the first Term of the Power;
to
ft I—
ft
77
is the third Coefficient, and so
1 x - or simply n is the second Coefficient; x x - x
on, taking in always one Factor more at every Step, till you have all the Coefficients be¬
longing to that Power, which are in Number w-f- i . But, as is before observ’d, having
found them for the one half of the Terms , or to the middle Term , the other half is found
also without any farther Operation.
Now that this is a true and just Expreffion of the preceding Rule, will be plain from
these Considerations: 1. That the first and second Terms are in all Cafes 1 and ». 2.That
the Index of A decreases continually from A“ the first Term ; An—1being the second,
and so on ; whereby it is manifest, that according to this Rule with that in Obfirv. 2. the
» Power of A - {- B is represented as in the following Series; which is called
The Binomial Theorem.

A + b"— x x A" -j- 1 x » x AxB -f- 1 Knx n-~
+ 1x » x -X
234

-

x-

3 X Ax B++ ,

&c.

xAxB *+ iX » x
which

is

x AxB»

x

carried to a Number

of

Terms
equal
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equal to
and then the last Term will be Bn; the Index of A being o,
is out of that Term
whereby A
; and the Coefficient is i.
Before we come to the Demonstration, we must observe upon
this Expression of the
Rule for the Coefficients, that the Numbers taken from n in
the Numerators are always
i less than the Denominators; and these (which are also
equal to the Index of B, or the
Number taken from n in the Index of A) being in Arithmetical
Progression increasing
from i, the Numerators are in Arithmetical Progression
decreasing from n. Hence the
Denominator of the last Factor in each Coefficient is the Number of
Factors after i;
and is also the Number of Terms after An to that Term ;
wherefore if the Denominator
of the last Factor of any Coefficient is called a, that Term is
beginning; or if it is in the a Place, that Denominator is a — iin. the a -j- i place from the
Wherefore the Coeffici¬
ent of the a Place of the n Power is i X» x
<st
c
.
carried
on
till the last Factor, is
2
n —a
a —I-\ -z or , make a the Place of

the

Term after the first, i. e. the Number of Terms

.— i ;’ then the Coefficient is xx » x - — &c, to - — si. 1.
And if we take this Series of
a
a
Factors backwards, it is - — —
x =—t
0 j , when a is the Number of
a—
i
a —2
Terms ; or - —B- x —-— T -—, &c. to i , when <*+ i is the
Number of Terms . We
snail next demonstrate the universal Truth of this Rule for
Coefficients. Thus:
Demonstration

of the { receding Rule for Coefficients.

If the Rule is good in any one Cafe or Power of A-j- B, as
the n Power , it must
therefore be good in the next Power, or w-f -i . To prove this
Connection,
fee the two
following Series; whereof the first contains the Coefficients for the «
Power, according to
the Rule ; and the other the Coefficients for the n ~\- i
, according to the fame
Rule ; and because i does not multiply, I have omitted itPower
in all the Coefficients but the
first, which is itself x.
>— I n —2 n it —i n —2 n —
For the n Power, I, -nJ n- X--n — inn
3
, .
- X——
, - XXX&c.
II
2
2
312
3
4 J
v-f- i n n~l~ I n n— 1 K-s- x n n — i n —
For the »+ i Power, i,
x - , — !— X- X<
& c'.
I
2
I
2
g _, _ __ X- X- j - X —
By Ohferv. 3 . the Coefficients of any Power of A + B are
the Coefficients of the corresponding and preceding Terms ofeach equal to the Sum of
the preceding Power of
A -j- B; wherefore the first Series being the true Coefficients
will be the true Coefficients of the » -f~1 Power ; providing of the n Powers , the second
that they have this Connecti¬
on with the former, viz. that any Term is the Sum of the
corresponding and preceding
Terms of that former ; which is therefore the thing to be proved,
Thus:
The first Coefficient in all Powers is 1 ; then the Sum of the
first and second Coefficients of the n Power is 1 -j— = —3— the second
Term of the second Series; Again, the
i.

Sum of the second and third Terms of the first Series is
M

s= - x

Jtj- I | J

- 1J

^

~ ~ ~J

X I '~h

“ -X - X - ( by changing the Order of the Numerators,
which does not
change the Product) and this is the third Term of the second
Series; then the Sum of
2
the
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the third and fourth Terms of the first Series is - x — —- j- ?
X———X- — - — n-A— 1
2
1
2
3

X i 4 - llZl

—- X T .,1 x -sh 1. —

X- X

12

( by changing only the Order of

the Numerators, which does not change the Product ) and
this

Series. From the Nature of these Series, iris evident they the fourth Term of the second
must have, every-where, the
fame Connection ; or we may also shew the Universality of it.
Thus:
By what’s shewn in the Observation made upon the
of this Rule, the Coeffi¬
cient of any Term , as that in the a Place after the Expression
first or An, may be thus expressed,
1x- X

1 x , &c. x

x

is

ana the preceding Term will be 1 x - x

&c. x fZCfdb ? , which contains all the Factors of the other
except the last. The Sum
a—
I
of these two is therefore, 1 X - x ”— - X, &c. x n.—fctb ? x
1■
I
L
a
—1

--

1 X, &c. x n ~ a±2
a —1

x » + i_
a

lX

X- X- -

;-a + 1—
ix
a

-x

1

I x , &c. x n-— a ^ Zj ( by

chan23
a
ging the Order of the Numerators ) which is the « Term
the first in the » -f- t Pow¬
er ; because the Denominators are the fame Series, 1,2,3 after
, & c- to a>which are the Deno¬
minators in all Powers; and the Numerators decrease gradually
that the Number subtracted from the Index » + 1 in the last, from the Index nf- - 1; so
is less
nominator, fas has been observed and exp lained upon this Expression by one than the De¬
of the Rule) ; for the
last Numerator is here n—a 2
= w-J- 1 — « -+ 1T—
= »+
a
—1.
2. But this Rule is true when applied to the first Power,
and to all the Powers as far
as we have raised them in the preceding Table ;
therefore,
by
what’s now ssiewn, it’s true
in the next Power above ; and consequently in all above,
e. in all the Powers whatever
of A + B.
SCHOLIUMS.

1si, Different Authors have made different Demonstrations
of this Rule ; I have chosen
what I think as easy as any of them, and fittest for this place.
In Book V . Chap. 6. you ’ll
find another Demonstration of it from Principles which
have
not,
as I know, been appli¬
ed to this purpose.
2. If instead of a Binomial A -f -B we take a Residual A —
B,
Difference betwixt its Powers and these of A + B will be, That iris manifest that all the
whereas all the Members
of the Binomial Powers are added together, these of the
Residual Powers will be connected
with the Signs of Addition and Substraction, alternately;
but the Powers of A and B, with
the Coefficients are the very fame: Thus, A — B*= A*—
2 AB + E*, and A —.
Ar — 3 A* B -f 3 AE*— Bs; alsoA ^ B+= : A* — 4 A*B+
6 A z &— 4 A Bs + E+,
and so on.
3. In applying this Rule for finding any Coefficient, f either
of a Binomial or Residual)
observe to take its Place from the nearest Extreme, An or Bn,
which will make the Ope¬
ration shorter, and produce the same Number
, since the Coefficients are the fame Series
of Numbers , from either Extreme. Thus , to find the
in the a Place ( from
either Extreme) of the » Power : Compare s, and » — Coefficients
<1+ 2 (for, by Observ. 4 . the Co¬
efficients in the a, and n —
2 +
Places, from the fame or different Extreme, are equal.)
Which ever of these Numbers is least, find the Coefficient for
that Place. Example: To
find the 7th Coefficient of the 10th Power ; I find the
5th Coefficient, which is equal
to the 7th; for if » = 10. 7 = a> then is »•— a ~\- 2-= y.
4. Tbo’
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4. Tho ’ we had taken no notice of the Equality of Coefficients at equal Distances from
the two Extremes, yet the Rule now demonstrated would have shewn it of itself: Thus.
-£ + 1 ’
The Theorem for Coefficients is ix - x xx* x , <& c.
12

34

a -

which is the Coefficient in the <*-}- x Place, or the a Place after the first. Now the Nu¬
merators decrease from n to n — a ~\~ 1, or n —a 1— , by a constant Difference 1, and
the Denominators increase from 1 to a. Again ; Since the Number of Terms in the n
Power is » -f- 1, and in every Coefficient there are as many Factors as the Number of
Terms from the Beginning, or A" ; therefore, if we want the last Coefficient, or that in
the n -f - 1 Place, then is a = n and
;
consequently, a f - - 1 = « -J- 1, and n — a - {- 1=
w— » -f- i = x ; so that the Numerators and Denominators are the very fame Series of
Numbers , only in different Order, which alters not the Product ; and being equal, there¬
— 1 n —■
-‘-& C.
fore the Product is — 1. Let us now express the Series thus ; xx - x -X
2

-ix
—2 n—

X - ; it’s plain the last Coefficient

excluding—
n ; which Product

but one , is the Product

3

of

this Series,

equal
to xx -1 for all the other Factors upon each hand of
^
the middle one, ( whose Numerator and Denominator must be equal) are reciprocal to one
another, and so make the Product of them all only 1 ; or if there are two middle ones
they are Reciprocals. By the fame Reason, the Coefficient in the last Place but two, is

is 1 x - x -

is

: For excluding -

X- , the middle Terms after -

destroy one

another’s Effect, and make their total Product no more than 1 : The fame Reasoning
holds in every Place. And hence again observe, that if we apply the Rule to find a Co¬
efficient standing from the first Place further than the middle Place, or the last of two
middle Places; then whenever in writing down the Factors, we come to one whose Nu¬
merator and Denominator are equal, or to two adjacent Factors that are Reciprocals, there
we may stop; for what follows will destroy the Effect of as many of these preceding that
one whose Numerator and Denominator are equal, or the first of these two adjacent Reci¬
procals, as the remaining Number to be yet set down ; and therefore, by cutting off so
many of the Factors (as leavesa Number equal to the Place of the Coefficient sought,
number’d from the nearest Extreme) we have what’s sought: Thus ; For the 8th Coeffi, ,
, 10
. .
0876
^ 4, . . ,. 10
9
cient of the 10th Power, it is 1 X— x —x—x - x - x - x - ; which is — 1 x — x 1234567’
12
g
X - , for the rest destroy one another, being Reciprocals.
5. If we take the perpendicular Columns of the Table of Coefficients, it’s plain these are Co¬
efficients all in the fame Place, or Distance from the Beginning in different Powers ; and
may be called Similar Coefficients of different Powers. Again ; We have explained
above, that if the Place of any Coefficient
^
^
'
/'“ it is
that
composes
is a, the last Factor
« — af~ - a and so that Coefficient will be 1 x - x L'— i• X, <£^rc. X^ n — aj- - 2. then
a—
1
'
1
2
a—
1
by changing the Value of n this will express all the similar Coefficients in the a Place of
different Powers : observing this, That the lowest Value we can put upon n is a —1;
because no Power below that of the Order a —1 can have a Number of Terms equal
to aby(
Observ. x. ) ; and if n = a —1 , the Coefficient will be 1; for it is the a Co¬
efficient of the a —
1 Power, which being the last Coefficient, is therefore 1, and is conse¬
quently the first Term of the Series of similar Coefficients of different Powers, from that
whose Index is a — x : So that by taking n successively equal to a — 1, a, a- j- 1, &c. we
shall have the Series of Coefficients of the a Place of those different Powers whose In¬
dexes are a — 1, a, L
-j- 2, &c. But
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Bac we may express this Rule also thus : Instead of » put a +

j xx

I

-"~h 2^

^x

&e.

to

a—T^ - s —-

I

b 2—

, and it is

——or a——
; which, according to
— I

the general Rule of Coefficients, is the Coefficient of the d Term of the a -\- b r—
Power ; and by taking b successively equal to i , 2, 3, &c. we shall have hereby the Se¬
ries of Coefficients in the d Place of all Powers from the a —1 Power ; for if b = 1,
then is a -j- b—2 = <*— iy and the Rule gives the first similar Coefficient, which is al¬
ways 1 ; if b = 2, then a -sb — 2 = a, and we have the second similar Coefficient; if
b=
3 , then * -f- 6— 2 = /*-}- 1, and we have the third similar Coefficient, and so on:
Or if we take m = =<*-{-

b,

the Rule is 1 x -

2

<
&

C. X

a — x

Hence again we have this general Truth to observe, viz That the a Coefficient of any
Power whose Index is <*-f b — 2, is the same as the b Term of the Series of similar Coef¬
ficients which are in the d Place of different’Powers.
And this will easily be proved
from these two Considerations: The xst is what we have already explained, viz. That if
the Index of any Power is s -j- 6— 2, then the a Coefficient of that Power is equal to
its b Coefficient ( See Observ. 4 ) The 2d is, That from any Term in the Table of
Coefficients, ( i. e. any Coefficient of any Power ) there stand as many Terms on the right
hand, as there are Terms above it in the perpendicular Column of similar Coefficients;
and therefore that Term is in the same Place of the similar Coefficients, and of the Line
of Coefficients of that Power, numbering from the right hand : Wherefore it’s plain, that
the a Coefficient ( reckoning from the left hand) of the a -f- b — 2 Power, is the fame as
the b Term of the Column of similar Coefficients in the a Place of different Powers, be¬
cause it’s the fame as the b Coefficient from the Right of the fame Power.
COROLLARIES.
1. These Expressions of Powers of a Binomial Root (hew us how the Difference be¬
twixt any two similar Powers is composed of the various Powers and Multiples of any
one of the Roots, and the Difference betwixt the Roots : Thus, A being one Root, and
B the Difference of that and another A + B, or A — B, the Difference of their Squares
is 2 A B -J- B\ Hence
Having any Power of any Root , we can find another similar Power whose Root shall
differ from the given one by any Difference, and that without either knowing or enqui¬
ring what that other Root is.
For Example: 144 is the Square of 12 ; and if the Difference betwixt this Root and
another is 9, hence the Square of that other is 144 -(- 2X12X9 -}- 81 = 144- }- 2x6 -}- 81
= 441, if 12 is the lesser Root ; but it is 144 — 216 -}- 81 — 9, if 12 is the greater Root.
Observe, If the given Difference B is 1, then in all the Terms wherein there is any Power
of B, we have nothing but the Powers of A, with the Coefficients; except the last Term
Bn, which stands alone, and is 1; for A -f - 1 = A1-}
2-

-4- 3 A —
}- 1.

A + 1, and A -f- i ’ = As-f-3A4

2. We have here also learnt another Way of Raising a given Number to any Power, by
means of the similar Powers of the Binomial: Thus;
Take all the significant Figures of the given Number in their compleat Value, as so many
different Members that compose it, by Addition; then take the two highest, calling them
A and B: Raise this Binomial to the proposed Power ; then consider the first two Mem¬
bers as one ; call their Sum again A, ana call the next Member B, and raise this new Bi¬
nomial to the fame Power ; in doing of which, observe, that so much of the Work is
already done, because ti e n Power of the first Member of the present Binomial is the to¬
tal Power of the preceding Binomial, which is already found; so that what remains is to
Y

make
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make up the other Members of the Power fought, according to the general Canon. In
the fame manner consider the three highest Members as one, and call it A, and join the
next Member, calling it B, and raise this Binomial; and thus proceed till all the Members
are taken in.
Example : To find the Square of 246 = 20c + 40 + 6, the Operation is
200 + 40 = 40000 + 16000+ 1600 = 57600
A + B1 A=
? + 2AB+ B 1
Then

240 + 6 = 57600 + 2880 + 36 = 60516 the Square sought.
X + Tf = Az 2AB
+
+ B1
If there are more Members, you must go on the fame Way.
Example 2. To find the Cube of 235 = 200 + 30 + 5. the Work is
200 + 30’= 8000000 + 3600000 + 540000 + 27000 = 12167000
A + B3As =
+
3A2B 3+
AB- +
B*
Then 230 + ^ = 12167000 + 793500 + 17250 + 125 = 12977875 the Cube foughtA + B3A —
* + 3A*B + 3 AB*+ Bs
Scholium.
As to this Method of raising Powers, it’s more tedious than the com¬
mon Way , and therefore not to be recommended for Practice ; the Design of considering
it here being only for the fake of a particular Illustration to be made by it of the Rules of
Extraction.
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aTable simple
Squares, or Squares of Numbers from 1 to 9,
in the Margin : Then
Order

to

the
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must
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II . Beginning at the Right hand, distinguish the Figures of the given Num¬
ber into Periods of two Figures as long as you can, by putting a Point over
the first Figure, and over every other Figure, i. e. pasting one, take the next.
Example: 1849 is pointed thus, 1849, and 34968 thus, 34968 ; the pointed
Figure being the first of each Period, and that on its Left the other ; tho*'- the
last Period may sometimes have but one Figure.
The given Number being thus pointed, the Number of Points or Periods
strews us how many Figures the Root consists of ; to find which we proceed
thus:
III . Take the last Period, ( or that next the Left ) and seek it, or the next
lesser Number you can find, in the Table of simple Squares, the Root of this
is the first Figure on the Left of the Root sought; which being written down
to the Right of the given Number , as we do the Quote in Division, then set
down its Square under the last Period, and take their Difference, to which
prefix the next Period of the given Number : And all this taken for one Num-
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ber, as it stands, we call the Second Resolvend, because out of it we seek the next Fi¬
gure of the Root , ( the last Period being the first Resolvend) thus:
IV. Consider the Figure found as having o before it, and then multiply it by 2,
(which is in effect, multiplying it by 20 ) ; make this Product a Divisor, and find how
oft it is contained in the Resolvend; which, to the present purpose, must not be taken
above nine times; tho’ in some Cases it may be oftner containedj and then also it must
be under this Limitation, viz., that the Square of the Quote, or Figure now set in the
Root , added to its Product by the Divisor, the Sum do not exceed the Resolvend: Or,
which is the fame thing, put the Quote, or suppose it put, in the Place of the o which
stands in the Place of Units of the Divisorj -then multiplying the whole by the Quote,
the Product must not exceed the Resolvend : For if it do, the Figure taken is too great,
and you must try a lesser, till it answer. The Figure thus found is the next Figure of
the Root sought, which must be set on the Right of the last : And setting the Sum or
Product mention’d under the Resolvend, take their Difference, to which prefix the next
Period of the given Number ; and all this considered as one Number , is your next Re¬
solvend; out of which the next Figure is to be sought thus:
V- Take both the Figures of the Root found, as they stand, for one Number ; dou¬
ble it, and prefix o, ( or prefix o, and then double, which is the lame thing, ) and this
is your Divisor: Find how oft it is contained in the Resolvend, under the same Limita¬
tions as formerly ; place the Figure found on the Right of these before found, and substracting the Product directed to be compared with the Resolvend from it; to the Diffe¬
rence prefix the next Period, and you have the next Resolvend; to which make a Divisor
out of the Figures of the Root already found, the fame way as before; and thus proceed
till all the Periods are employed, finding a new Figure of the Root for every Period:
And if at any Step the Divisor is greater than the Resolvend, or if 1 added to the Divisor
makes the Sum greater than the Resolvend; then place o in the Root , and prefix another
Period, forming a new Divisor by setting another o to the former Divisor, and so go on.
Examples.
Ex.

1 . To find the Square Root of 1369, it is 37,
Operation.
(a . b
1369

as

found by this
Explication.

7

The given Number being pointed, the last Period
is 13, and the next Square to this is 9, whose Root
is 3, which is the last Figure of the Root ; and call¬
L « — 60N 469. ad Resolvend.
ing it a, I take a1 = 9 out of 13, and to the re¬
469
=k
2
a
b
j
b1
( * = 3° ) J
maining 4 I prefix the next Period 69- which makes
000
469 the 2d Resolvend: Then taking a — 30 , I dou¬
ble it, and make 2 a = 60 a Divisor; and seeking
how oft it is contained in 469, under the Limita¬
tions of the Rule, I find it 7 times, which is therefore the other Figure of the Root;
which is proved by this, that 2 a b-\- b2-— 469 , the Resolvend; and because there is no
Remainder, the given Number 1369 is a true Square, whose Root is 37.
— 9

Example
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Example2. To find the Square Root of 23097636., it is 4S06.
Operation.
S abbb
Explication.
23097636 ^4806
The last Period being 23 , the next
16
a2—
Square lesser is 16, whose Root is 4,
which I place in the Root, and call2 a — 80
709, 2d Resolvend.
ing it a, I take a1— 16 out of 23 and
8)
(
704. = 2 a b -\ - bzb~
1= 40)
to the Remainder 7 I prefix the next
Period 90, which makes 709 the 2d Re¬
576. 3d Resolvend.
2a — 960^
solvend : Then taking * = 40, according
(rr — 480 ) J
to the Rule, I double it, and 2 X40 = 80
is the Divisor, which is contain’d in the
2 a — 9600''^ 57636. 4th Resolvend.
( a — 4800 ) J
Resolvend 8 times; which Number also
6) =
57636= 2 a bf- - b1(&
answers the Limitations of the Rule : For

)

88

“

X 8

is

=

704

—

2

a

b

-J -

b z , or

2,a -\ - b xbj b being 8, wherefore8 is the
next Figure of the Root sought; and substracttng 704 from 709, to the Remainder 5 I prefix the next Period 76, and 576 is the
3d Resolvend; then taking <*= 480, its Double, 960, is the Divisor; which being greater
than the Resolvend, I set a in the Root , then prefixing the next Period 36, the 4th Re¬
solvend is 57636, and the Divisor is 9600, ( * being here 4800 ) which is the former Di¬
visor with o prefix’d : Then I find 960s contained in 57636, 6 times, which Number an¬
swering the Limitation of the Rule, I set 6 in the Root, and calling it b, I find 2 a b
^ — 57636, the Resolvend; so that nothing remains; And so the given Number
23067636 is a perfect Square, whose Root is 4806.
00000

SCHOLIUMS.
1. If you begin your Guess or Trial for the Quote in any of the Steps after the first,

at the greatest Number of times, not exceeding 9, that the Divisor is contain’d in the Re¬
solvend: Then the Limitation of the Rule for the Number to be compared with the Re¬
solvend is sufficient to determine when we have the true Figure ; because if that Number
is greater than the Resolvend the Quote is taken too big; and then we try the next lesser,
till it answer the Rule : Yet observe, that if you should make trial at random, then tho’
iab -sb z be less than the Resolvend, yet the Quote b may be too little, and you’ll prove it
by this Mark, viz. The Remainder, after taking 2 ab -j~bz out of the Resolvend, may be
greater than the Divisor, but it must not exceed the Sum of the Divisor and double the
Quote, t. e. ia -\- zb, else the Quote is too little : See below the Explication of Exam. 3.
And here I must observe, That some Authors think the forming of a Divisor an uselest
thing, and would have us left altogether to a random Guest for the Figure of the Quote
at every Step after the first, tho’ they prescribe the same necessary Limitation of the Figure
guessed: Bat they have not considered this Conveniency of the Divisor, that the greatest

Number of times it is contained in the Resolvend not exceeding 9, is a Limit to our
guessing; for the Figure sought cannot exceed that, and so will in many Cases save the
Trouble of guessing at Figures which cannot answer, Besides, the Divisor is of a necessary
Consideration in the Demonstration of the Rule ; and a further Use of it, see in the next
Article
2. If the Divisor is contained in the Resolvend oftner than 9 times in any Step after the
2d, the Figure fought is certainly 9 : And also in the ad Step it’s 9, if the first Figure is
at the fame time, 5, 6, 7, 8, or 9. But if this is below 5, we Must make trial; for some¬
3. For
.
*.
times it will be 9, and sometimes not. Sec Exam. 3, 4.
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3. For forming the Divisor a little more easily, you have no more to do aster the ad
Step but add the double of the Figure last found to the last Divisor, and then prefix o;
as you may easily perceive in the Examples.
4 . If there is a Remainder after all the Periods are employed, then the given Num¬
ber is not a perfect Square; and the Root found is the Root of the greatest Integral Square
contained in it. How to find a Mixt Root whose Square (hall be within any assigned Dif¬
ference from the given Number , shall be taught in its proper Place.
Example 3.

To find the Square Root of 151426 .

By the Operation we find it’s not a

Square, but the Root of the greatest Integral Square contained in it

is

38s.

Explication.

Operation.

Here in the second Step 60 is contained in 614,
10 times ; yet the true Quote, or Figure for the
Root , is only 8 : For 9 would make the Product
621, which is greater than 614 : And had we ta¬
ken 7, it would have been found too little, from
a
the Mark given in Schol.1. ; for then the Product is
499, which taken from 614 leaves 145, which is
3X380 = 760^ 7026
greater than 60 -f- 16 ( or 2 a -j- 2 b ) = 76. And
692IC — 2 2 5 -jbecause the Remainder of the whole Work is 105,
105. Remainder. the greatest Square contained in 151426 is 151321,
whose Root is 389.
2X 30 — 6o> 614
'

*

'

544

Example 4! To find the Square Root of 15437052 : The Root of the greatest Square

contained in it is 3929.

Operation.

a—
2 x 3o =

Explication.

In the second Step, 60 is contained in 643
10 times, and the true Quote is 9. In the
third Step, 780 is contained in 2270 only 2

15437052 (3929
s- — 9
6o\

643 . 2d Resolvend.
/ 621 = 2 a b ~f~ b1.

2 X 390 — 780! 2270. 3d Resolvend.
* 1564 = 2 a b-fb *.

timesj and 7840 in 70652 9 times : The
Remainder of the Operation being 11. So
that the greatest Square contained in the given
Number is 15437041, whose Root is 3929.

a

2X 3920 = 7840^
/

70652 4th Resolvend.
70641 = 2 a b -(- bl.
11 Remainder.

Demonstration of the preceding Rule.
la order to this Demonstration , the following Lemma’s must be first demonstrated.

LEMMA

I.

The Product of any two Numbers can have at most but as many Places of Figures as
are in both the Factors; and at least but one Place fewer. Exam, 3 x 4 = 12, and 2X16.
Lemnstr,
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Demonstr. 1. That the Product may have as many Places as both the Factors, one Ex¬
Thus , 46 x 82 = 3772 5 and that in no Cafe it can have

ample is enough to demonstrate .

more, I thus proveLet any two Numbers be A, 8 5 then take D the least Number possible, which has one
Place more than 8 ; it’s evident from the Notation
of Numbers , that D will consist of t , with as ma¬
A— 4«73' B— 37749
Ax 8 = 175654222
ny o’s as the Number of Places in 65 and alsoD
D = iooooo . Ax D = 467800000.
will be a greater Number than 8 ; if we then
multiply A by D, the Product A D will be equal
to A, with as many o’s before it as are in D , i. e. as the Number of Figures in B : thereore it has as many Places, and can have no more than are in both A and B. But again;
since B is a lesser Number than D, therefore AB is a lesser Number than AD , and conequently cannot have more Places, i. e, more than are in A and B both.
2. The Product may have fewer Places than are in A and B both, which one Example
will shew. Thus, 23 x 346= 7958 : but it can in no Cafe have above one Place fewer,
which is thus proved.
Take any two Numbers A, 8 ; and take D consisting of 1,
A = 23. B = 346
with as many o’s before it as the Figures less than one in B;
A B= 7958
i . e. the least Number possible, which has as many Figures as
D = roo . AD = 2300.
B 5 then will the Product A D be equal to A, with as many
o’s before it as are in D, which are one fewer than the Figures
in B ; consequently A D has as many Places, and can have no fewer than the Sum of the
Places in A, and one fewer than are in B5 i e. all the Places in A D can be but one fewer
than the Sum of those in A and B. But since B is a greater Number than D , so will A B
be greater than A D ; and consequently cannot have fewer Places than A D, which can be
but one fewer than in A and B both.
Corol.
A Number being multiplied into itself, the Product or Square cannot have
more Places than double the Places of the Root ; and but one fewer at least than that
double. Wherefore a Square being distributed into Periods, as the Rule directs, the Root
has precisely as many Figures as the Square has Periods.
L E M M A

II.

IF any Number A is not a Square, yet being distributed into Periods, according to the
Rule, the greatest Square contained in it, as N *, will have precisely as many Periods as
that Number A has.

'Exam. 237694 is not a Square, and the greatest Square contained in it is 237169 ; both

which have three Periods.
Demonstr. I . N 1 cannot have more Periods than A ; for then it will have more Figures,
and consequently be a greater Number than A ; contrary to Supposi¬
tion.
A= 37694
2. Take 1 with as many o’s before it as there are Figures standing be¬
^
= 237169
fore the last Period of A for on the right Hand of it) call the Number
B= 10000
arising B; then it is plain that B is a square Number , whose Root is 1,
with half as many o’s as are in B. For to square any Number expressed
E* = iIOO.
by 1 with a Number of o’s before it, it’s manifest, from the Nature of
Multiplication, that the Square is 1, with double as many o’s ; wherefore B is a Square of
as many Periods as A has, and being evidently contained in it, it follows, that the greatest
Square contained in it cannot have fewer.
Corol

. The Root of the greatest Square , contained in any Number A which is
as many Figures as A has Periods; for it has as many as its own Square

not a Square, hath

1

has
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i .) which are as many as A has, by the present Theo¬
LEMMA

III.

Any Number being distributed into Periods, the greatest Square contained in the last
Period on the left, considered as one Number by itself, is the Square of the last Figure
of the Root of the given Number , if it is a perfect Square; or of the Root of the great¬
est Square contained in it, if it’s not a Square. Again ; the greatest Square contained in
the two last Periods, taken as one Number by themselves, is the Square of the last two
Figures of the Root of the given Number , or of the greatest Square contained in it ; and
the same thing is true, comparing the 3 or 4, <
& c. last Periods, with the Square of the 3
or 4, Ac . last Figures of the Root of the given Number , or of the greatest Square con¬
tained in it.
Demonfir. Let
A be any Number , and B the Square Root thereof, or of the greatest
Square contained in it ; also let D represent the last, or a last, Ac . Periods of A, [as in
the annex’d Example, take D — 22 or 2273, or 227338] and let r represent the last, or
2 last, Ac . Figures of the Root B, [ as here 4 or 47, or 476] ; so that r2 is the Square of
that last, or 2, Ac . last Figures of the Root BThese things being settled, the Truths to be proved are comprehended in one universal
Case, which is this, viz. that r2 in the greatest Square contained in D ; which I stall de¬
monstrate in two Articles: Thus,
1. r2is contained in D ; for since (by Coral, to Lem. 1 and 2 )
A — 22733824. 64768
there are as many Periods in A, as there are Figures in B;
D
r
consequently there are, in every Case, as many Periods stand¬
ing before D in the total A, as there are Figures before r in
the total B ; so that taking D and r in their compleat Values, as they stand in their Totals,
there will be as many o’s before D, as the Number of Figures in the Periods of A, which
stand before, or on the right Hand of D ; and as many o’s before r, as the half of those
before D . [Exam. If D — 22000000- then is r = 4ooo ; and if D = 22730000,’ then is
r—
4700 .] Then r2 will have as many o’s before it in its compleat Value, as double the
Number of o’s before the Root r in its compleat Value; and consequently as many as be¬
fore D . We stall now express these Numbers in their compleat Values; thus, roo . Ac.
r2oo,co, Ac . Doooo , Ac . and stew that r- is contained in D. For,
If r 2 is greater than D , (both taken without the o’s) then is r20000, Ac . greater than
Doooo , Ac . (r1 and D being here equally multiplied) by an equal Number of o’s prefix’d.) But A is equal to D, with as many Figures before it as there are o’s before D or
rl taken in their compleat Values; (i. e. Dooos,Ac . r°oooo-Ac .) Therefore r *oooo,Ac.
is greater than A ; [ for any Figures whatever in the Places of the o’s before D, cannot
be equal to the Excess of r2 above D, tho’ that Excess were but 1] i. e. the Square of
r 00, Ac . which is but a Part of B, is greater than the Square of B; becauseA is at least
equal to B2: but this is absurd; therefore r2 cannot be greater than D, and consequently
must be contained in it.

2. r2 is the greatest Square contained in D : For supposeN 2 a greater Number than r2then take N with as many o’s before it, as are before r in its compleat Value, and exprest
it thus, Noo , Ac . so that its Square is Noooo , Ac . having double as many o’s as Noo,
Ac . the Root has; or as many as r2oooo, Ac . or Doooo, Ac . has. Now because D
containsN 2, by Supposition; therefore Doooo , Ac . contains N 2oooo, Ac . Also because
N 2 is supposed greater than r2; therefore N is greater than r ; and Noo , Ac . greater than
roo, Ac . or than r with as many of any Figures before it ; i, e. Noo , Ac . is greater than
B, (which is equal to r , with as many certain other Figures before it, as there are o’s be¬
fore
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foro r in its com pleat Value roo, & c. or in Noo , <& e) so that Doooo, &c. a Part of A,
£rc. a Number which is greater than B, the
contains N *oooo, &c. the Square of Noo . <
Root of the greatest Square contained in A, which is absurd; therefore r%is the greatest
Square contained in D.
. If we find the Root of the greatest Square contained in the last Period of
Corol
any Number , we have the last Figure of the Root sought: And if we find the Root of
the greatest Square contained in the two last Periods, we have the two last Figures of the
Root sought, and so on ; which so far explains the Investigation of the Rule ; what remains
to compleat it, you have in the following
LEMMA

IV.

Tart i . If the Root of any known Square is supposed to consist of two Parts, or
Members ; then if one of these Members is known, we have a Rule for finding the other
from the Consideration of the Square of a Binomial Root . Thus : If the Root is A -f- B,
the Square is A*-{- 2 AB -f- B*, viz., the Sum of the Squares of the two Parts, and twice
the Product of these Parts ; wherein it is evident, that if the Square of either Part, as A1,
is subtracted from the total Square A*-s- 2AB -s- B2 . the Remainder is the Sum of the
Square of the other Member, and the double Product of the two Members, viz . aAB-f-B*.
Now supposeA to be known; if we take 2 A for a Divisor, and find how oft it is con¬
tained in that Remainder ; but under this Limitation, viz . that the Quote being added to
the Divisor, and the Sum multiplied by the Quote, the Product shall be equal to the Di¬
vidend 2 AB + B*; then it is manifest, that the Quote can be no other Number than B,
the other Member of the Root sought. For since 2A -f- BxB = 2AB -f- Bl the Dividend,
therefore it's plain that no other Number but B added to 2 A, and the Sum multiplied by
the sameB, will produce 2 AB -j- B*; since either a greater or lesser Number added to 2A,
makes a greater or lesser Sum; which being multiplied by the fame Number , produces still
a greater or lesser Number.
Part 2 . Tho ’ a Number is not a Square, yet having one Member of the Root of the
greatest Square contained in it, we can find the other Member by the fame Method, as if
it were a Square. Thus:
Let M be any Number not a Square, and A -f- B
the Root of the greatest Square contained in it;
M = A*-f- 2AB -f -B*-j- R
the Square is therefore A*+ 2 A B -f- Ba. Also let
M — A1=2 A B-f -B*-f -R = D
R be the Number that’s more than A -f- B in M,
j - R . Now A being known, if we take A1 from M , the
f - 2 A B- f- B1so that M = A1f - R , which we may call D. And if we find how oft
Remainder is plainly 2 A B -j- B12 A is contained in D under this Limitation, viz . that the Quote being aaded to the Di¬
visor, and the Sum multiplied by the fame Quote, the Product shall still be lest than D : [For
this is to be observed, that there is no Number which will make a Product equal to D;
because then M would be a Square; therefore any Number you can take, will make the
Product either greater or lesier than D .] Then , I fay, the Quote is the other Member of
the Root sought, viz . B : For let us suppose the Quote is another Number N , then if N
is lest than B, it follows, contrary to Supposition, that N is not the greatest Number qua¬
lified according to the Rule, viz . which added to the Divisor, and the Sum multiplied by
the fame Number , makes a Product lest than D ; for B is great er than N , and yet is a
Number so qualified, because D = 2AB -f-BI -f - R = 2A -f- Bx B-f- R : Therefore N
f=
is not lest than B. Nor , again, can it be greater; for by Supposition 2 A -pRxN
J - 2 A N -f-N 1
aAN -fN 1] is lest than D (— M — A-) and addingA1 to both, then A1(= A ^pN 1) is lest than Mi and is therefore contained in it, But again; sinceN st greater
than
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than B, A -f- N is greater than A -J- B, and A + N s— A^ 2 A N -s- N ^) greater than
1-2}- A B-f -B1) and consequently this is not the greatest Square contained
A -f- B1 A(=
in M, as was supposed: Wherefore N is not greater than B; and if it’s neither greater nor
lesser, it must be equal.
. If a given Number M is not a Square, the Number R which is over the
Coroll
greatest Square contained in it, ( and is necessarily the Remainder, which happens in the
Operation after B the second Member of the Root is found ) may be greater than 2A

the Divisor; because we have not taken 2 A out of the Dividend D as oft as possible;
but it can never exceed double of the Root found, if that is the true Root of the greatest
Square contained in M : For let the Root found be called N , if the Remainder exceeds
f - 2 N + i>
2 N , it must be at least 2 N -f- 1, and if this is added to N 1, the Sum N 1Root of the
the
not
is
N
that
( = N -j~ 1 ) being evidently contained in M, it follows
greatest Square contained in it, as was supposed.
Application

of the preceding Lemma ’s for demons rating the Extraction

of the Square Root.
1. The first and second Lemmas are already applied; from whence are deduced, as
, the first Thing asserted in the Rule, viz . That the Root must have as many
Corollaries
Figures as the given Number has Periods.
2. From Lemma III . we have the Reason why the given Number is pointed from the
Right Hand to the Left ; because, being done so, it is demonstrated that the last Figure of
the Root fought, the two last, and so on, make the Root of the greatest Square contained
& c. Periods of the given Number.
in the last, the two last, <
3. The remaining Part of the Rule is to find the Figures of the Root, one after ano¬
ther, out of these Periods ; the Reason of which is contained in Lemma III . and IV. and
its Coroll. and is deduced thus:
We first take the last Period, and the greatest Square contained in it we seek in the
Table of simple Squares, [ which must be found there ; for since a Period has but two
Figures at most, the Root of the greatest Square contained in it can be but one Figure;
becauuse the Square of 10, the least Number of two Figures, is 100, which has three Fi¬
gures] . The Root of this Square is, by Lem. 3. the last Figure of the Root sought. So in the
preceding Example 3 . the given Number is 151426 ; the last Period is 15, and the
greatest Square contained in it is 9, whose Root is 3, the last Figure of the Root sought.
Now if we suppose the two last Periods 1514 to be the given Number , then the Root
of the greatest Square contained in it has but two Figures, whereof we have found the
last, viz,. 3 , whose Real Value is 30 ; and to find the other, it’s plain, from Lemma IV.
that calling the first Member of the Root now found,, viz,. 30 = a, and calling the
Member sought b, then the greatest Square contained in 15x4 is a1f- - 2 <sr6 -f- £*; but
az— cj, or rather 900 taken in its true Value; so that 9 from 15, and 14 prefix’d to
the Remainder, ( which is the Method of the Rule ) is the same thing as 900 from 1514;
The Remainder is 614, the second Refolvend, which is equal to 2 abf - b* at least, with
some Remainder over perhaps; we shall therefore call the Remainder 2 a b-j- b~-f~ r :
What remains then, is to find this second Member of the Root S; and according to Lem.
IV . if we make 22 the Divisor, and find how oft it is contained in the Refolvend
2 a b fa - }- r, so that calling the Quote b, this Quote added to the Divisor, and the Sum
(2 a -\ - b) multiplied by b, the Product ( 2 a b -f b1) shall not exceed the Refolvend
( 2 ab -\- bl ~\ - r ) , then it’s shewn that the Quote is truly the second Member of the
Root : But it’s manifest that this is the very Method of the Rule ; wherefore it’s just and
good
Z
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good when the Root sought has but two Figures. Againj The Number given having
three Periods, as if it were 151426, then having found 38 the Root of the greatest Square
contained in the two first Periods 1514, ( as already shewn) 3 these are the two last Figures
of the Root of 151426- (by Lem. 3.J And if we take 38 in its true Value it is 380, be¬
cause there is another Figure on its Right in the Root sought; then 380 being considered
as one Member of the Root sought, we call it also a ;and by Lemma IV . we are to sub¬
tract its Square, viz. 300 -4- 80 — 300 -4- 2X300X 80 -[- 80 out of the given Num¬
ber 151426: But this is already done, because we have taken first the Square of 3, (which
was in the former Step called a ) viz. 9 , out of 15, which is equivalent to taking the
Square of 300, (which is now a) viz. 90000 , out of 151426, which leaves 61426 ; then
out of 614, the former Re¬
j - fa =544
b being 8, and <1= 30, we have taken 2 a bmainder ; to the Remainder 70 we have prefix’d 26, the first Period, which makes the
300,
whole 7026 ; and this is the fame Number which remains, if taking b — 80, and a =
we take 2 - 6 -f- ^ — 48020 -s- 6400 — 54400 out of the former Remainder 61426. Now
the Square of 380 being taken out of the given Number 151426, the Remainder 7026 is
the next Resolvend; and for a Divisor we have made 2 Xs = 2 X 380 = 760, and the
Member sought we have found the same way as before, which ,is both according to
Lemma IV . and the Rule for Extraction ; which is therefore good for any Root of three
Figures.
If there are more than three Figures in any Root , the Reasons of the Rule from one
Step to another for ever are manifestly the fame,and need not be further insisted on. Iihall
only illustrate this Application by one Example of a perfect Square, whose Involution by
the Method shewn in the preceding Section, and its Evolution by the present Rule, will il¬
lustrate one another; and you’ll evidently perceive, that as by knowing the true Place of
every Figure found in the Root , we may take it in its com pleat Value, and perform the
Work that way, as in the following Operation ; yet we save the trouble of many super¬
fluous Figures by the Method of the Rule, which produces the fame Effect.
Involution of 389 to its Square makes
151321.
Thus:
Root.
389 = 300 -4* 80 -f- 9
90000 = a7-. ( a =s 300 J
48000 = 2 ab ( b = 80 )
6400 — b7= A*
—
144400 = a ~j~ b 380
6840 = 2AB , ( B= 9)
8i = B»

Evolution of 151321 to its Square Root
makes 289.
Thus:
B
A
b
Square, a
151321 / 300 -f- 80 -}- 9
a*= s 90000 V.
a^
Divisor. 2 X300/ 61321 Resolvend.
48000= =2 ab
6400 = -. b7-

151321= A-j- B = 380-f- st = Z89

f -b1
54400 = 2 a bDivisor. 2 X 380.

6921 Resolvend.
6840 = AB
81 = Bl
6921 = 2 A B -f- B*
0000
Thele
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These Operations are reverse of one another ; and as to the Evolution, it differs from
the Method of the Rule in this only, that the several Members of the Root are here
written ji, their com pleat Value, which occasions the writing down many Figures unne¬
cessarily, which we avoid the other Way.
There remain yet two things to be demonstrated, which are delivered in Schol. x.
and 2.
Remainder, aster every Figure of the Root is found, cannot exceed the Sum of
1st. The
the Divisor and double the Quote : The Reason os this is contained in Coral. Lemma IV.
where it’s shewn, that what’s over the greatest Square contained in any Number cannot
exceed double the Root of the greatest Squarej which is plainly the Sum of the Divisor
at every Step, and double the Quote ; for the Divisor is double of all the preceding Fi¬
gures taken in their compleat Value, which therefore added to double the Quote, makes
double all the Root . Thus, if any Root is a -\ - b, the Divisor for finding b is 2 a ,- and
when 2 ab -j - l l is taken out of the Refolvend, call the Remainder r ;and in the Caroll.
to Lemma IV. it’s strewn that r cannot exceed 2 af- - 2 b.
2. If the Divisor is contained oftner than 9 times in the Refolvend, after the second
Step, or after the second Figure of the Root is found, the Figure sought is 9. For since
the Refolvend contains the Divisor (2a) at least 10 times, it may be represented thus;
2 <*X9 -j- 2Æ-j- R . Now taking 9 for the Quote, the Product according to the Rule is
2SX9 -P9X9, which cannot exceed the Refolvend, because 9X9 cannot exceed 2 a, which
in this Cafe exceeds xoo, since there being two Figures found in the Root, and o prefix’d
to them in order to form the Divisor 2 a, then is 2 sa Number of ac least three Places,
which is therefore greater than 9 x 9 = 81. Lastly, since it is demonstrated that in every
Step, the Quote, under the Limitation of the Rule, is but one Figure; and 9, which is the
greatest Number of one Figure, makes a Product not exceeding the Refolvend; there¬
fore 9 is the Number sought.
In the second Step, if the Divisor is oftner than 9 times contained in the Refolvend,
then it’s plain, that if 81 is less than 2 a, as[ it will certainly be when a is 5, 6, 7, 8, or
9, i. e. 50 , 60, 70, 80, or 90, as they are taken in forming the Divisor; for then the Dou¬
bles, or 2 a, are 100, 120, 140, 160, 180.] then 9 is the Figure sought; because 2sx 9
-j- 81 must be less than 2 ax . y -s 2. a -s - K, the Refolvend, since 81 is less than 2 a. But if
the first Figure is 1, 2, 3, or 4, that is, if 2 a is 2 X 10, 2 X20, 2 X30, or 2 X 40, /. e. 2o,
40, 60, or 80, which are less than 81, then the Figure sought will be less than 9, if
26 -s- R is less than 81 ; and it will be 9, if 2 ^ -st R is equal to or greater than 81 : Be¬
cause the Refolvend being 2 ^ X9 -st2s - stR, if the Figure sought is made 9, then the
thing to be subtracted from the Refolvend is 2 s X9 - st 81, so that 2 s -stR must be at
least equal to 81 ; and if it is not, we must therefore take a less Figure for the Quote, so
that the Refolvend be at least equal to the Number to be subtracted.
Of the Proof of the Square Root.
, so the one is the Proof of the
As Extraction is opposite to the Raising of Powers
other : Thus ; To prove the Square Root, multiply it by itself, and if the Product is equal
to the given Square, or to the given Number after the Remainder of the Extraction is
taken out of it, then the Extraction is right done.
But this may be also proved by casting out of 9’s : Thus ; Cast the 9’s out of the given
Number , if there is no Remainder in the Extraction ; or out of the Difference of that
Number and Remainder; then cast the 9’s out of the Root found, and multiply the Ex¬
cess ( or what it wants of 9 ) by itself, and cast the 9’s out of the Product ; if the Excess,
or what it wants of 9, is equal to the preceding Excess of 9’s, the Extraction is right.
Example 1. The Square Root 256 is 16 ; proved thus; the Excess of 9’s in 256 is 4.
In 16 it is 7, and this multiplied by itself is 49, in which the Excess of 9’s is also 4.
Example
Z. 2
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Example1. The greatest Square Root contained in 230 is 15. and 6 remains: For 230—
6 — 225, in which there is o over 9's ; then in 15 there is 6 over 9 ; and 6x6 = 36,in which there is alsoo over 9’s.
The Reason of this Practice is evident from what is demonstrated of it in Multiplication.

Problem II .

To

Extract

the

Cube Root of a Whole Number.

I . Jy/J AKE a Table of simple Cubes, as in the Margin; then
II. Distribute the given Number into Periods of three Figures, begin¬
ning at the Right Hand : The Number of Periods thews the Number Of
Figures in the Root.
Rule

1
1 :
2 : 8
3 : 27
4 '■ 64

5 : 125

6 : 216
7 : 343
8 : 512

III . Begin at the last Period, which is the first Resolvend, and seek it or
the next Cube Number less than it in the Table of simple Cubes, the Root
of that is the last Figure ( or that in the highest Place ) of the Root sought;
which being set down, subtract its Cube out of the last Period ; to the
Remainder prefix the next Period, and you have the next Resolvend.

9 - 729
IV. Consider the Figure sound as in the Place of 10V or with o prefix’d, and under that Value take the Triple of it, and also the Triple of its
Square, making the Sum of these theDivisor; [which being composed of two Parts,it will be con¬
venient to distinguish them by calling the Triple Square the first Part, and the other the second
Part .] Then find how oft this Divisor is contained in the Resolvend last formed ; which must ne¬
ver be taken above 9, (tho’it may be oftner contained) and then also it must be under this Limi¬
tation, ufc .That having multiplied the first Part of theDivisor by the Quote, (now found) and the
second Part by the Square of that Quote ; and, lastly, to the Sum of these two Products
adding the Cube of the Figure found ; this Sum shall not exceed the Resolvend: which Sum
being therefore subtracted out of the Resolvend, and the next Period prefix’d to the Re¬
mainder, you have the next Resolvend.
V. Take both the Figures of the Root already found, and considering them as so ma¬
ny 10's, i. e. place o before them, and under that Value take the Triple of that Num¬
ber, and also the Triple of its Square; whose Sum is your next Divisor, distinguished into
first and second Part, as before : Then find how oft this Divisor is contained in the Re¬
solvend last formed, under the same Limitations as before; place the Figure found on the
Right of these already found in the Root ; and subtracting from the Resolvend, as for¬
merly directed, to the Remainder prefix the next Period for a new Resolvend.
VI. Make a new Divisor from the Figures of the Root found in the fame manner as
in the preceding Steps, and divide, under the fame Limitation ; and thus proceed till all the
Periods are taken in ; finding at every Step a new Figure of the Root : which will in some
Cases be o, as when the Divisor is greater than the Resolvend, or when 1 added to the
Divisor makes the Sum greater than the Resolvend; in which Case, after the o is set in the
Root , prefix the next Period to the fame Resolvend; and go on, forming a new Divisor
by prefixing another o to the last Divisor.

SCHO;

Root.

Cube
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SCHOLIUMS.
may be usefully added to this Rule (tho ’ it’s a

These particular Observations
compleat general Rule by itself ) :

1. If you begin your Trials for the Quote at the greatest Number of Times ( not ex¬
ceeding 9 J, that the Divisor is contained in the Refolvend ; then the Limitation of the
Rule , for the Number to be compared with the Refolvend , is sufficient to determine when
you have the true Figure. Yet it will be useful to observe, That if you ffiould begin at
a lesser Figure than the Remainder , tho’ it may be greater than the Divisor, yet it must
never exceed the Sum of these two Numbers , viz. Triple all the Figures of the Root
already found, ( taken as one Number ) and triple its Square.
2 . If the Divisor is contained in the Refolvend oftner than 9 times, at the second Step,"
or when you seek the second Figure of the Root ; and if, at the same time , the first Fi¬
gure is 8 or 9, then the Figure sought is certainly 9 : Hut if the first Figure is lels than
8, you must make Trials. Again ; If in any Step after the second, the Divisor is oftner
than 9 times contained in the Refolvend , the Figure sought is certainly 9.
3.
not a
How
given

If there is a Remainder after all the Periods are employ ’d, the given Number is
Cube ; and the Root found is that of the greatest integral Cube contained in it.
to find a Mixt Root whose Cube shall be within any assigned Difference from the
Number , shall be taught in its proper Place.

Examples.
Example 1 .

The Cube Root of 61412 ; is 85.
Explication for Exam. 1

Operation.

tab
61412 ; ' 8;
= ;
«3 12

3 -r2-j->3 4 = 19440 ^ 10212 ; . 26 Refolvend.
/ ■
80
( wherein a =
96000 = 3 *2 X 6
( — 6400 )
6000 — 3 a X b%
12 ; = fss
10212 ; . Sum .'
000000 . Remainder.

The given Number being pointed, the
last Period is 614 , and the next Cube to
that is ; i2 , whose Root is 8, which I call
a, and subtracting *s = ; i2 from 614 , the
Remainder is 102 , to which the next Period
prefix’d makes 10212 ; , the ad Resolv . Then
6400,
80 , and so*2=
for a Divisor I take a —
and 3*2=i920o ; then 34= 240 , and 3*2-j- 3*
—19200 -^-240 = 19440 , the Divisor; which
is contained in the Resolvend , under the
Limitation of the Rule , ; times, the ad
Figure of the Root , which calling b, then
34 -1x ^ = 96000 , 3 a x bl = 6ooo , bi =
12; , and the Sum of these is 10212 ; , equal
to the Resolvend ; so that the given Num¬
ber is a true Cube, whose Root is 8; .

Example
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2. The Cube Root of 4x421736 is 346'.
Operation.

Explication for Exam. 2.
The first Period is 41, and the next
41421736 ',2£<
Cube is 27, whose Root is 3= a. The
AB
<*
3—
27
second Refolvend is 14421 : Then for
the Divisor I take a 30
=
, whereby
3 -j- 3 2790
*—
\ 14421. 2d Refolvend
3 <j1=
2700 33 « = 90, and 3 <*2-f -30
(■* = 30)
= 2790, the Divisor, by which the se¬
( Æ2=
900
)
10800 = 3 a1Xb
cond Figure of the Root is 4 ; which
1440 = 3 X62
is proved by the Operation: for 3 a*b
64 = 63
+ 3 <?62-f- b=12304
=
, ( as in the
Work ) which subtracted from the
12304 Sum.
Refolvend leaves 21173 which isa Num¬
ber not exceeding three times 34. -f3 A*+ 3A = 34782o\ 2x17736. 3d Refolvend 3 X Square of 34, as Scbol. 1. prescribesj
J A= 340)
'
for 34X34 = 115600, whose Triple
( A2=
115600 )
2080800 = 3 A1 x B
is 346800, and 3 x 34 = 102, then
36720= 3 A xB2
346800 -j- 102 = 346902. Or should
216 = 6we have begun to guess for the Figure
sought, the greatest Quote is 5, which is
2117736 Sum!
too great for the Limitation of the Rule,
and 4 the next Number not being too
0000000 Remainder. great, must be the true Number . The
third Refolvend is 21x7736 ; and to
form the Divisor, I take A = 340, whence A2== 115600 ; and the Divisor is 347820,
whence the last Figure of the Root is 6, as the Work shews.”
Example 3. If we seek the Cube Root of 705919947284, we find it’s not a perfect
Cube, but the Root of the greatest Cube contained in it is 89043 whose Cube is
705919947264, and the Remainder is 20 , as you see in the Operation.
Operation.

tab

705919947284 (8904
8- =512
'
Divisor= 3 æ2f -3 * = 19440^ 193919. ad Refolvend.
(a = SOt al = 6400 )
/
172800 = 3a *b
19440 = 3 a b*
729 = 6192969 Sum.
( -,= 890 ) 3 »2-s- 3 6 - - 2378970T
- = 8900^ 3«*i -f -3 * = 237656700 ^

950947 . 3d Refolvend.
950147284 . 4th Refolvend.
950520000 = 3 <*26
387200 = 3 ab 364 = 63

950907264 . Sum20 . Remainder.
Here the 3d Refolvend being less than the Divisor, I put o in the Root, and form at
new Refolvend by the next Period. The rest of the Work is obvious
.
D &-
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LEMMA

* 7$

of the preceding Rule.
I.

Is anv three Numbers are multiplied into one another, the Product can have at most
but as many Figures as are in all the three Factors, and at least but uvo fewer. Exam¬
ple: 3x4x9 = 108.
Pro¬
Demondr This is a plain Consequence of Lem. 1. for the Square Root : Because the
fewer
one
but
or
Factors,
both
in
are
than
Places
duct of two Factors cannot have more
ar least - which Product being considered as one Factor, and multiplied by a third Factor,
the fame is true of this new Product j which makes the Truth proposed manifest.
The Cube of any Number can have at most but as many Figures as
Co roll
rrirfe the number of Figures in the Root , and but two fewer at least. Wherefore,
strain• Anv Cube being distributed into Periods of three Places, the Number of Periods,
and the Number of Figures in the Root must necessarily be equalj and the last Period
may, in some Cases, consist only of one or two Figures.
LEMMA

II.

the
Tf anv Number A is not a Cube, yet being distributed into Periods, according to
preceding Rule, the greatest Cube contained in it, as Ns , will have precisely as many
t. • j
. . . .
Periods as that Number A has.
Example -. 35987 is not a Cube ; but being pointed has two Periods, viz. as many as
the greatest Cube contained in it, 35937A = 35987
35937
N 3=

Demonstration 1. N 3 cannot have more Periods than A , for then it
will have more Figures, and consequently be a greater Number than A,

contrary' to Supposition.
2. Take 1 with as many o’s before it as there are Figures standing
before the last Period of A ; (i . e. on the right Hand of it ) call the
B ~ = 10
Number arisingB : Then it’s plain that is a Cube Number , whose Root
is i , with as many o’s before it as j Part of the Number of o’s before
the 1 in the Cube B ; for to cube any Number expressed by 1 with o’s, it’s manifest
from the Nature of Multiplication, that the Cube is 1 with three times as many o’s;
wherefore B is a Cube of as many Periods as A has; and being evidently contained in
it, it follows, that the greatest Cube contained in it cannot have fewer.
B

=

1000

. The Root of the greatest Cube contained in any Number A, which
Co roll
is not a perfect Cube, hath as many Figures as A hath Periods : For it hath as many
own Cube hath Periods, ( by Coroll. Lemma I. ) which are as many as A has, by
as
theitspresent Theorem.
LEMMA

III.

Any Number being distributed into Periods according to the Rule, the greatest Cube
contained in the last Period on the left, consider’d as one Number by itself, is the Cube
of the last Figure of the Root of the given Number , if it’s a perfect Cube ; or of the
Root of the greatest Cube contained in it, if it’s not a Cube. Again; the greatest Cube
contained in the two last Periods, taken as one Number by themselves, is the Cube of the
of the given Number , or of the greatest Cube contained in
last
it. two Figures of the Root
-- And the fame thing is true, comparing the 3 last or 4 last Periods, and so on, with the
Cube
'
2
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Cube of the 3 or 4 , &c. last Figures of the Root of the given Number , or of the great¬
est Cube contained in it.
Demonstr. Let A be any Number , and B the Cube Root thereof, or of the greatest
Cube contained in it. Also let D be the last, or 2 last, or 3 last, &c. Periods of A ; [as
in the annex’d Example, take O — 41 , or 4I42 .N and let r represent the last, or two last,
or three last, &c. Figures of the Root B, ( as here 3 or 34 ) so that r* is the Cube of
& e. Figures of the Root . These things being settled, the Truths
that last or two last, <
to be proved are comprehended in one universal Cafe, thus; m . r- is the greatest Cube
contained in D ; which I shall demonstrate in two Articles, thus:
1. r= is contained in D : for since (by Cor. to Lem. 1,
and 2.) there are as many Periods in A , as there are Fiin B ; consequently there are, in every Case, as ma¬
ny Periods standing before D in the total A, as there are
Figures before r in the total B ; so that taking D and r in their compleat Value, as they
stand in their Totals , there will be as many o’s before D , as the Number of Figures of the
Periods in A , which stand before, or on the right Hand of D ; and as many o’s before r,
as the third Part of these before D . [ For Example ': If D = 41,000,000 , then is r —
will have as many o’s before it, in
300 . If O — 41421,000 , then is r — 340 .^ Then
its compleat Value, as triple the Number of o’s before the Root r in its compleat Value,
and consequently as many as are before D . We shall now express these Numbers in their
compleat Values, thus, roo , &c. r -oobood , &c. Dooo,ooo , &c.
(
& c.be¬
Again ; If r= is greater than D , then is rsooo,ood , &c. greater than Doo6,oo6, <
ing equally multiplied by the equal Number of o’s prefix’d.) But A is equal to D , with
as many certain Figures before it as there are o’s before D , or r= in their compleat Values, i. e.
Dooo,oou , &c. or r=oo6,oo6 , &c. therefore rsoo6,ooo , &c. is greater than A ; [ for any
Figures whatever in the Places of the o’s before D , cannot be equal to the Excels of r*
£rc. which is but a Part
above D , tho’ that Excess were but 1] ; i. e. the Cube of roo , <
of B, is greater than the Cube of B, because A is at least equal to B?. But this is absurd;
therefore rZ cannot be greater than D , and consequently must be contained in it.
2 . r- is the greatest Cube contained in D . For suppose N - a greater Number than r3;
then take N with as many o’s before it, as are before r in its compleat Value, and exprels
it thus, Noo , &c. so that its Cube is Nooo,oob , &c, having triple as many o’s as Noo,
ifye. the Root has; or as many as rmoo,006 , &c. or Doob,ooo , &c. has . Now because
& c. Al¬
& c. contains Nmob,oo6 , <
D contains N ? (by Supposition) therefore Dooo,oob , <
so, because N ? is supposed greater than r?, therefore N is greater than r, and Noo , &c.
greater, than roo , &c. or than r with as many of any Figures before it ; i. e. Noo , &c. is
greater than B, (which is equal to r with as many certain other Figures before it, as there
are o’s before r in its compleat Value roo , & c. or in Noo , &c .) so that Doob,oo6 , drc.
& c. the Cube of Noo , &c. a Number which is greater
a Part of A contains N 3oo6,ooo , <
than B, the Root of the greatest Cube contained in A , which is absurd; therefore n is the
greatest Cube contained in D.

A = 4142173d ) B — 346 .
j r gures
D

If we find the Root of the greatest Cube contained in the last Period of
Corol.
any Number , we have the last Figure of the Root sought; and if we find the Root of
the greatest Cube contained in the two last Periods, we have the two last Figures of the
Root sought, and so on . Which so far explains the Investigation of the Rule ; what re¬
mains to compleat it, you have in the following
LEMMA

IV.

Tart I . If the Root of any known Cube is supposed to consist of two Parts; then if
one of these Parts is known , we can find the other by means of the Cube of a Binomial
A - j- B
•
Root . Thus ;
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A -f- B3= A 3-f- 3A 1 B -f- 3AB 1f - B3; wherein it’s evident, that if the Cube of the
known Part A, viz . Ah is subtracted from the Cube of the whole, the Remainder is
3 A * B -f- 5 AB 1f- - B3. Now since A is known, so also is 3 A3J - 3 A ; and if we seek
how oft this is contained in the preceding Remainder, under this Limitation, that the first
Member of the Divisor, 3 A3, being multiplied by the Quote, and the second Member
3 A being multiplied by the Square of the Quote, and to these two Products the Cube of
the Quote be added, the Sum shall be equal to the Dividend ; then the Quote stall be
equal to B the Number sought; because no other Number but B can answer to this Con¬
dition : For if you call the Quote D, then must 3 A3 D -f- 3 A D 3f - D3be equal to
3 A3 B-f- 3 AB 3-f- B3; which is manifestly impossible, unlest D be = B; since otherwise
the respective Members of the one will be lesser or greater than those of the other, and
consequently the Wholes will not be equal.
Part 2 . Tho ’ a Number is not a Cube, yet having one Member of the Root of the
greatest Cube contained in it, we can find the other by the fame Method, as if it were a
Cube . Which will easily appear. Thus :
M = A3-f- 3A3B-j- 3AB*-f- B3-f- R
I
Let M be a Number , not a Cube;
M — A3=
3 A1B -f- 3 A B3j - B3-f- R = D . j and A -f- B the Root of the greatest
Cube contained in it ; which Cube is therefore A3- )- 3 A 3 B -f- 3AB3j - - B3. Again; let
R be the Number that’s more than that Cube in M ; so that M — A 3-f- 3A3 B -f -3 A B3
4 -B=+ R. NowA being known
, takeA- fromM, the Remainder is3A*B-f- 3AB*
-f- B- -f- R ; which we may call D : And then if we find how oft 3A3J - 3 A is contained
in D , under these Limitations, viz. that the Quote being multiplied into 3 A3, and the
Square of the Quote multiplied into 3A, and to these Products the Cube of the Quote be
added, the Sum stall still be lest than D. [For observe, that whatever Number you chuse
for the Quote, it will make this Sum either greater or lesser than D, and never equal; be¬
cause were it equal, then M would be a Cube, contrary to Supposition.] Then , I say,
the Quote is equal to B, the other Member of the Root sought. Because, if it can be
different, suppose it to be N ; which is either lesser or greater than D : But it cannot be
lesser; for then it would follow, that, contrary to Supposition, N is not the greatest Num¬
ber qualified according to the Rule, viz. so that 3A 3 N -f- 3 A N 3f- - Ns is lest than D;
for B is greater than N , and yet is so qualified, since D — 3 A3B -f- 3 AB 3—
f - Bs—
f- R ;
Wherefore N cannot be less than B ; nor can it be greater, because, by Supposition,
3 A *N -J- 3 A N 3j - N 3is lest than D (— M — A 3) ; and adding A3to both, then A3-f3 AN 3-f- 3 A* N -f- N 3A(=
-f- N ) is lest than M , and therefore is contained in it.
But again; A -f- N is greater than A - f- B, and A -f- N ’greater than A - f- B3, consequently
A -f- B=is not the greatest Cube contained in M , contrary to Supposition; so that N can¬
not be greater than B : Wherefore, lastly, since N cannot be either lesser or greater than B,
it must be equal to it.
Corol

, If a Number

M is not a Cube , the Number

R , which is over the greatest

Cube contained in it, (which is necessarily the Remainder after the second Member B is
found) can never exceed the Sum of triple the Root found, and triple its Square: For if
the Root found is N , then if the Remainder exceed 3N 3-f- 3N , it must be at least
3 N 3f - 3 N -f- 1; which added to N 3makes N 3f - 3 N 3f- ~3N -f- i = N -|- i \

And

since this Cube is manifestly contained in M, (for it’s the Sum of the greatest Cube N 3
contained in M,and the Remainder 3N 1- )- 3N -f- 1 added); it follows, contrary to Supposition,
that N is not the Root of the greatest Cube contained in M, becauseN -j- 1 is greater than N;

and N -j- 15is contained in M, if R

is

greater than 3 N 1f - 3 N ; therefore
A a

this cannot

Ami

be.
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of the preceding Lemma ’s for demonstrating the Extracting
the Cube Root.

of

1. The first and second Lemma's are already applied; from whence are deduced as Corol¬
laries, the first thing asserted in the Rule , viz,. That the Root must have as many Figures
as the given Number has Periods.
2. From Lem. 3. we have the Reason why the given Number is pointed from the right
Hand , viz,, because, being done so, it is demonstrated, that the last Figure of the Root
sought, (i. e. the Figure in the highest Place) the two last, &c. make the Root of the
greatest Cube contained in the last, or two last,
Periods of the given Number.
3. The remaining Part of the Rule is to find the Figures of the Root , one after another,
out of these Periods ; the Reason of which is contained in Lem. 3 and 4, and its Carol.
and is deduced thus:
We first take the last Period ; and in the Table of simple Cubes, we seek that Number,
or the next Letter, whose Root is, by Lem. 3. the highest Figure of the Root sought. So
in the preceding Example, the given Number is 4142173d, which we shall here call N.
The last Period is 41, and the next Cube to this is 27, whose Root is 3, the last Figure of
the Root sought. Now if we suppose the two last Periods 41421 to be the whole of the
given Number , then the Root of the greatest Cube contained in it has but two Figures,
whereof 'we have now found the last ; and to find the other ('which is the next Figure of
the Root sought, by Lem. 3.) we proceed thus : Calling the Figure found a, we subtract
its Cube a=— 2j, from 41 the last Period ; and to the Remainder 14 prefixing the next
Period 421, the whole 14421 is the 2d Refolvend. And observe, that as the 41 is really
41000, in respect of the total 41421 ; so the Figure found is really 30, in respect of the
next to be sound; and in that Value we do actually take it by subtracting it from 41, com
sidering where this stands, and which the prefixing the next Period to the Remainder does
farther clear: For this is the fame thing as if we had written 27000 the Cube of 30, and
taken that from 41421 ; wherefore this is the fame Operation as that explained in Lem. 4.
;. e. having found 30 the first Member of the Root of 41421, we take its Cube out of
the whole ; and out of the Remainder 14421, we seek the next Member of the Root,
which we know cannot exceed 9, because it’s the second Member of a Root consisting of
two Figures; whereof we have found that belonging to the highest Place, which consider’d
in its compleat Value is the first Member . Now to find the Figure sought, we form a
Divisor according to the Rule (demonstrated in Lem. 4.) thus: Taking 30 — a, the Di¬
visor is 3 a1- }- 3 a= 3 X900 -I- 3 X 30 — 2700 -f- 90 = 2790. And this we find contained
in the Refolvend 14421, 5 times; but under the Limitation of the Rule we can take it
at most 4 times; and 4 is the Figure sought; which calling b, the Proof of its being
the true Figure is this: We take 3 W -f - 3 ab x-\- biz= 12304, which is less than the Refolvend 14421 ; and 4 is therefore the right Figure, because 5 would have made 3 a2b -j~
^ab x_
j _b'>greater than 14421. Or had we at a guels taken 3 - - b, then would it be 3a*b
_L 3æ 8937 —
; which taken from 14421 leaves 5484; which is greater than
^ X 33*+ 3X 33= 3 x 10894 - 3 X33= 3267 -1- 99 = 3366; and therefore 3 is too little,
as is shewn in Sckol. 1. added to the Rule. Thus we have found 34, the Root of the
greatest Cube contained in 41421, ( the Remainder, or what is over,being 2117) and have
lhewn that the Rule is just and good for a Root of two Figures. Again ; For a Number
of three Periods, as 41421736, whose Root has three Figures; having found the two Fi¬
gures in the highest Places; and taking these with o prefix’d, which makes the true Va¬
lue; and calling this again a, or A , the first Member of the Root , the second Member,
which is a single Figure, is found the fame way as before explained; which is according to
the Rule. But now in this there is so much of the Work already done ; for the Cube of
this •
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this first Member , or Ab is already subtracted from theTotal 41431736, becauseA is now
equal to the former a- j- £ ; and it’s evident from the W ork that we have subtracted a '=,
j - H to make the Cube of af~ - b. It ’s true, we have taken <*= 30
and then 3a*b 3 a bzand L— 4 ; whereas A — 380, so that a should be 300 and b— 80 : But by the Places in
f - ^3, we have in effect taken them, as if it had
which we have set sb and 3 a*bj- - 3 a b1and b— %oj and so we have duly subtracted Ab or the Cube of 380,
300
been a =
from theTotal 4x421736 ; the Remainder whereof is 2x17, to which the next Period 736
is prefix’d, making 21x7736 the Refolvend for finding the next Figure ; which we find to
be 6, by the fame Rule and Reason as we found the last Figure.
If there are more than three Figures in any Root , the Reasons of the Rule are manifest¬
ly the fame from one Step to another in infmttum. I shall add for an Illustration one Ex¬
ample, wherein each Figure of the Root is taken in its compleat Value.
Involution 0/346 to its Cube, makes 41421736

Thus:
Root
346= 300 4- 40 4- 6
27000000—ab (2 — 300.)
10800000— 3a%b. [b — 40.)
1440000= 3bl a.
64000= 3b
Ab
39304000= a 4- V"=
2080800= 3A1 B. (A = 340. B= 6.)
36720— 3 A B*.
216—Bh
41421736= A 4 B >

Evolution 0/ 4x421736 to
makes 346.

its

Cube,Root,
A

B

Thus:
b
. . . fa
41421736I3004- 404- 6.
a~>— 27000000
3 s14 - 3 —270900) 14421736 Refolvend.
10800000= 3 ar b.
1440000= 3 a b7-.
640002= b-.
12304000 Sum.
3A14-3 A = 347820) 2117736 Refolvend.
2080800= 3A1 B.
36720= 3 ABb
216= B3.
2117736 Sum.
000000

There remain yet two things to be demonstrated, which are deliver’d in Schol. 1 and 2.
viz.
1. The Remainder can never exceed the Sum of these two Numbers , viz. triple all
the Figures of the Root already found (taken as one Number ) and triple the Square of
the fame; the Reason of which you have plainly in Cor. Lem. 4.
2. If the Divisor 3 a%f- - 3 a is contained oftner than. 9 times in the Refolvend, then if
it’s so after the second Figure is found, 9 is the Figure sought; for in this Cafe the Resol¬
vent! may be thus represented, 3 axx 10 -f- 3 ax io 4 -R = 3 a1 9 -J- 3 a1-j- ya x 10 -f- R,
j - 3 a b1-(- b=, if b is 9,
and the Sum upon which the 'Limitation depends, being 3 az bthen this Sum is 3« 1X9 -j- 3 <*x8i -f- 729 : Compare this with the Refolvend, they have
this Part in common , viz. 3 ^ X9 : Set this aside, and compare the Remainders jy both,
viz. 32 - -P3SX I0 -4- R , and 3 ax 81 -4- 729 ; this last is less than the former ; for, after
two Figures of the Root are found, a consists of three Figures, in its compleat Value, and
so must be at least ipo : Therefore 3 ^ x81 is less than 3 a1, and 729 is lest than 3 § x 10,
which is at least 300 x xo = 3000. Hence it is plain, that the Refolvend is greater than
the Number ty be compared with it in the Limitation of the Quote ; and the greater that
a is,
A a 2
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a is, as it will be always greater at every Step after the second, so much will the Resolvend
exceed that other Number.
Again ; In the second Step, the Quote is certainly 9, if the first Figure found is either
8 or 9 ; i. e. if A = 80 or 90 ; which you’ll find by comparing as before 3 A1f - 3A X
1o -)- R with 3 £ x 81-f - 729; for putting a =80 or 90, you’ll find 3 A X 81 -j- 729 lest than
3 A1-f- 3 A X 10 : But when A is supposed 70, or 60, &c. it will be greater, and therefore
the Quote must be less than 9, unless the Number R , which belongs to the Resolvend, is
greater than the Excess of 3 A X81 -j- 729 above 3 A? -j- 3 A X 10, as in some Cafes it
will, and in some it will not.
S C H O L I U M , concerninga different Method of Practice
"
in the Extraction of
a Cube Root.
The preceding Rule is nearly according to the most common Method, that it might be
accommodated to the Principles from which the Reason and Demonstration of it might
be most easily deduced : But there is another Method, differing a little in one of the
principal Steps, which is this:
Having pointed the given Number , and found the first Figure of the Root ; then in all
the succeeding Steps form the Divisor as before, and find the Quote under this Limita¬
tion, viz. That being added to the Divisor, and the Sum multiplied by the same, the Pro¬
duct shall be less than the Resolvend ; which is so far like what we do for the Square
Root : But, again; the Remainder must not exceed the Product of these Numbers , viz.
the Sum of the Quote and the second Member of the Divisor multiplied into the Diffe¬
rence betwixt the Qpote and its Square; i e. add together these two Products, and their
Sum must not exceed the Resolvend, and what remains here belongs to the next Re¬
solvend.
You may also form your Divisor thus ; Take the Figures already found, and to them
prefix 1 ( or take them with o prefix’d, and then add 1, which will fall in the Place of the
o ) ; multiply this Sum by triple the Number to which the 1 was added : The Product is
the Divisor. See this Example wrought after this Mannner.
. (a ‘>
Divisor .

1614125
18 5
512
—

L. _

3 a1j - 3 a — 19 44.0N 10212s. 2d Resolvend.
( = 3‘,x ‘>+ i = J 3x80x81) 97225=
3**-4- 3 <«-4- 6 x6
4900 — 3 aff - bx b2— b
102125
000000

. Sum.

The Letters

and

Operations shew

the Application of this Method ; and
what is to be demonstrated is onlythis,
that theNumber compared to theResolvend is equal to 3 azb-j- 3 a b-ff -b^,
which is the Number compared in

the former Rule ; and the Truth of
this you’ll find by performing the
Operation of these two Products,and
adding them thus, 3 az -f - 3a -f- b

X £=

3 a 2 b - f- 3 a b

b%
, then

3 s -s- Sx L*— b ~ 3 ab 2j - - fc —
3 ab — bz : which added to the for¬
mer makes 3 a2 b-}
3 - a b2J- ~ bi.
What I have further to observe is. That this Method will in many Oases be of Advan¬
tage, by helping us to discover more easily that some Figures are too great for the Quote,
without the Trouble of making out the total Number , which is here to be compared
with the Resolvend : For if the first Part of it (viz. the Product of the Quote by the
Sum of the Divisor and Quote, or 3 a*4 . 3* 4 . 6 x b) is equal to the Resolvend, or
greater,
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greater, that Figure is certainly too big to answer the Rule . But tho’ that first Part is leis
than the Rcfolvend , we cannot conclude that we have the true Figure, till we add the
other Part also, and find that the Sum is not greater than the Resolvend.
Observe also , That if the Product of the Quote b, and first Member of the Divisor,
viz. 3 a1, is equal to the Resolvent ! or greater, then certainly that Quote is too big, and
so we might have the same kind of Advantage by the common Method ; yet the Product
of the Quote into the Sum of the Quote and Divisor, being always a greater Number
than the Product of the Quote and first Member of the Divisor, the last Method will
discover some Figures to be too great, which would not appear so without Trial by the
other Method.

Of

the

Proof

of the Cube Root.

Involve the Root found to the Cube , and compare it with the given Cube , or the
Difference betwixt the given Number and the Remainder of the Extraction.
Or, By casting' out y's thus : Cast the y's out of the given Number , if there is no Re¬
mainder in the Extraction ; or out of the Difference of that Number and the Remainder
of the Extraction : Then cast the y's out of the Root found, and square the Excess, out
of which cast the y's, and multiply this Excess by the preceding, and out of this Product
cast the y's ; the Excess or Defect of 9 must be equal to that found in the given Number.
Example: The Cube Root of 2744. is 14 ; thus proved : The Excess of y's in 2744 is
8 . in 14 it is 5 ; then 5 x 5 = 25, in which the Excess of y's is 7, which , multiplied by
the preceding Excels 5, the Product is 35, in which the Excess of y's is 8.

strewn in Multiplication : For taking 14 x 14 as one Factor,

( andThe
of we
thisfirst
Practice
is y's
alsoout
obvious
what
is
14 Reason
as another,
cast out
of 14 xfrom
14, and
then
out of 14 ; and, multiplying these two Excesses together, we compare the Excess of y's in
the Product with that in 2744 , which is = 14 X 14 x 14.

Problem III .

To ExtraEl

Root
Cube.

the

of any Tower above the

General Rule.
\KT

Hatever

Root

is proposed

to be

extracted , as in general

the w Root , distribute

the

» * given Number into Periods, taking as many Figures to each Period as the Number
of Units in the Index » ; then make a Table of the similar Powers ( 1. e. the n Powers)
of all the Digits , as far at least till you find one which is equal to, or exceeds the first Pe¬
riod on the Left of the given Number , taken by itself; the Root of that Power is the first
Figure on she Left of the Root sought, which call A ; then subtract A" from the said
first Period , and to the Remainder prefix the next Period for a Resolvent! ; and to find the
next Figure of the Root , form a Divisor thus ; take a Binomial A- 4-B , and involve it to
the n Power , as has been explained ; your Divisor is the Sum of all the Products of the
several Po wers of A , except the highest A n, multiplied by the proper Coefficients of the
Terms in which they stand in the Power A -f- B : Thus , for the 4th Root the Divisor is
4 AJ --L6 A1 -f -4 A ; for the 5th Root it is y A4 -j- 10 As
10 A 1-}- 5 A , as you’ll find
from the Table of Binomial Powers and Coefficients. And universally, the Divisor will be
« An 1-4- aX A n—'2-f-bx AA— s -f- <
& c. -j- n x A, where I have simply expresled the Co¬
efficients by single Letters, which you must understand as representing the true Coefficients.
Also remember , that the first Figure of the Root found, which A represents, must be mul¬
tiplied
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tiplied by to , or o prefix’d to it, because that is its true Value with respect to the next
.Figure to be found j and in this Value you are to use it in forming the Divisor; then find

the Quote B, ( which can never exceed 9 ) limited so that the several Members of the
Divisor being multiplied by the several Powers of B, which you find multiplied into them
in the several Terms of the Binomial Power A -j- B ; and B" added to the Sum of all these
Products, the total Brail not exceed the Refolvcnd. Thus in the 4th Power the Number
J ~B3; in the yin
J - 4 AB3ro be compared with the Resolvend is this, 4 A3B -j- 6 A2B2f - 5 A E-+-f - Fs. Universaliy , it is n An—1x B
j - 10 A 2B3Power it is 5A+ B-f- 10 As B2j - &c. J - - n A B”—r 4 - Bn, which is the whole Binomial
J - 6 A1'—- x B3•4-a An— 1X B2Power except the Term A1’.
In the next place take the two Figures found, and prefixingo, call this Number A, and
form a new Divisor as before, of the several Powers of this new Number A, multiplied
, and by this find the 3d Figure of the Root , which call
by their Coefficients in
again B, under the seme Limitation as before ; and so proceed to the End.
SCHOLIUMS.
1. If you begin your Guess for the Quote (i . e, for any Figure of the Root after the
first) at the greatest number of times ( not exceeding 9 ) that the Divisor is contained in
the Resolvend, then the Limitation of the Rule for the Number to be compared with the
Resolvend is sufficient to determine when you have the true Figure. But if you chuse at
a Guess, then you are to mind this Mark of a Figure too little, viz. That if you take all
the Root found, taking in the Figure now put in the Root , and call it A 3 then take the
Sum of the Products of the several Powers of it ( except A" ) which belong to the new
Divisor; the Remainder must not exceed this, else the Figure last found is too little.
2., If there is a Remainder after all the Periods are employed, the given Number is not
a Power of that Order, and the Root found is only that of the greatest Power contained
in it.
I shall illustrate this Rule as far as is necessary by an Ex¬
Roots. 3th Powers.
ample. Suppose the 5th Root of this Number 74360898 is re¬
quired. Having pointed it, the last Period is 745 ; and rai¬
1
1
sing the yth Powers of the Numbers from 1 to 4- whose 3th
2
32
Power is the first which exceeds 743, I find 243 the greatest 3th
243
8
Power contained in 743; and the 3th Root of this being 3- I
1024
4
put 3 as the last Figure of the Root sought.

(

AB
74360898 (37
A —243

Then raising A -J- B , it is A5-f -7 A+B

f -B*;
J - 7A B+-J- 10A3B*-J- io A"B3—
and taking A = 30, the Divisor is 3 A+-J-

4329170^ 30260898. 2d Resolvend.
28350000 =
13230000 =
3087000 =
3601x0 =
16807=

5 A+x B
TOA3xB »ro A1 x B>
5 A x E+
E5

—b ^

j - ro A2-f- 3 A = 4329130, which
10 A3i>- found in the Resolvend, under the Li¬
mitation of the Rule 7 times; the Re¬
mainder being 5216941.

45° 43957- Lum.
5216941. Remainder,

The

Cube
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The Divisor being formed thus:
^A + =
10 A : =
ioA z =

5A =

Demonstr

4050000
250000
9000

. The Demonstration - of this general

Rule depends upon the fame kind of Principles as those
for the Square and Cube : And whoever understands
these thoroughly will be able to extend them to this
universal Rule with great Ease: For if we .put n in
the Place of 2 or 3 in the preceding Lemmtss, they
will become universal for all Cafes.

150
4329150

Scholium.
What a tedious thing it is to form the Divisors, and the Numbers to
be compared with the Refolvend in high Powers, and indeed in gil above the Cube, it’s
easy to perceive. All that can be said in favour of this general Rule is only this, That it is
exceedingly preferable to our being left to a pure blind Guess, with no other Help than
raising the Power of the Root guessed, and comparing it with the proposed Number . Yet
the great Labour of this Rule has excited the Mathematicians to the Invention of other
Methods ; the explaining of which comes not within the Limits I have prescribed my self
in this Work , except that Method which is by the help of Logarithms, as you’ll find after¬
wards explained. In the mean time observe, that as Square and Cube Roots are the things
only useful in the common Affairs of Life, so the Rules for them arc tolerably easy, espe¬
cially the Square. But there is also
Another General Rule

for

Compound Rootsi ( . e. •whose Index is the Trodufi of
t'wo or more Numbers).

Take any two or more Indexes whose Product is the given Index, and extract out of
the given Number a Root answering to any of these lesser Indexes; and then out of this
Root extract a Root answering to another of these lesser Indexes, and so on, till you go thro'
them all : The last Root found is the Root fought.
Example 1 . To find the 4th Root of 625, I find the Square Root 25 ; then the Square
Root of this, which is 5, is the Root sought.
Example 2. To find the 6th Root of 4096 : It is 4 ; which I find thus : 6 = 2x3,
therefore I find the Square Root of 4096 , which is 64, and then the 3d Root of 64 is 4.
Demovfr. The Reason of this Rule is obvious, being only the Reverse of what’s done
and demonstrated for involving a Number to a compound Power ; or you have the Rea¬
son of it in Theor. IX . §. I . where it’s shewn that A n,n~ A?"'*.
Observe, le ’s best to begin with the Root of the lowest Index.
Also, If the given Number is not a Power of the Order you first try, neither can it
be a Power of the Order proposed; and to find the Root of the greatest like Power con¬
tained in it, other Methods do better.

- Of

the

Proof of all Roots of Integers universally.

It is done either by the opposite Involution, or by casting out the 9’s, thus:
Cast the 9’s out of the given Number , or the Difference of it and the Remainder of
the Extraction, and mark the Excess: Then cast the 9's out of the Root (and take the Ex¬
cels, or the Root itself if less than 9J ; multiply it by itself, and cast out the 9’s from the
Product ; then multiply the Excess by the Excels in the Root , and cast the 9’s out of
the Product ; this last Excess multiply by the Excess in the Root , and cast the 9’s out of
the Product , and go on so till the Excess of 9’s in the Root is employ’d as a Multiplier, as
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oft as the Index of the Power expresses: The last Excess must be equal to that in the given
Number.

II. Part
Probl. 4. Of

the

II.

Extraction of the Roots

of

Fractions.

A Fractional Power is to be considered in two different Views: 1. As being an immediate Power, i. e. the immediate Effect of the continual Multiplication of some Fracti¬
on into itself, as 4 = 23 X 3 ' and 27 ^3 x ^3 x ?. Or, 2. As being only equivalent to
8
some immediate Power , but not itself such a one, as _ _4 .
18 9'
Now if a Fraction k immediately a Power, it’s manifest from the Definitions, that if we
extract the Root proposed from the Numerator and Denominator separately, these are the
Numerator and Denominator of the fractional Root sought. Example:The Square Root
of ^ is for 8= 64 *, and 9 = 81 ”. But if the given Fraction is only equivalent to
some immediate Power, the Root (viz. of that Power ; which is also in another Sense,
the Root of the given Fraction) cannot be discovered by this Method ; for the Numera¬
tor and Denominator have not both in this Case, and perhaps neither of them has a per¬
fect Root ; and so we cannot determine by this Method, whether the Root sought is ra¬
tional or surd: yet by other Methods we can diseover this, and find the Root where there
is one. For which take this
Getter

al Rule.

Reduce the given Fraction to its lowest Terms , and then extract the proposed Root from
Numerator and Denominator separately; and these Roots are the Numerator and Deno¬
minator of the Fractional Root sought; which is also in its lowest Terms . But if both
Numerator and Denominator have not such a perfect Root , the given Number is not a
Power of the Order proposed, either immediately or equivalents.
Example 1 . To find the Square Root of —, I find its least Terms Jy , whose immediate

Root is -2.

5

8

2 . To find the Square Root of -24, I find its least Terms — . But neither 8
23
24 69
nor 23 are Squares, and therefore ^ is not a Square in any Sense.
Demon . i . If the lowest (or any) Terms of the given Fraction are Powers of the
Order proposed, it’s plain that their Roots make a Fraction, which is the Root of the given
Fraction ; by the Definition. And,
2. If the least Terms of a Fraction are not Powers of the given Order, no Terms of
Example

A

it are so; or the given Fraction is not a Power in any Sense. For let 7; be a Fraction
B
Mn A
in its least Terms , and suppose— = ^ (i. e. some other equivalent Terms of the FraMn
A.
is not so, be¬
,
Terms
least
in
is
^
because
Then
.)
ction to be an immediate Power
cause it consists of different Terms by Supposition. Consequently
1

its n Root , is not
in

in its

Terms , ( by

least

r8§
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; then is— in

Lem.

its least

preceding the Theor. Chap. i .)

Take £ in

its least

Terms , and
—,

And since - =therefore

Terms , (byvthe fame Lem.)

^ are both in the least Terms , which
~
and
]^ —
= wherefore
are the same Terms , which is also contrary to Supposition.

is

absurdj or

^

SCHOLIUMS.
1. A Fraction made of the greatest Integral Root of the Numerator and Denominator
may in one Sense be called the Root of the greatest Fractional Power contained in the gi¬
ven Fraction ; which Root will, in some Cases, be a deficient, and in some an excessive
Root , t. e. whose Power wants of, or exceeds the given Fraction. Example; A , the great¬
whose Root is - ; which is an ex-

est Square Fraction contained in it, in this Sense, is
H9

r

But in — the greatest Square

cessive Root to A , because * is a greater Fraction than A .

which is lest than -A ; therefore its Root ^ is a deficient Root to A-.
Again : In another Sense, i. e. if we ask what is the greatest Fraction which is an im¬
mediate Power, and is lest than a given Fraction which is not a Power in any Sense, then
there is no such thing as a greatestj the Reason of which you’ll find afterwards. ( See Co~
rol. Prob. 5 )
2. The preceding General Rule requires two Extractions, viz., both from the Numera¬
tor and Denominator ; but I shall give you other particular Rules, whereby the Root is
found by one Extraction ; and such as are accommodated to the Methods of Approxima¬
tion, afterwards explain’d.
is

Particular Rules

!f •

■t

for the Roots of Tractions.

I . For the Square

Root.

Multiply the Numerator and Denominator together, and extract the Square Root of the
Product ; which is always a com pleat Square, if the given Fraction is so in any Sense.
Make this Root the Numerator to the given Denominator, and this Fraction is the Root
sought; or set the given Numerator fractionally over the Root found ; and this also is the
Root sought, tho’ neither of them is in the least Terms . But if the Product is not a compleat Square, neither is the given Fraction : And having found the Root of the greatest In¬
tegral Square contained in it, use that as directed; and you shall have a Root wanting of a
just Root to the given Fraction, if the Root extracted is made Numerator ; but exceeding,
if it’s made Denominator.
Example

i.

To

find the Square

so the Root sought is
2.

Example

of A, I take 4X9 — 36 , whose

9

'47

is 6 ; and

or f ,= * ; sor- X - = f.

To find the Square Root

42

Root

9363330

of AA , I take 12 X 147 — 1764 , whose Root

7

B b

7

is

.

—— - is the Root sought: for -X

42 ; and so
.

Root

7

49

H7

Example

g6
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' E*m} U 3. For the Scpme Roof of 2 .1 take, X, . - -4.
therefore2 I- not so;

But the greatest Integral Root

wanting°s a true Root to 2 ; so, -^ 3 =

j. not a Square;

in 84 is J, therefore
^ = | isaRoot

which

is lest

than 2 . because, x

is
lestth^ TXrf . And Z is an exceffive Root; for Zx Z= | 2 | reater
than 2 , because
49X12 is greater than 7x81.
rpi.^ gUei Fraction riven be in its least Terms, yet the Root found by
SC^A
V uJb
P n its least Æms in
Cafe where the given Fraction is not
this Method will nor be m its wait 2 erws every
y And .f k ^ a&perfect p owerj the
a perfect bovver, aste p
g Terms, as is manifest; because the least Terms are
fhfR ^ fof foe Numerator
1aral Denominator of foe least Terms of foe given Fraction.
D EMON. I . The given Fraction beingA. multiply both Terms by
B, or by A ; and
A _ AB __ A A Suppose AB is a compleat Square, whose Root is
<*, so that AB
Al ' _
„
, . a- a- _ _AB
An
A
_
AA_
AA.
:aa ,- then are all these Expressions equal, w . gg — gg
B AB~~ a a ; consequentlyg the Square Root of gg -and—the Square Root of ——are eacha
true Root to
2. If AB is not a perfect Square, then neither is g in any Sense.
For supposes =
A —AR tgen> gy equal Multiplication
, according to the Nature of Fractions, it is
b BB
piAB. But M1xB i = MB1, therefore^ ^ ,2? —
i which is plainly an
immediate Square, whose Root is
and is thereforea true Root to AB, which is ab¬
surd; for AB is supposed not to have a true Square Root in Integers,
and consequently has
no such Root true, (Theor. 19. Chap.1.) therefore^2 is not
the Square Root of A B;
Nor is

equal to

AB ; nor ^

equal

to gg

as

was supposed
, i. e. no

im¬

Square^ can be equal to
or g is not a Square in any Sense.
q. Supposea the greatest Integral Root of AB, so that aa is left
than AB ; then is
— less than 4 -2 f 44 i-e- is a deficient Root to 4 Also since a a
is less than AB,
BB
BB \ By
“
u
therefore~~ is greater than ~ -g
e'
^ an excessive Root to g.
2. Far the Cube Root.

mediate

Multiply the Numerator by the Square of the Denominator; the
Product will be s
compleat Cube, if the given Fraction is se in any Sense: the Cube
set fractionally over the Denominator of the given Fraction, is Root of this Product
the fractional Root
sought.'

Roots
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sought. Or thus: Multiply the Denominator by the Square of the Numerator, and over
the Lube Root of the Product set the given Numerator fractionally; and this also is the
Root sought. And observe, that if the given Fraction is a proper one, the last is the best
Method; but if it is improper, take the first Method. But if the Product mention’d is
not a compleat Cube, neither is the given Fraction. And if we take the greatest Integral
Root of that Product, and use it as directed, we have a deficient or excessive Root, ac¬
cording as we chuse the first or second Method.
take 27X37 — 729, then 729 X8 = 5832,
Example 1. To find the Cube Root of
Or thusj 8x8 — 64, then
*>
8
- is also the Root sought.
64X27 = 1728, whose Cube Root is 12; therefore—
12-= 3
Example 2. For —take 54X 54 — 2916, then 2916X 15 — 43740, which has not a

Root sought.
whose Cube Root is 18 ; then is — ——
3 the

27

Cube Root, and so —•

is

not a Cube 3 but the greatest integral Cube Root of 43740 be¬
or if we take 15x15=

ing 35, therefore 21. is a deficient Root to

54= 12150, whose nearest Cube Root
Demon.
it is

x.

For

is

22, and —

is an Excessive

225 , then 225 X

Root.

a
the first Method, multiply each Term of the Fraction-g by B1, and

_ • aQd if A B1 is a Cube,

22

let its

Root be

m,

then g- is the Cube Root of

—g- = -g-. Again; if A B1 is not a Cube, neither is -g-; for if we suppose— = - gr->
*'■e. A B1 is a Cube, which is
Cube Root
,
whose
then is AB1=
is Integer; and if it’s not Integer, it cannot be the Cube
Root of AB 1, which has no Cube Root in Integers ( Theor. XIX. Ch. 1. ). But if we
is less than A B1,
supposem the greatest integral Cube Root contained in A.B1, so that

, if
contrary to Supposition

is a deficient Root.
A
A*
A
2. For the second Method, multiply each Term of-g by A*, and it is ‘^TE == ~BJ so
A3A
A
— — - but
that A*B being a true Cube, whoso Root is », then— is the Root of
or

it’s plain that j^ - is less than

if A1 B is not a Cube, neither is-g ; for soppose— =
A1 B= A3— ~

7*5

A=x
« *3

A^
mi

'

w^0pe £ ube R* ' oot - ig
“

then

m

is

X A1 B= A 3, and

; i. e. A 1B isa Cube, con-

trary to Supposition: But if we take m the greatest integral Cube Root contained in A' B,
A
a?
A^
2nd consequently— is an exso that mi is less thanA"B, then is — greater than
A
cessive Root to -g .
- Scholium . Both these, and the Extraction of all higher Roots, may be compre¬
hended in one genial Rule, thus:
GeneBb 2
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Fractions, after the Mamer of the preceding

Particular Rules.

Raise the Denominator of the given Fraction to a Power, whose Index is i less than
that of the Root to be extracted, and multiply this Power by the given Numerator : Ex¬
tract the proposed Root of this Product ( which is a compleat Power, if the given Fra¬
ction is so ), and set it fractionally over the given Denominator, and this makes the Root
sought. But if that Product has not such a Root, neither has the given Fraction - and ta¬
king the greatest integral Root contained in that Product, it makes, with the given Deno¬
minator, a deficient Root to the given Fraction.
Or also thus : Raise the Numerator to the Power directed, and by that multiply the
Denominator j extract the proposed Root of the Product if it has one, or take the
greatest integral Root contained in it ; over this Root set the given Numerator , and it
makes an excessive Root to the given Fraction.
Example. To find the 4th Root of -g-, I multiply B? by A, and set the 4th Root of
the Product A B-, or the greatest integral 4th Power contained in it, over B, and it makes
the Root sought, or a deficient one ; or also over the 4th Root of A -B set A, it makes
the Root sought, or an excessive one.

A

Demon.

i. For

the n Root of -g-: If A Bn—1is a true Power of the Order », let
m AB
n—*
AB n—1A
its Root be m, then it’s plain that g- is the n Root of — ^ — — g~xg
— - -. And
if m is only the Root of the greatest integral Power contained in A B"—t, it self not being
one, then is ^ plainly a deficient Root to -g , which in this Cafe has no true Root ; for

Root is

; i. e. A Bn—' is a Power of the Order n, contrary to Supposition.
An A
2 . For the ad Method ;
— g", and if the n Root of BA "—I is », then is

a
— the Root sought: But if 0 is only the Root of the greatest integral Power contain’d
A
A
in BA "- 1, it self not being one, then is — an excessive Root to -g-, which in this
Anx »'
then is B A'
whosen Root
Cafe has no true Root ; for if
is — ; i. e. B An—1is a Power of the Order 0, contrary to Supposition.
Scholium

. If the Denominator of the Root is a 'Compound Number ; i. e. the Pro¬

duct of t *o or more Integers, the Extraction may be made by several more simple Extra¬
ctions, in the manner already explained, which needs not to be further insisted on.

§ . II.
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II. Part
Problem 5 .

!

Of the Approximation of Roots,
Definition.

has
, e. there
determinate Root
’aNumber
, tho
observed
WE
what we may call an indeterminate one ( ordinarily called a Surd Root ) ; i. Law
or
a certain
have

already

has

that

no

yet

it

is a certain Series of Numbers decreasing, which can be carried on by
ap¬
Order in infinitutn, whose Sum taken from the beginning is a Root whose Power
is never
it
tho’
and
;
on
goes
Series
the
as
,
Number
given
the
to
nearer
proaches nearer and
: The Invention,
equal to it precisely, it may be brought within any assignable Difference
the Root ; and if
of
Approximation
the
call
here
we
what
is
Series
this
of
on
or carrying
Roots.
Approaching
of
Series
the
called
be
may
it
,
invented
Sums
the
of
we take the Series
than
greater
still
or
less
still
either
yet
Observe' also, that they may be found approaching
true Roots.

I.

For Roots

of

Integers.

Power
Rule. Whatever Root is proposed, after the Root of the greatest integral
pre¬
Remainder
the
To
j
Rules
preceding
the
by
found,
is
Number
given
contained in the
Cube,
a
for
ooo
,
Root
Square
a
for
oo
thus
fix a Period of o’s according to the Index;
Figure in the
0000 for a 4th Power, and so on : Then form a Divisor, and find a new succeeding
Re¬
every
To
:
Work
the
of
Root the same way as in the preceding Steps
go
will
Work
this
and
Root,
the
of
Figure
new
a
find
and
o’s,
of
mainder prefix a Period
all
are
found
thus
Figures
The
.
Remainder
on for ever, because there will always be a
the in¬
after
immediately
placed
being
Point
decimal
the
,
Root
the
in
Places
Decimal
Number for the
tegral Part, and before these new Figures. And thus we have a Mixt
, the further
Number
given
the
of
Root
true
the
to
nearer
and
nearer
still
is
Root ; which
. Again;
Remainder
a
still
is
there
because
the Operation is carried on, but is still deficient,

will make an ex¬
Observe, that if to the last Figure found in the Root you add i , the Sum but still excessive.
nearer,
and
nearer
Roots
of
Series
a
cessive Root ; and thus you may have
The following Example of a Square Root will sufficiently illustrate this Practice.

Operation.

587 ( 19.672, &c.
'

1

77
261

-

2600
2316
28400
27489
IOO78684
91

12416

(se.

To find the Square Root of 387. The Root of the greatest in¬
tegral Square contained in it is 19. Then by one Period of o’s the
Root becomes 19. 6 ; by a 26 it is 19. 67 ; by a 3d it is 19. 672;
and may be carried further at pleasure; and each of these Roots
the Difference
are deficient; i. e. their Figures are lest than 387; but Numbers
de¬
is still less and less: and what I called the Series of
tho’
Roots,
creasing, whose Sums make the Series of approaching Series of
still detective, are these 19, .6, .07, .002 , &c. and the
their Sums, which make the approaching Root , is 19, 19. 6, 19. 67,
19. 672, esc. And lastly, by adding f to each of these, we have
a Series of approaching Roots, but still excessive, tho' the Dif¬
ferences grow still less. Thus , 20, 19. 7, 19.68, 19.673, esc.
Demon. i. If any compleat integral Power of any Order is
multiplied into a Number which is not a Power of that Order, the
Product is not a Power of that Order ; or has not a perfect
Root of that Order . Thus ; If A is not a Power of the Order w,
neither is AxB n, as has been demonstrated in Theor. II . Cor oil. 4.
Chap. I .
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2. If the Root of the greatest integral Power contained in A Bn is divided by B, which
the » Root of the Multiplier B», the Quote is less than a true Root to the given Num¬
ber. For supposer to be the n Root of the greatest integral Power of the Order n con¬
tained in A B", and it’s plain that rn is less than A Bn, therefore take their like aliquot Parts,
ynA
. .T5st
f
and
is less than —^ 7—, or A ; i. e. the,
n Root of -g- , is lest than a true Root to
A . Again j If to r, the greatest integral Root of AB'1, we add 1, and call the Sum s,
is

fti A

.Bns

then r" is greater than AB»; and consequently
greater than — , or A ,■ Le. gisan
excessive Root to A.
From these two Articles we shall easily demonstrate the Rule of Approximation, thus:
3. The greatest integral Root , or Root of the greatest integral Power contained in the
given Number being Found, what remains to be proved is this only, That the Extraction
will go on in this manner without end ; i. e. that there will always be a Remainder, and so
a new decimal Fraction will at every Step be added to the preceding Root, making the
whole greater and greater ; yet so that the Mixt Root will still be deficient, or its Power
still lest than the given Number , tho’ still nearer in infmitum. To shew this Truth , consder,
that by prefixing Periods of o’s to any Number , we do really multiply it by a Number
consisting of 1 with as many o’s as are thus prefix’d ; but it’s the fame thing to multiply
the given Number ( whose Root we seek) by prefixingo’s, and then bringing them down
to the Remainders, or prefixing them only to the Remainders ; for either way we find the
Root of the Product ( or the greatest integral Root contained in it ). Thus, for a Square
Root one Period 00 multiplies the given Number by too , two Periods multiplies by
10000 , <& e. For a Cube Root one Period 000 multiplies by 1000 , and two Periods
multiplies by 1000000 , &c. and so of other Powers. But these Multipliers are evi¬
dently true and compleat Powers of their several Orders, whose Roots are 1, with as ma¬
ny o’s as we have used Periods of o’s ; therefore, by the first Article, however far the Ex¬
traction is carried by Periods of o’s thus prefix’d to the Remainders, i. e. however
great the Power is by which we have thus multiplied the given Number , there will al¬
ways be a Remainder, because the given Number not being a true Power , tho’ the Multiplier is,
yet the Product is not. Again; By putting all the Figures found by means of these Periods
of o’s, in decimal Places, we do evidently divide the Root of the Product, ( i. e. the Root
of the greatest integral Power contain’d in it ) by the Root of the Number multiplied into
the given Number : Because for every Period annex’d we have one Place in Decimals;
which is plainly dividing the Root found, considered all as a whole Number , by 10, or
100 , &c. according to the Number of Periods of o’s employ’d. Therefore, by the ad
Article, this Mixt Root will always be lest than a just Root to the given Number , tho’
still approaching nearer, which demonstrates the Rule as to the Series of deficient Roots:
and as to the excessive Roots, it’s evident that adding an Unit to the last Place of the
Root already found, is adding 1 to the Root of the greatest integral Power contained in
the given Number , or to its Product by the Power which multiplies it: Therefore, by the
3>d Article, the Root becomes excessive. Or it’s found by this Consideration, That 1 in
any Place of a Number either integral or decimal, is of more value than all the rest of the
Number standing on the Right of that Place, however many Figures there be.
SCHOLIUMS.
1. The Proof of this Operation is made the fame way as has been already explain’d, viz.
either by raising the Root found to its Power, and adding the Remainder ; or by casting

out of the tj’s.
As to the former Method, Observe, That we need to take no notice of the Root’s bein^ a Mixt Number , but take it all as a whole Number , and the Remainder so also; and
0 then
2
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then the Sum of the Power and Remainder must have as many Periods of o’s on the
Right as were used in the Operation ; because when the Root and Remainder are taken
for Integers, so many Periods of o’s belong to the supposed Power or Number , whereof
that Root is the greatest integral Root : But if we take the Root as it really is, a Mixt Num¬
ber, then the Remainder is a decimal Fraction, whose Denominator is i , with as many
o’s as were added to all the Remainders in the Operation, and in this value it is to be
added to the Power of the Mixt Root : Thus in the preceding Example, the Root found
is 19. 672, whose Sq ;are is 386. 987584, and the Remainder is, in its tfue value, .0124165
for two Periods, or 6 o’s, were employed in the Operation 5 and the Sum of 386.987584,
-f- .012416 is — 387.000000 (— 387 ), which is the fame as if the Quote and Remain¬
der had been taken for Integers, and the given Number bad been 387000000.
As co the Method by casting out 9’s; When we subtract the Remainder from the given
Number , we may take it either in its real Value, or as a whole Number , and then we must
take the given Number , with as many o’s after it as were used in the Operation. For it
is the fame to the present Purpose, to take .012416 from 387, or 12416 from 387000000,
the Remainder in both Cases being the fame Figures, m . 386. 987584, or 386987584.
2. If we point the true Value of the Remainder at every Step of the Approximation,
this will stiew gradually how much the proposed Power of the Root found wants of the
given Number 5 and as the Root , so consequently its Power continually increases5 there¬
fore these Remainders will continually diminish5 so that by observing this, we can carry
on the Work till that Difference or Remainder be as little as we please, or lest than any
assigned Difference.
But if instead of this, it should be required to extract the Root so near to a true and
perfect Root to the given Number that it shall want lest than an assigned Difference, i. e.
so that this Difference added to the Root found, the Power of the Sum shall exceed the
given Number , it’s done thus 5 Suppose any Fraction — to be the given Difference, with¬
in which the Root is to be brought 5 then extract the Root to a Number of decimal
Places equal to

Number of Figures in r , and you have done ; for -t is less than
if
r
a is greater than 1 ; and a decimal Denominator having as many o’s as r has Figures, is a
greater Number than r 5 and so a Fraction whose Numerator is 1, and its Denominator
the

that decimal one,

is

lest than

because the Denominator is greater, and the Numerator

not. Lastly, since, as has been (hewn, x added to the last Figure of the Root would
make it exceed a true Root 5 therefore, in whatever Place of Decimals the last Figure of
the Root stands, the whole does not want of a true Root to the given Number , an Unit
of the Value of that Place, and consequently, if the Denominator of that last Place is a
Number greater than r, the Root is within j

of

a true Root , because it’s within a lesser

Fraction, and much more is it within
which is greater than either of the former. Ex¬
ample : Let r be a Number of three Figures5 if the Root have three decimal Places
whereby the Denominator is 1000 , the Root is within
which is lest than any pro¬
per Fraction whose Denominator is a Number of three Figures; so in the preceding Ex¬
ample 19.672 is within - -1—• of a perfect Root to 387.
II . Vot
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zgi Approximation
I.

II. For the Roots

of

Fractions,

The Approximation of the Roots of Fractions is performed thus : Let that Root which
the particular Rules for Square and Cube , or the general Rule following these, pre¬
scribes to be extracted, be carried on to -what Length of decimal Places you please, and
then divide it by the Denominator of the given Fraction, if you chuse the first Method
of these Rules ; and thus you have a Root still less, but approaching to a perfect one : But
it you chuse the ad Method of the Rule , divide the given Numerator by that Root , and
you have a Root approaching, but still excessive ; and the further the Approximation ot
that Root is carried, the truer will each of these fractional Roots be.
-7 , I take 13 x 24 — 312 ,
Example. For the Square Root of 24
1766

whose Root

tO 2

883

less than a true
Places of decimals is 17. 66, which divided by 24 Quotes 2400
1200'
1300
17 . 66
Root ; or it is 13
g| j -, greater than a true Root.
1766
Square Root
Demon.
The Reason is manifest from the preceding Rules ; for the
j.
_ _
± A

of ~

is

AB-

-B , or A

AB *.

Universally , the n Root of

-jj

~
is AB "— »]n B,

B A n—' 11if these Roots are perfect ; and if they are not, yet by approximating
or A
them we make the fractional Root also truer, tho’ never perfect.
Tho ’ a given Integer is not a perfect Power of any Order, yet there is a
Coroll.
greatest Power of that Order, which is a lesser Number than the given one ; arid also
there is a least Power of the fame Order, which is a greater Number than the given : But
in Fractions there is no such greatest and least Power ; because we can find .new Roots
increasing for ever, or decreasing, yet so as the Powers are still less or greater than the
given Number.
There remains one curious Problem relating to the Extraction of Roots,
Scholium.
deeper into the Algebraick Art than at first I designed : but without it,
little
a
which goes
I found I must omit several other curious things : and since among several ways of solving
this Problem , there is one that arises very easily and naturally from the Consideration of
Square Numbers , especially the Square of a Binomial Root (already iufficiently explainedJ
therefore I was determined to give it a place here.

VI.

Problem

Having the Sum or Difference of any Square Number , and a certain Multiple of the
Root ; also having the Multiplier of the Root ; to find the Root . Thus : Suppose R — ^ -f -ar,
or R —æ 1— ac, or R = <*r — «*. - Then if the Numbers expressed by R and c are given.
We can find the Number expressed by a by the following Rules.
CASE

I.

When the Sum and Multiplier are given to find the Root , i. e. if R ~a i -\- ar, and
R,r are given to find a.
Square of the
Rule. To the Sum add the Square of half the Multiplier, (or a 4th of the.
os the Mul¬
half
subtract
it
from
and
;
Sum
this
of
Root
Multiplier.) Extract the Square
thus:
Characters
in
expressed
is
Rule
Which
sought.
Root
the
is
Remainder
tipliers the
c
Exam■
2
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Example. R = 2i , e— 4 ; then is a — 3; for 4X4 = 16, whose 4th is 4 ; then 21 -f.
4 = 2; , whose Square Root is 5, from which take 2 (= the half of the Multiplier 4) the
Remainder is 3 the Root . Proof: 3X3 = 9, 3 ><4 — 12, and i2 -f- 9 = 2i.
Demon. Since by Supposition, R = ^ -^. 4r ; add ~ to each Side, then R - f- — =

4

a1_
j _ a c-)—;
which
42
4 -1- - — R
2
4
the Rule.

4

last Expression is a compleat Square, whose Root is a -\- 1;therefore

_
{Ax. i .) and subtracting- from both, it is, <*= R4 - ifl7_ _
2
‘ 4I
2
CASE

Which is

II.

If the Difference and Multiplier are given, to find the Root;
Here there are two Rules, according as the Square or Multiple is supposed to be greatest.'
x. Suppose the Square greater than the Multiple, i. e. R — a^-^- ac.
Rule . To the Difference, add the 4th of the Square of the Multiplier; and to the Square
Root of the Sum, add half the Multiplier: this Sura is the Root sought. Thus:

«= R+ 1‘|
41V 2-.
Example. R — 28, r = 3; then is 4 = 7 : for —= ? = 2 - , andR -4- —= 28 •+ >24
4
4
4
4
r=s to- 1 whose
Square Root is — or Ss-; to which add 3 or x £, the Sum is 7.
J4

4

2

2

2

2

7 x 7 = 49. and 3 x 7 = 21 ; then 49 — 21 — 28.
Demon. Since R = a1—
a e, add — to both Sides; then is R- 4~~ — a1~~ ae-4- - .
4
_ 4_
4
Which last Expression is the Square of 4 —- . Wherefore a — - = R -f -~ j*; and ad2
2
4I

Proof.

ding - to both Sides, it is a =R -f-151« - Observe, Tho ’41— ac -j - — is the
Squar*
2
4I
2
4
c
c
c
c
either of a —- , or - — 4, yet we cannot here use2
2
2 41; for if a is less than2 a*-is less
than ac, contrary to Supposition.
2. Suppose the Multiplier greater than the Square, i. e. R — ac — a1.
Rule.
From the 4th of the Square of the Multiplier subtract the given Difference,
(which cannot exceed tne Multiplier, if the Problem is possible); then extract the Square Root
of the Remainder ; and either add it to, or subtract it from half the Multiplier, ( which is
greater than the other, if the Problem is possible); the Sum or Difference will either of
them solve the Problem . Thus : 4 = - + “ — r "I*» or also 4 = - — —— pl T.

24

Example.

R = 6, c=7

_

i

24

; then is4 = 3 = “ -f~~T — ^ i*, or - -132

14

'

2

'

4

|
= - -f- - —
2

22

Proof. 4f = iy , and ac — 4»= iy — 9 = 6 — R . Also, 4 —2 = ~ — ^ = ^.
Proc
ac— 42=io — 4 = 6 = R .
Cc
Demon.

Since R = n*c— a1.

Demon.

Subtract each of these

from—,

4

then is

s—-

cc

c

I

’

~

4

c

(
or - — aac¬

taking ~ —

; by adding ~ to both Sides, it is <*= - + ~ —and

4

—- —ac-\-ax-

is — —— Rj - Hence , in the ist Cafe, or taking

cording as a is greater or lesser than

to both Sides, it is a-

4

C

which last is the Square either of a — —, or - ■— a. Wherefore

-R

-R

C

C
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a,

a-

add

-r | -

3

cc
There remains yet to be demonstrated, That - can never be less than R , if the Problem
Now it is plain, that the Solution is im¬

is possible ; and that -c is greater than ¥ — R |\

that if R does not exceed

;
possible, according to this Rule , if R is greater than ~ and

if, one of the Solutions is good , But to sliew that the Problem will always neceslarily have the

4

two Solutions explained, it must be ihewn that R cannot exceed if , when it is =

ac

—a *•

and then the other Part will easily follow.
To demonstrate this, we must first observe, That a may be either greater or lesser than
this requires no more than that ac be
- consistently enough with R —sr— a a. For
greater than a a, which

less than c ; consequently, whether a be

requires again that a be

greater or less than i , providing it be less than c, ( as it may be) a c will be greater than
a a.

or Again ; Whether we take a —

2.

07

'— ac + a1, which is also = -

14

Root being real or positive,

2

e- — a, the Square of it is a* — ac- {- — =
4

2

4

so must the Square

be ; i. e. ~ is

then a^— C—, and 2 s — c; also 2 a a — ac

4

and if = ac — <7c»= R .

4

ss
, (because ac —

ac — a a R— — —

—R )

—
4

But the

Or, if a =

greater than R .

consequently ac — a a — 2aa — aa — aai

So that R can never be greater than

4

tho’ it may be either

equal or less. And obfkve, if they are equal, then there is but one Solution, viz. 7 < = i
for here both the Solutions coincide.
-Rf i consider that^

For the second thing, viz. that i is greater than

if_ R,

and

| (the
consequently

Square Root of

iQ

is

greater

is

greater than

Rj 3. Or, we have
than~ —

this in the very Supposition ; for, by the first Part cf the Demonstration of this Rule , the
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Value of * is = ^ ■
—— — R

whence it was shewn that ■

upon that very Supposition that ~ is greater than a ;
I

2

-a, and consequently^ greater than —
c R—

|*

SCHOLIUMS.
1. If the Difference of the Square and Multiple of the Root is given, without determi¬
ning which of them is greatest, then we must try both Rules.
2. This Problem is what the Algebraists call, Extracting the Root of an adfected Square,
(i. e. wherein the Number given is the Sum or Difference of a Square, and a certain Mul¬

tiple of the Root ; whose Multiplier is also given ) The Solutions explained are all that are
real and positive; yet the Algebraick Art considers two Roots or Solutions in every Case:
But the Roots that I have not explained are only negative and imaginary; and to fay any
thing farther about them, were to exceed the Limits prescribed to this Work ; and for the
same Reason I am obliged to speak nothing of extracting the Roots of higher Powers that
are adfected.
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explained
:

Number
not been
a perfect
; butdemonstrated
yet that we that
can
a
Surd has
is has
already and determinate
It Root
has
been
find an Approximate Root within any assignable Difference of a true and com-

pleat one ; so that it may be truly laid, that the Quantity which hinders any Number
from being a compleat Power of any kind, is infinitely little; or that a Quantity infinitely
little ( or less than any assigned one ) being taken from the Quantity expressed by any given
Number , the Remainder is a Quantity expressible by a Number ( of the same Parts)
which is a true Power of the Order proposed; with this Difference, that it will be a fra¬
ctional Power and not an integral. Now since Surds, or indeterminate Roots, can be de¬
termined infinitely near ; and since the indeterminate Series goes on by a certain Law or
Condition, it may be conceived as some whole and compleat thing of its own kind ; and
J.

therefore, taking Surds under the general Expression of Roots, as N “, we may apply all
the Theory of Chap. I. and all the Operations of Arithmetick to them, as if they were de¬
terminate : For thus we can form general Ideas of Sums, Differences, Products and Quotes
of Surds, imagined under the Notion of compleat Quantities of their own kind, the fame
way as we do of rational or determinate Roots expressed after the fame general manner.
And hereby we can discover certain Connections and Relations of Quantities thus repre¬
sented, which may lead us to some other particular Truths we would discover.
It’s true indeed, that as to any actual Operation with such Roots it can only be made in
an imperfect manner, by way of Approximation; yet since we can approximate or deter¬
mine the Root so far, that taking it for true and compleat, the Error it can make in any
Operation or Conclusion shall be within any assignable Difference of what it would be if
the compleat Value of the Surd could possibly be determined and used in the Operation:
Therefore our arguing with them as we do with rational and determinate Roots, is so far ac
least just and conclusive; and is indeed absolutely so, taking them in general and abstractly.
C c 2
To
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To illustrate this by a few Examples: The Sum of ^/S and y/12 may be expressed
in general \/S -fy ' 12, whatever theie are in themselves; and if we would apply this by
an actual Operation, then we can approximate each of these Roots so near, that their Sum
shall want less than any assigned Difference of what it would be if the Roots could be
determined.
Example 2 .

To multiply •/8

by 3, it may be expressed thus, zXy/8;

and by Ap¬

proximation we can find a determinate Number for 4/ 8, which multiplied by 3,the Product
ihall want less than any assigned Difference of what it would be if the Root could be
compleatly determined.
Example 3 .

The Product of y/8 and

6 may

be expressed y/8x y/6 ; and by Ap¬

proximation we can take -/8 and y/6 so near, that multiplying them together at every
Step, the Products shall still increase and come within any assigned Difference of what it
would be were the Roots determined.
Again : Tho ’ Surds can never be reduced to determinate Numbers ( for then they were
not Surds), yet in many Cafes their Sums, Differences, Products and Quotes can be exprested after different ways ( by means of the Theory explained in Chap. I. ), which are more
or less simple and convenient ; so that what by the more general Rules can be expressed
only by Signs of Addition, &c. may be expresied more simply, either by one Surd, or
by an Expression partly surd, partly rational, and in some Cases altogether rational. Now
to this tends the more particular Practice or Arithmetick of Surds; which depending upon
certain different Forms in which the fame Surd may be expressed, therefore the first thing
to be explained is The lleduttion of Surdsj the Demonstration of which depends upon the
in Chap. I . applied to Surds.
Observe also, That all the following Practice is equally applicable to rational Roots ex¬
pressed in the general radical Form ; for when we take general Expressions they compre¬
hend all possible Cafes; and the Practice proposed is often as convenient with respect to
Rationals as Surds, because it’s convenient sometimes to express even rational Numbers
in this radical Form ; and therefore, tho’ it’s commonly called the Arithmetkk of Surds, it
were as proper to . call it the Arithmetkk of Radicals.

Theorems

Reduction

of

Surds

(or Radicals ) .

Case I . To express any Number in Form of a Surd (i . e. in a radical Form ).
Rule:
Raise the given Number to the Power of the Surd, and then apply the Surd
Index, thus; 8 — 64A for 8 X8 = 64. Universally, A = A"t“.
The Reason is manifest from the definitions, and Ax. I.
CASE II . To reduce a Surd with a Mixtlndex (i. e. whoseNumerator is greater than 1) to
another, having a simple radical Index (i. e. whose Numerator is 1.) Rule:
Involve the
Number given to a Power whose Index is the Numerator of the Mixt Index, and to the

Number found apply the Denominator radically. Example-. S 1 64
=
Universally, A r A— 1"1*'.

? ; for 8- = 64.

The Demonstration of this is plainly in the Definition: For A r expresses the r Root of
the n Power ( which is also the n Power of the r Roots by Theor. X .)
Case III . To reduce two Unlike Surds to Like : i. e. having two unlike Surds of
the fame or different Numbers, to find other two Surds equal respectively to the given
ones, but having the fame Index, and that also the least possible; and such too, that the
Numbers under the common Index be the least possible.
Rule.
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Rule. Reduce their Indexes to one common Denominator by the Rules of Fra¬
ctions. Again, find the greatest common Measure to both the new Numerators, ( i. e. the
greatest Number which will divide them both without a Remainder, ) by the Method
taught in the Reduction of the Numerator and Denominator of a Fraction to their least
Terms ; make that common Measure the common Numerator to the common Denomi¬
nator before found : The lowest Terms of this Fraction is the common Index sought.
Again; Divide the new Numerators mentioned by their greatest common Measure,and
mark the Quotes ; then involve each given Number to a Power whose Index is the re¬
spective Quote ; and that is the Number to which if the common Index is applied the
Cafe is compleatly solved.
Example: To reduce 8~ and
to Like Surds, with the other Conditions proposed.
1. They are 8^ and 157, by reducing the Indexes— and ^ to one Denominator ;
Then the greatest common Measure of the Numerators 3- 2, is x, and the common In¬
dex is*-; and to have Numbers to which it must be applied, I raise 8 to the zd Power,
and 15 to the ad, ( for here the common Measure of 3 and 2 is 1, which makes the
Quotes the fame, ) these Powers are 512, 225 ; wherefore the Surds sought are yi2 T—
8T, and 225* — 157.
Example2.

To reduce 47 and

Example3.

To reduce 3^ and 4s : They are first3^ , 4TT, and the greatest Mea¬

: They

are

first4-^ ,

5^T, then

com¬
mon Measure of 14, 12, is 2 ; and so ^ is the common Index, which is in its least
Terms . Again; The Numerators 14, 12, divided by their greatest Measure 2, the Quotes
are 7, 6j and 4? — 16384. 5* = 15625. Then lastly, 16384 214— ^. 15625^ -^ 5^ .
the greatest

sure of the Numerators 3, 6, being 3, the common Index is -~g in
its least Terms;
then 3, 6, divided by 3, the Quotes are 1, 2; and 3*= 3 : 4^— 16 : Wherefore, lastly,
3^*, i6T are the Surds sought.
Demon.

Let A 8,1B u be any two Surds, ( where, if r or » are 1, the Surds are
simple .) These are first equal to A™
, BSU by Reduction of the Indexes to one Deno¬
minator, (Theor XI . Ch. I .) Suppose m to be the common Measure to rit, ns, and let
the Quotes be ru ~ ~m — x ; ns ~ m= y- so that rw = mx , and n$= my: Then the
Surds are A su, Bus, that is, ( by Theor. XII .j A*|su,
- which is exactly the Expreffion of the Rule, supposingm the greatest common Measure of r u, ns, and — to
be in its least Terms ; or if it’s not in lowest Terms , yet its lowest Terms being put in its
Place makes an equivalent Expression (Theor. XI . ) Observe also, that tho' m is not the
greatest common Measure of the new Numerators ru , ns, yet we have the Surds reduc’d
to Like Surds, tho’ not in the lowest Expressions; which it’s plain will then, and then on¬

ly happen when m is the greatest common Measure.
SCHOLIUMS.

1. It will be the same thing if we first reduce the given Surds to simple Indexes, if they
are Mixt, and then reduce these new Indexes to one Denominator, and go on with the
rest as in the Rule.
1
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2. When there are more Surds proposed, the Operation and the Reason of it is the
same; except that we have not yet learn’d how to find the greatest common Measure to
3 or more Numbers ( which you’ll find in Book IV. Ch.I. ) and therefore, till that be
learn’d, we must be content to reduce the Surds to Likes, tho’ not in their lowest Terms,
by using i as a common Measure, which makes the Dividend and Quote the fame.
Case

IV . To reduce a Surd having a simple Index to lower Terms ; i. e. to an

equivalent Expression in which there is a similar Surd of a lesser Number multiplied into
some rational Number.
Rule . Among the Numbers greater thanr, which measure the given Number, (or
Surd Power ) seek one which is a similar and rational Power, by which divide the given
Number : Take the Quote, and to it apply the given Index ; and multiply that Root by
the Root of the Divisor: This Product is the Expression sought.
Example i.

SY=2X
T

Example 2.

2? ; for 8 —- 4 = 2, and 4? — 2.
i.

4

648^ — 2 x 8D — zx 24 * ; for 648 = 8 — 81, and 8s — 2 ; whence,
i
I,

by the Rule, the ist Solution is 2 X 8r s. Again ; 648 -—27 = 24, and 27? = Z;
whence the ad Solution is 3 X 24L
x o up , (Ax.
B , so that A = B x Dn, then is An b=
Demon. Suppose A — Dn=
I.) and Bx DT = D X E», (Theor. III ) which is precisely conform to the Rule ; A
representing the given Number.
SCHOLIUMS.
1. If the Power by which we measure the given Number is the greatest Like Power
which measures it, then we find the lowest Terms of the given Surd.
2. As to the finding the Numbers that measure any given Number , you’ll have it more
particularly explained in Book IV. Chap.I : Here we suppose these to be given ; be¬
cause from the Nature of the Thing this Rule for finding them is obvious, viz. To try
all the Numbers not exceeding the half of the given Number ; for all of these which mea¬
sure it, together also with the Quotes, make all the Numbers that measure it. But unless
these Measures that serve the present Problem are obvious, the finding them out is more
Trouble than is always necessary.
3. If the given Surd has a mixt Index, the fame kind of Reduction may be performed
by reducing it first to a Surd with a simple Index ; and then applying the present Rule.
And again; If the Number under the radical Sign in the Answer thus found, is a ra¬
tional Power of the Order expressed by the Numerator of the given Index, then by taking
the Root of it we may also reduce the whole to a Surd with the given mixt Index. Thus,
again reduced is = 16 x 9 s ; for 163= 4096,
);
1923isfirst= 3t>8d4» ( = iyP s which
and 36864 = 4096 = 9 : And because 9 is a Square, therefore 9^ = 3T ; and hence
XX
j_
T.
=
x 3J i9i
16
16 x 93=
. Hence we see plainly, That one similar Surd may be a Multiple or ali¬
Co roll
quot Part of another. But observe that in applying this to Practice, all we can make of
it is, That the greater Surd approximate to a certain degree, and divided by the other ap¬
proximate to the same degree, the Quote will be within a certain Difference of that
Number , which, by this Reduction , appears to be the Quote : But being approximate
nearer and nearer in mfivitum, the Quote will be nearer in infinitum to that other, which
we here call the True . and Compleat Quote. But if the fame Dividend be divided by
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any other Surd or Number whatever, the Quote can be brought to exceed that true
Quote , or Will never be brought within an assignable Difference of it j and therefore it’s
justly called the true Quote of these two Surds.
Case V . To reduce any two Surds to Expressions,having a common Surd ; ;. e. to
Expressions that are Products of rational Numbers into a common Surd.
Rule.
Reduce
the given Surds to the same simple Index, if they are not Ib already
(by Case 3. ) : Then find the greatest common Measure of the Powers ( or Numbers un¬
der the radical Signs ) ; and taking the Quotes , examine by Extraction if they are rational
and similar Powers of the Order exprested by the Denominator of the common simple In¬
dex ; if they are, their Roots are the rational Numbers sought; and the surd Root of the
common Measure is the surd Part sought : But if these Quotes are not such similar Powers,
the Question is impossible.
Example: To
reduce 12 - and ay - : The greatest common Measure of 12, 27, is 3,
and the Quotes are 4, 9 . which being rational Squares, I take their Roots 2, 3, and mul¬

tiply them into the common
and 3x3

Surd 3' , and the Expressions sought are 2 X 3- — 12-,

-"= 27 ”.

Demonstr

.

Let A “, B" be the given Surds ( or the Expressions to which they

are reduced ) : Suppose A ~
*»X bn then
;

A“ =

rn

m— an, and B ~m ~ bn, so that A =mxa

x anj11( Ax. I . ) =

a X m", (

Theor.

n, and B —

I . Cor. ) Also B;‘ —

o‘‘\

= bx m‘x, which is exactly according to the Rule , supposing m to be any common Mea¬
sure: And the Reason why it’s in the Rule called the greatest common Measure, is, be¬
cause if the greatest will not quote similar rational Powers, none of the other common
Measures will ; which remains to be demonstrated. Thus ; take the given Surd Powers
fractionwise, -jj This
;
is not an immediate fractional Power of the Order n, because by
Supposition, neither A or B are rational Powers of that Order ; but if any other Fraction
-A.
A
equivalent to -g is an immediate Power of that Order, the least Terms of -g - will be
so; and if the least Terms are not so, no other Terms can be so, ( as has been demon¬
strated in the Rule for Extracting the Roots of Fractions ) i.' e. if A , B, being divided by
their greatest common Measure do not give for Quotes similar rational Powers of the Or¬
der n, neither can their Quotes by any other common Measure do so.
SCHOLIUMS.
1. The greatest common Measures quoting similar rational Powers, is a certain Chara¬
cter of the Problems being possible, tho’ none of the other common Measures should
make such Quotes ; but if any of these others do so, these would make so many different
Solutions to the Problem ; in which this Difference is to be observed, that the 1ester the
common Measure is which we use, the lesser Terms will the Solution be in, as to the Surd
Part : And the Reason why we chuse the greatest Measure in the Rule is, because that
tho’ from any other Measure’s giving Quotes which are rational Powers we are sure that
the Problem is possible, yet we can conclude it impossible from no other but the greatest
common Measure giving Quotes which are not Like Powers,
2 . If the two Surd Powers are Fractions, then reduce them to any common Denomi¬
nator ; and if the new Numerators are reducible according to this Rule , so are the given
'Surds.
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Numerators 12- 3, taken

radically, w . 122, 32- are reducible to these, 2X3 2, 1 X 3' , or 3*^ wherefore the gi¬
ven Surds are reduced to these, 2 x -5-r , and ^ |*.
151
Again; If either the Numerators or Denominators of two Fractions, affected with a
simple radical Sign, or reduced to that State, are rational Powers of the Order expressed
by the Denominator of the Index. The Fractions need not be reduced to a common
Denominator ; for we need only examine if the other Terms are reducible to a common
72s?

the Denominators, 16, 25, are Squares,
;
Surd Power : Thus ; Suppose^ 2, ^ j2Here
X 2~. Also 721 2— x ; 62"—6 x 2V;
X252 5=
2
whose Roots are 4, 5. Again ; 502=
i

<rJ

.

’

£

whence it’s plain that the given Surds are 22 x - , 22 x

And had the given Surds

X 2r, then
5
been ^ j2, —I2, the Solution is^ x 3 *, ^ X - 2 ; for 1624— , and eo 2—
>
5 21 6 2
50) 72I
or 5 x - j2, and so of the other.
i — —= —x
isI — 2—
2<
*
2
5 X2 2 5 2
50I
; ;. e. if they
3. This Cafe is commonly called Finding, if two Surds are commensurable
have a common Measure, or if there is any Surd which measures or is an aliquot Part of
each of them ; whereby they are reducible to Expressions which are the Products of that
common Surd into the respective Quotes. Observe also, That the Measure of a Surd must
be a Surd, which is manifest; for if any rational Number should measure a Surd, or be
an aliquot Part of it, then that aliquot Part and its Denominator ( or the Measure and
Quote ) would produce the Dividend, i. e. two rational Numbers would produce a Surd,
which is impossible.
The TJse of these Reductions in the common Operations of Addition , &c . I shall briefly
Jhew thus:

In Addition and Subtraction of Surds.

- If one Surd is to be added to or subtracted from another, and if they are commensu¬
rable, i. e. reducible to a common Surd, by Cafe 5. this Reduction being made, or if the
given Expressions are of this kind, the Sum or Difference of the rational Parts multiplied .
into the common Surd Part is the Sum or Difference sought, in a more simple and con- <
venient Form than connecting the given Numbers by the general Signs of Addition and
Subtraction, which is the general Rule for all other Cafes.
Example 1.

8^ -j- 50T= 2 X 27f-

y X 27 = 7 x 2T.

' Example 2. 54t — i6T= 3 X 2' — 2 X 2T = 3 — 2 X2r = 2T.
The Sum or Difference of two Square Roots may be also express’d. Thus: Take the
Surd Powers, or Numbers under the radical Sign; to the Square Root of double their
Product, add their Sum, or subtract that Root from this Sum; the Square Root of this
x

1 JL

JL

Zc> 2,2,
Sum or Differe nce expresses the Sum or Difference sought, Example: 5* + 32= 8+
Z 2 8=
and 52—

— 3©2F»
Demon

.1
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I

Jf,

l„

Suppose Ay —a, B * = b ; then is ab — A 1 X BT = AB “

[Theor.
—2

A'*+ B-*= n -f- * — + **+ 2 *r 4 *• Also A* — !>*= <*— b
which is exactly according to the Rule.

3 . ) and
ad * y

iw Multiplication and Division of Surds.
If one Surd is to be multiplied or divided by another; then if they are unlike, reduce
them to Likes, and examine if they are commensurable, i. e. reducible to Expressions,
wherein the same common Surd is multiplied into rational Numbers ; and if it is so, mul¬
tiply or divide the rational Parts, the Product multiplied again into the Square of the com¬
mon Surd is the Product sought: so that if the given Surds are Square Roots, the Product
is rational. But in Division the Quote of the rational Parts alone is the Quote sought;
which is therefore rational.
Example.

72 ? X 32*— 48. For 72 — 8x9, and 9* —3; therefore 72? — 8x9 ' —

91x 8*= 3x8 *. Again , 32*= 4x 8 2=
X2 X 8T =
3
Demon

x 2 x 8T x St =6x

8 = 48.

>4 * X 8 T =2

x 8t so
:

And 7a 2->
32

that

^ — 3 X 8^

72 * x 3a 2 3x8^
—

2 X82—
3 -t- 2.

. Suppose An = a X R ", and Bn = b X R “ ; then A " x B'“ = ab xR n X R 5-

= c £ x R ". Wherefore if » — 2- the Product isa b R . Also A“ -HB11= a x R“ —b xR s'
— a -r-b.
SCHOLIUMS.
1. To multiply similar Surds: If we multiply the Surd Powers, and apply the
same Index to that Product ; this expresles the Product sought more simply, than by the
general Sign of Multiplication. Thus : A~ xB “ = AB “ ( Theor. 3 . ) Again; if this
is reducible, bring it to lowest Terms , and you’ll have in many Cafes the fame Pro¬
duct that the preceding Rule brings out; and it’s always the best we can make of it,
when the given Surds are not commensurable. In the preceding Example, 72" x 3a2 —
72 x 32 *= 2304* — 48.
2. If a rational Number is multiplied into a Surd, it may be sometimes convenient to
express it altogether radically; for which you have a Rule mTheo. 3 . Cor Thus : Raise the ra¬
tional Part to the Power whose Index i t the Denominator of the surd Part, and multiply this
Po wer into the surd Power ; then apply the radical Index. Exam. AxB n—
A " B", and Ax B12
— A" Buffer# B*
=
!\
3. If a Surd and rational Number are multiplied; and if the Surd is reducible to lower
Terms , the whole Product is so. Thus : 6x 45*= 6 x 3 x 5^ — 18 x 5T; for 45= 9x7,
and 45t = 9t x 5T=3X5 T.
You may apply the fame Observations
—

to

Division.

So for the

ist, 72t -h 32^ = 72-1- 32^

orijp
41 = 2.
2
And from this Example, wherein the Product or Quote becomes rational, we have a
farther remarkable Proof of the Reasonableness and Usefulness of our treating Surds, and
working with them in all respects as with Rationals or compleat Roots ; for if any other
Number than 48 is supposed to be the Product of 722X 32*, we can prove it to be false. .
v d
Thus:

2.02

Theorems

relating

to

Book

III ..

Thus : Since 72T and 32* can be Approximate in infinitum, the Products of these ap¬
proximate Roots will grow in infinitum towards a certain Limit ; which must neceffarily be
72X 32^ — 48; because if 721and 32^ are both rational, then is 72X 32* rational
, being
equal to 72^ X 32^ (Theor. 3 .) And tho’ 72*", 321 are surd, yet being infinitely ap¬
proximate , their Product will grow infinitely near to 72 x 32“ — 48 ; which is therefore
the true Limit or compleatValue of 72? X32*, beyond which it cannot possibly grow ;,
nor can it be supposed,less, because we can approximate 72*"and 32* so far, that the Pro¬
duct shall exceed any assignable Number less than 48 — 72 x 32? ; for else they were not
infinitely approximate , as is supposed and demonstrated.

CHAP.
Containing several

IV.

Theorems
relating to
of Numbers .

the

Powers

IN

thatCorollaries
are applicable
to Numbers , all
excepting
four , whichof the
are
and
are comprehended
the
Propositions
in effect already explained in this Work ;, but that you may fee them all in this Place,
I briefly repeat these four.
1. If one Number A, ( or Line, as it is in Euclid, Book II. Theor. 1.) is multiplied se¬
verally into all the Parts of another B= <*
& c. the Sum of the Products is the
Product of the two Wholes; thusA a -f- A,b-|- A c, &c . “AB. This you have already
in Lemma-3. Ch.5. BookI. which, observe, is equally applicable to Fractions and Integers.
2. If any Number is multiplied into all its own Parts severally, the Sum of the Pro¬
ducts is equal to the Square of the Whole ; which is the Consequence of the last; thus, if
N “
then is N 1=Na -fN^ ( Euclid, Theor . 2. )
3. If a Number is divided into two Parts, the Product of the Whole and one Part, is
equal to the Sum of the Square of this Part, and thej Product of the Parts : This is also a
Consequence, or particular Case of the ist : Thus, if N ~a ~\ - l, then N a = a* a b,
( Euclid, Theor . 3. )
4. If a Number is divided into two Parts, the Square of the Whole is equal to the Sum
of the Squares of the Parts, and twice the Product of the Parts : This proceeds also from
the ist : Thus, if N — æ-\-b, then N 1— a1-j- -}- 2 a b, { Euclid, Theor . 4. )
The rest erf Euclid you have in the following Theorems.
Second
Book of Euclid
the following
Theorems

Theorem

I.

The Square of any Number is equal to the Difference of the Products of that Num¬
ber, multiplied into any greater Number , and into the Difference of these Numbers . Or
it is equal to the Sum of the Products of that Number multiplied into any lesser, and into
the Difference of these Numbers.
Demonstr.
i ( .) Let two Numbers be a, <*+ </, wherein d is the Difference;
then a x a ~|«d “ a2 -}- a d 7' hence a*= a Xaj- ~d — ad . (2.) Let the Numb ers be
F >— a, a, wherein,rf is also the Difference ; then
ad, and a3-=
a 4

+

ad.

Theo-
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Theorem

II.

The Sum of the Squares of two Numbers is equal to the Sum of twice their Product
and the Square of their Difference.
Demonstr
. Let the Roots be a, b, then
**— 2 ab '\ - b*-9 whence the Theorem is manifest.
Or let the Roots be a, a -j- b, wherein b

4- a12

is

2 a b -\~a —

for a —

the Difference ; then is a1-j-1a -^- b' " =«= a1

<*b b*—
2 a1—
f—
21

Scholium.
In this last Form we fee plainly comprehended Euclid's Theor. 7. which
is thisj If a Number consist of two Parts, (a , b,) the Sum of the Squares of the Whole
and of one Part, f viz . * -|~b -{- a*-)

is

equal to doubld°the Product of the whole into

this Part, and the Square of the other Part ( viz. 2 a Xa -f -bf- - bx).

Theorem

III.

The Sum of the Squares of two Numbers
their Sum and Difference.
Demonstr

is

. The two Numbers being a,

a -fb 1=s:az ~j~ 2a b -^ b3-, and a —d> ~ a1-—

2

equal to the

b,

Sum of the Squares of

then a1f - ^ ==

ab -\ *bx, and

^ t for

the Sum of these two

Squares is 2 <**+ a £*, whose i is æ1j - - b%.
C o r ol l . The Sum of two Squares is ^double the Sum of the Squares of their half
Sum and half Difference; for . -f-b, a — b, may represent any two Numbers , whose half
Sum is at, and their half Difference is b ; but we see above that 2 a1-}
a - b1=
+
a —b •

SCHOLIUMS.
, i - This Con diary is in effect the seme as Euclid, Theor . 9. viz. If a Number is di¬
vided into two equal Parts, a, a, and into two unequal Parts a ~\- b. a — b, (whose Sum
is 2 « ) the Sum of the Squares of the unequal Parts, (viz . a ~f- 6*-f-* a — b1 ) is equal to
twice the Square of the half, (viz. jxi 1] and twice the Square of the middle Part, or
half Difference of the unequal Parts (viz . ixb 1).
2 . If we express the supposed Numbers thus, a, a -\ ~b, then the Theorem isd -j- a -j- b*
^
' ‘1 .
—— ~
' *Also
by taking b and 2 af- - b for two Numbers, whose Sum is 2 * -f.
2 b, and their half Sum a -j - b, and half Difference a, the preceding Corollary is thus ex¬
pressed^ a ~f~bf - . b* = 2 X<* -f - 6*-f -2 x ; Which is in effect the seme as Euclid,
Theor . 10. viz. If a Number is equally divided into two Parts, a, a, and to the whole 2 a
another Number be added as b,he
*

Square ok the Sum, viz . a a and
D d 2

the Square of

the

Theorems
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the Number added, viz . b2, are together equal to double the Squares of i
ber, and of the Sum of that half and the Number added, viz . 2 a2 2

Theorem
The Sum of the Squares of two Numbers
of their Sum and double their Product .

the ist Num.
XT -fb *.

IV.
is equal to the

Difference betwixt theSnnaw.
^ e

The two Numbers being a, b, the Theorem is a2-f- b2 s= a"-fj z_ 2ab,
Demonstr.
f- b*.
for -j->6 ~a 2-j- 2ab -j-1b2, from which take 2 ab, remains a2A
Or thus ; Let the two Numbers be 2 a, b, then 4 ^ -f-b 2 = 2 * 4 ’^ *—4*
, more
Product
their
times
4
is
. The Square of the Sum of two Numbers
Coroll
Numbers,
two
the
b,
j
~
a
a,
making
by
appears
This
the Square of their Difference.
2 a -f- l* =
whereby 2 a -)- b is their Sum, and then adding 4 ab to both Sides, whereby
4 a* - }- 4-a b -}- b2X

aXa

^

b -\ - b2.

is the fame in effect as Euclid, Theor . 8. viz.If a Number is
This
Scholium.
whole, and one Part,
divided into two Parts, as a, a -f- bj then 4 times the Product of the
of the whole and
Sum
the
of
Squares
the
to
equal
is
Part,
other
more the Square of the
that Part.
Coroll.

Theorem

V.

the Square of one
The Square of the Sum of two Numbers is equal to the Sum of double
the former.
and
other
this
of
Sum
the
into
other
the
of
Product
the
and
of them ;
of the
Difference
the
to
equal
is
Numbers
two
of
Also the Square of the Difference
other,
this
of
Difference
the
into
other
the
of
Product
the
and
Square of one of them,
former.
and double the

Demonstr
^ -

~ a*-}- 2 œbb
2. a — b — a1 —2 a b

. i.

__

*

x b.
*— a2-f- 2 ab
_
b*~ a * — 2 a — bxb.

. The first Part of this comprehends Euclid, Theor. 6. viz. If a NumScholium
b is ad¬
ber is divided into two equal Parts a, a, and to the whole 2 a, another Number
c. to¬
&
b,
x
.
viz
b,
added
ded ; the Product of the Sum 2œ-j- b by the Number
of the Sum
gether with the Square of ~ the first Number , viz . a1, is equal to the Square
of this half Number , and the Number added, viz. a -\~b*

Theorem

VI.

their Sum
The Difference of the Squares of two Numbers is equal to the Product of
and Difference.
DeMqN . a ~{- bXa — b — a2pab •— ab — b2~a 2<— b2.
COROLLARIES.
(
viz. a2for
1. Of two unequal Numbers , a -\ - b, a — b, the Square of half their Sum,
their Diffe¬
of
Square
the
and
a2—b2,
.
viz
,
Product
their
of
Sum
the
is
a a is the Sum)
Schol.
rence, viz . b1.
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This is Euclid's Theor. 5 . viz. If a Number is divided into two equal
Scholium.
Parts, a, a ,- a nd in to two unequal Parts, a -\ - b, a —6 ; the Product of the unequal Parts
(viz .~a~~f 'bx a — b= -az — bl) together with the Square of the middle Part, (i . e. of half
their Difference, b1) is equal to the Square of half the given Number , viz . a1.
2. The Sum and Difference of two Numbers are the reciprocal aliquot Parts of the
Difference of their Squares.
3. The Square of any Number may be produced after a new Method. Thus : Let the
given Root be N , assume any other Number A; the Product of their Sum and Diffe¬
/>= Z—A 1, or A1—N *.
rence, which call />, is the Difference of their Squares, i. e. N
A 14 -A or A 1— pHence N 1=
4. Take any Number A, and make a Series from it continually decreasing by 1, till the
least Term be 1 ; also a Series increasing by 1, to the fame Number of Terms ; multiply
the corresponding Terms of the two Series together3 the Products make a Series decrea¬
sing in such a manner, that comparing each
Product ro the Square of A, the Differences
A — 8. 7. 6. 5 . 4. 3. 2. 1.
A — 8. 9.10.11.12.13.14.15.
are the Series of Squares of the natural Pro¬
& c. the Deduction of which
gression, 1,2 , 3, <
64.63.60.55.48.39.28.15.
Products from the Theorem is ealy. Thus : A— »x A-j-x
Differs from 64. - - 1. 4. 9.16.25 3649.
= A1—NX But the Differences betwixt A,
and the several Terms of the Series, are, by Supposition, 1, 2, 3, 4, &c. that is, n is gra¬
£rc. Consequently the Differences of the several Products of the corre¬
dually 1, 2, 3, <
sponding Terms of the two Series from A1 the first Product, are gradually the Squares of
these Roots, 1,2,3 >& c- Hence again,
5. We have this Rule for summing the Series of the Squares of the natural Progression
1, 2, 3, <& c. viz. Take any Number A greater than n, the greatest of the Roots whose
Squares are to be summed; then beginning at A — 1, and A - f- 1, continue a Series down¬
wards from A — 1, and upwards from A -s- r- with the common Difference 1, rill the
Number of Terms be w; then taking the Products of the two Series as before, subtract
their Sum from n X A*; the Remainder is the
Sum sought. The Reason is plain; for the Sum
&c.
4,
—
A
3
—
A
:
2
—
A
:
1
—
A
of the Products is n times A1, wanting the Sum
A -f- i : A - f- 2 : A -f- 3 A + 4, &c.
the Series of Squares 1,4 , 9, eJ-c. taken to a
of
c.
&
Az—i6,
A3— 1 : A1—4 : Az— 9
also the
;
Number of Terms equal to n therefore
Sum of the Squares is » x A1 wanting the Sum of the Products?

Theorem

VII.

The Sum of any Number of different Powers of the fame Root, which stand all next
together in the Series or Order of Powers, [r. e. whose Indexes follow one another in the
& c. but beginning at any Power, or Place of the Se¬
natural Series of Numbers 1, 2- 3- <
ries] is equal to the Quote of the Difference of the least of these Powers, and that next
above the greatest of them, divided by the Difference of the Root and 1. Thus:
la
~
Ex. 3 . a -\-a1~\~a*, & c.-\ - a n=
J - a6 =
Example I . a*j- - a5•1'
rr+'+r„>'
4. <Jr4 - ‘*' +i4 -x +54 ^ ^ 'v -<*'+"
—
f - a*=
‘ 2. a j- - az1- - a*11

r

<

& . aa.
az -j- aia *, c<
I.
a—
a1 a} 4~a* 4" s>& c. 4 - <an +r.
& c. 4 “ an.
a -j - ax 4- di 4- a*, <
an ~
a

__

■1.

Demon. Take the Seriesa 4 - **4 ~a%4“ a*
1 ; the Product is
to an, multiply it by a —
av-^ a, as the annex’d Scheme of the Operati¬
on manifestly shews: For the given Series being
multiplied by a, the Series of Products is the
fame as the given Series from the second Term,
taking
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taking in the Power next above the greatest given Power ; then the other Part of
the Multiplier being i , its Product is the given Series. But this is to be subtracted from
the former, (because the Multiplier is a — i ) ; and all the Terms of the two Series of Pro¬
ducts being the fame, except the greatest of the first Series, and the least of the other, it’s
manifest that the Difference, i. e. the Product fought, isan+1_ a, that is, a -|- a1f - ^3, t&c. an
Xa — i — an 11—a. Hence dividing both Sides by a~ —i , it is —
J— 1—
j —ai, & c. an —
a n+I— a

a —i
Whatever Power the Series begins at, the Reason of the Rule is the fame; for the Pro¬
ducts by a and by x will be the fame Series, except the greatest of the former, (which
will be the next Power above the greatest given Power,) and the least of the other, (which
is the least given Power) ; so that the Difference of the two Series must be the Difference
of these two.
Theorem
VIII.
The Difference betwixt any two Powers of the fame Root , is the Product of the Dif¬
ference of the Root and i , multiplied by the Sum of all the Powers of that Root from
the lesser given Power to that next below the greater.
Example I . an— av~ a — i x avf - a' +ls -, &c. J- - a°—' .
2- aa— a =

Demon.

a — I X a f- - a* - )- a *, <& c . a a— P

This is a manifest Consequence of the preceding.
T

Take

H E O R E M

IX-

the Series of Powers of any two Numbers (or Roots ) to any the fame Length

or Index. To each of these Series prefix i ; then set the one of these Series under the
other in a reverse Order, and multiply the corresponding Terms of the one Series into
those of the other ; then take the Sum of the Products : I fay, if this Sum is multi¬
plied by the Difference of the given Roots, the Product is equal to the Difference of their
similar Powers of the degree next above the highest in the Series.
Example. Take any two Roots a, 6; take their Pow¬
a%
1.
a,
ers to the 4th ; the two Series formed and multiplied as
b1
PP
b,
in the Margin make the Series of Products, a* -\- ba*
efij - ba^j- - bz al ~\~a P -j_ £+.
-f-«*1>X-f- ^ -j-£4; which multiplied bya—b pro¬
a - -b.
duces AS- t 5.
Ts- ■b5 Product.
an,
an—*,
I,
b3 b
an-\~
b

Universally:
an—*, &c . a 1,
a,
T.
^yC
^ ' . &n“ *,
bn—t,
bn.
an—
a 1bn— 1~^~a bn—*^ £n.
a — b.
,nf>

Demon

.

The

Reason

of

this appears the fame way as that
of Theor. 7 . for anXa —s<n+ ',

and bnxb = bn+l ; thenthePro¬
duct of a into every Term after
an, is destroyed by that of b
(which is to be subtracted) into
the preceding.
an aliquot Part of the Difference

Co ROE . Hence the Difference of any two Roots is
of any their similar Powers.
Schol. From the Doctrine of the next Book, Chap. 3 . you’ll find the Investigation,
and another Demonstration of this and Theor. ~j, and 3. viz. from the Consideration of
Geometrical Progressions. But I have placed them here, because they have a Demonstra¬
tion independent of these Progressions; And Theor. 7 . furnishes us another Demonstration
for the summing of these Progressions.
AR I TH-

